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Disclaimer

Th e purpose of Judy’s DietGlue is to guide you through a review of many 
facets of your life, and then help you get organized and motivated so, 
from now on, you can stick to any sensible weight-control plan.

Th e concepts, strategies, and philosophy I share in Judy’s DietGlue 
have worked for me; I am not giving specifi c advice for you. Judy’s 
DietGlue contains my opinions, experiences, and discoveries, and 
is provided “as is” without warranty. Only you can give yourself a 
warranty, but I can help you fi gure out how to do that.

One major objective of Judy’s DietGlue is to help you to take con-
trol of your life and love doing it! You may choose to use many prudent 
cookie-cutter diet plans, programs, books, tips, and so forth, but just 
remember: you are in control. Your delicious autonomy will become 
a vital ingredient in your recipe for long-term weight control success.

First and foremost, girl, use your own noodle.
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A Howdy from Judy 

Hi, 
Th is is Judy Payne writing to you. If you would like to take a look at 

me and be greeted to my book in a quick video, go to http://judypayne.
com/welcome-to-my-book-video/ (and then hurry back!).

Did you watch the little welcome video? I look like a rather sane 
person, don’t I? Th irty some years ago, however, I was an insanely out-
of-control, 255-pound emotional eater. Now I am a reasonably ratio-
nal, fairly well-organized, healthy, happy gal at peace with food. I lost 
over 100 pounds all those years ago and have kept it off  except for 
those frustrating 5 to 15 pounds that most “N ormal People” also deal 
with a good deal of the time. (If you are reading the print version of 
Judy’s DietGlue, fl ip forward to chapter 4 to see my defi nition of Nor-
mal People. If you are reading the e-book, just click on the linked term. 
You are going to see many underlined words throughout Judy’s Diet-
Glue, which are handy e-book links to something or other.) 

 Because I documented my way through my life of weight loss and 
weight maintenance, I have heaping helpings of information, wisdom, 
and a philosophy that can make permanent weight control much eas-
ier for you. I started to write this book aft er I lost my 110 pounds and 
kept it off  for about eight years. In retrospect, I’m sure glad I was too 
busy or too chicken to bare my soul and publish Judy’s DietGlue earlier 
in my weight-maintenance journey. Some thirty years of tenacity and 
illuminating thoughts and experiences since my original weight loss 
give you a much longer and stronger trail of tiny and huge triumphs 
to follow.

I don’t use bombastic or hyperbolical words like “miracle” or 
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“breakthrough.” In fact, I strive to be underwhelming in order to let 
you decide what is a miracle or a breakthrough for you, and I promise 
to never mention your “inner goddess” or “inner diva.” Oh, and I could 
include hundreds of delicious low-calorie, healthy recipes and menus, 
but I won’t because I bet your kitchen is already bulging with them.

Writing this book drove me nuts because I wanted it to be all things 
to all women who diet, but that just isn’t possible. Luckily, in this inter-
active era, we can continue to communicate in several ways. You can 
send me a private e-mail or visit my website or blog, or join in the 
discussions with your soul sisters and me on Facebook or Twitter. You 
can even look at my Pinterest boards for more help (all of my contact 
info is listed on the copyright page). Th ere are lots of ways for you to 
share your woes or good ideas with others, to ask questions, or to make 
suggestions aft er you fi nish reading this book.

I’ll bet dollars to doughnuts that you already have plenty of sensi-
ble diet books, food plans, and exercise DVDs, and you know by heart 
scads of healthy hints, tips, as well as diet recipes, right? I wrote Judy’s 
DietGlue to help thinking women learn to teach themselves how to 
organize and prioritize their lives and to motivate themselves to stick to 
any healthy diet plans they choose. 

Before you read further, I suggest you commit to one of the follow-
ing two choices:

1. Accept your healthy or unhealthy fat butt just the way 
it is and try to love it unconditionally. Th en stop whin-
ing about it, give this book away (or delete it from your 
e-reader), and get on with your life.

2. Continue reading and let me help you analyze your pre-
vious failures. Th en organize and prioritize your life goals 
so you can work on your fat butt as you work on matters 
more important than that fl abby, dimpled thing that keeps 
following you around.
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Judy’s 1-2-3-4-Step Approach 
to Permanent Weight Control

In the following illustration, the four shades of gray on the four steps, 
on the chevrons on my dress, and on the chevrons on the top of the 
DietGlue bottle are my not-so-subtle way of using symbolism. Th is 
picture gives you an overview of how my entire philosophy—and the 
book—are structured. To see a little animated version, go to http://
www.judypayne.com/1-2-3-4-step-approach-animation.
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PART I 
Benefi ts You Can’t Find Anywhere Else 

But in Judy’s DietGlue

I come from a family where gravy is considered a beverage.
—Erma Bombeck

Th is fi rst section is designed to explain why you have not wasted your 
dough on a generic, boring-as-celery diet book. Even the descriptions 
of Judy’s DietGlue in chapter 1, and of me in chapter 2, are jam-packed 
with unique, philosophical, silly, and practical benefi ts for you. I will 
also give you descriptions of the many diff erences and benefi ts of which 
I am sure. Sometimes the explanation of a perk is the perk. I fi nd it 
gratifying when I receive feedback telling me that a word or phrase I 
used in a speaking engagement—that I hadn’t considered profound—
was a mini- or maxi-epiphany to some struggling woman. I leave the 
discovery of additional kernels of wisdom to you. You can let me know 
what was most benefi cial to you (or not) by contacting me through my 
e-mail, website, blog, Facebook, or Twitter. (Remember that all of my 
contact info is listed on the copyright page for your easy reference.)
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1 
Descriptions of the Unique Benefi ts of This 

“Not a Diet Book” Book

Unlike the ubiquitous diet books of garden-fresh or rehashed food 
plans, menus, and recipes, Judy’s DietGlue was written to help you stick 
to what you read in other good diet books. Judy’s DietGlue might be 
called a complementary companion, an auxiliary guidebook, or even 
Judy’s Skinny School textbook or manual of instructions for building 
your own weight-control scaff old or framework. It is a philosophy. It 
is a Crock-Pot full of ideas for you to explore. It is a book chock-full of 
inspiration and compassion. It has a unique 1-2-3-4-Step Approach to 
dieting and maintenance, and it is infused with a smart-ass attitude. It 
also contains my story of triumph over food, and leaves a trail of tears 
and crumbs for you to follow. For sure it will help you feel a whale-of-
a-lot better about yourself, ease some of your pain and guilt, lighten 
your load, and brighten your road.

My intention is to give you the insight, wisdom, tools, 
motivation, autonomy, and organizational skills—the glue—to 

stick to good external advice and to 
the internal promises you make to yourself.
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 I hesitate to call Judy’s DietGlue a holistic book because some read-
ers might equate holistic with New Age philosophies. Judy’s DietGlue is 
not New Agey, but it is most certainly about looking at your whole life 
and fi tting your weight-control issues into your life, and not vice versa.

Diet books and plans usually just address weight loss and maybe 
fold in a smidgen of talk about weight maintenance. Judy’s DietGlue, in 
comparison, has three purposes fused together. Sure, it’s loaded with 
weight-loss help and weight-maintenance help, but these two pur-
poses are encapsulated in a life-management process, which is built 
upon your core values and life goals.

I believe that for long-term weight control you need to fi rst get 
your head, heart, and hectic life organized so you can stick to a good 
weight-loss plan, and get any compulsive eating under control in the 
process. Th en, as you are losing weight and getting control of your 
eating issues, I can help you learn how to maintain that weight loss 
permanently.

Here are three very dif-
ferent “course” metaphors to 
further explain the benefi ts of 
Judy’s DietGlue and show how 
this book diff ers from other 
books about weight loss. (I 
think you will soon realize 
that I am a hopelessly heavy 
user of metaphors.)

A Thirteen-Course 
Meal of Food for 
Thought
With each course (chapter), 
I will dish out hearty help-
ings of DietGlue. I know glue 
doesn’t sound very appetizing, 
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but I think you have been hungering for it. You need it to glue together 
all the important chunks of your life so your core values and your daily 
life-management tasks incorporate your weight-management goals. 

You also crave the glue that will help you stick to any sensible weight-
loss program and then a weight-maintenance program. I will assist you 
in learning how to almost happily cement the good stuff  you learned 
during your weight-control eff orts into the sticky weight-maintenance 
plan we can design together.

Of course we know, 
“It’s simply a matter of eating less and exercising more!” 

Our devils are in the personal, crippling details of eating less and 
exercising more.
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The “Course” of Time Involved Makes Judy’s 
DietGlue More Powerful
How many people have you ever heard 
of who lost a ton of weight (without sur-
gery) and kept it off  for over thirty years? 
Aft er doing sane and crazy diets from ages 
eight to twenty-nine, I lost 110 pounds 
in the late 1970s. Since then, I have been 
following, testing, validating, and tweak-
ing my beliefs and practices, as well as my 
advice for you. Th is long course of time 
alone makes Judy’s DietGlue unique and 
infi nitely more helpful than much of the phony-baloney and/or sim-
plistic, short-term weight-control advice. 

Th e recidivism rate is enough to 
make any foodie cringe and binge.

I’ll give you some data and sources on recidivism (relapse) rates in 
chapter 9.

An Advanced Skinny School Course in Learning 
How to Manage Your Own Dieting Evolution
Judy’s DietGlue is an Advanced Skinny School 
course, and I’m here to guide you through it. 
As long as you are ready to start peeling back 
some of those fat layers of self-deception 
and dare to go on an exciting adult learning 
adventure into yourself, I can help you learn 
how to become your own best guide, tutor, 
mentor, and teacher.
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Weight loss and permanent weight management are
an evolutionary—not a revolutionary—process.

Th is book is built on the premise that each of us is a lovely, unique 
creation with complex problems that can be fi gured out and perma-
nently fi xed by only one expert: you. In an eff ort to help you learn how 
to become an expert on you, Judy’s DietGlue will dish out generous 
servings of ideas that allow you to fi nd the answers for making your
complex, diffi  cult problem of losing weight and keeping it off  as easy 
as possible.

You can learn your way to peace with food. 
You can even learn how to use your previous failures 

as building blocks for success.

Once you get the hang of it, you will be ready 
to control your own diet evolution. You will be able 
to implement the processes, mind-sets, and practical 
ideas I have incorporated into my life by using the 
1-2-3-4-Step Approach that I slowly developed. Th is 
approach will allow you, as it has me, to glue together 
all the components and fi nally have an authentic, 
autonomous, purposeful, organized, happy life—
because how you eat aff ects your life, and your life 
aff ects how you eat. 

I folded benefi ts into the descriptions you read 
above, and I have stirred many more in with the DietGlue I have 
squeezed into the remainder of the book. But I want to mention a few 
more benefi ts right now that you will relish as you read and reread, 
rethink and reorganize yourself for a happier life with food:
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• You will get the chaos out of your head, heart, and hectic life.
• As you get your whole life organized, prioritized, and glued 

together, with your weight issues incorporated and maintain-
able, you will even save time and money.

• In the process of gluing your life together philosophically, 
eff ectively, and effi  ciently, you will learn to better develop, 
understand, and love your authentic, autonomous self.

• You will accept weaknesses in yourself just as you accept them 
in anyone else you love.

• Once you start loving yourself, you will start taking better care 
of yourself because you will know you are worth the eff ort.

• You will relax and be at peace with your bigger goals in life and 
with food.

• Believe it or not, if I can get you to change your perspective just 
a bit, you will learn to enjoy the process.

Even if you think some of these benefi ts don’t fi t with a weight-man-
agement book, you will soon see how they were essential for me as I 
learned how to attain and maintain a thinner, happier life.
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2 
Meet Your Guide 

Coach, Friend, Cheerleader, Skinny School 
Teacher, and Glue Dispenser, Judy Payne

Exposing Myself
I’d better tell you a little more about who I am, where I’m coming from, 
and why I have the audacity to expect you to take me seriously.

Between 1976 and 1978, I completed the task of losing the fi nal 
portion of my 110 excess pounds. Th e dates are diffi  cult to pin down 
because I started to get serious about weight loss in 1973, but I had two 
babies and two miscarriages between 1972 and 1975. So, of course, I took 
advantage of my delicate condition and lost and gained—a lot! In fact, 
as soon as I knew I was pregnant, I packed on 20 or 30 pounds before I 
went to the doctor for my initial prenatal exam. My shrewd reasoning 
behind this self-defeating ploy was that since my obstetrician’s rule of 
thumb was to allow only a 25- to 30-pound gain from the fi rst prenatal 
exam to delivery, I had to eat fast. He should have known how diabolical 
self-abusing, fat, game-playing pregnant women can be. 

Th irty-some years have passed since my original weight loss. I 
have kept almost all of it off , though I still piddle with those aforemen-
tioned, pesky, extra 5 to 15 pounds.

I don’t remember exactly how much I lost per week—or even per 
year—back then; what is important is that aft er thirty-plus years, the 
excess weight is still gone!

,
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I can’t give you a precise answer about when I quit bingeing either. 
Some of life’s major events begin or end with a bang. My bingeing 
ended ever so gradually, but I’d estimate that I haven’t had a binge for 
well over twenty years, or maybe even twenty-fi ve years. (Sorry I can’t 
fi nd any documentation on that; I wasn’t good about writing down 
negatives that far back in my evolutionary process.)

I can tell you that for many years now, I have not been an out-of-
control, emotional eater. I can also tell you with certainty that I gradu-
ally got it all glued together by using the processes I am sharing in this 
book. “Sensible Judy” has taught “Fun Judy” how to get a grip (you will 
meet them both in chapter 8).

My “weight problem” included both compulsive eating behavior 
(that was killing my spirit) and paltry caloric limits. Not being able to 
eat as much as most people still annoys me, and still makes me want 
some understanding and sympathy (yes, even pity) from Normal People.

Here are my past and present, disgusting caloric-limit statistics: In 
1986, I could eat between 1,400 and 1,700 calories per day to maintain. 
Now, I can only eat about 1,200 to 1,400 (GRR%@#*^!) calories to 
maintain, but I am in control of my life, and that is about a bazillion 
times more important to my body, mind, and spirit than being able to 
have those tantalizing extra calories.

Perhaps one of the most important concepts to introduce you to 
here is that I used my weight problem as a catalyst to go

• from self-abuse to self-actualization,
• from self-denial to self-awareness,
• from self-hatred to feeling good about myself,
• from self-intolerance to self-forgiveness,
• from self-prejudice to fat advocate, and
• from seeking black-and-white, easy answers to learning to 

customize the far more eff ective gray answers to my far-more-
than-fi ft y-shades-of-gray weight issues.

Besides being in that very tiny club of people who have lost a big glob 
of weight and kept it off  for over thirty years, I have been passionately 
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involved in projects that give me the right to think I can help you in 
your struggle. If you want to see my extensive resume, go to http://www.
judypayne.com/about-judy. But I will give you a quick sampling here:

• For three years, I worked with a group of overweight teenage 
girls on a grant from the Iowa State Department of Health and 
the University of Iowa.

• I have counseled many overweight women on a regular, one-
to-one basis.

• I wrote a weekly column called “Th e Fat Column” in the Des 
Moines Sunday Register.

• I have done slew of workshops, seminars, and speeches about 
women, fatness, and human potential. 

• I have been a Weight Watchers lecturer.
• Aft er eight years of maintenance, I created the Smart Cookie 

Approach to Dieting audio cassette library. Recently, I refor-
matted it and will off er both a four-disc CD set and a down-
loadable version I fully explain at http://www.judypayne.com/
smart-cookie-approach-to-dieting. 
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• I have been a diet-information junkie since the 1960s, seek-
ing enlightenment or miracles all the while. Since I wrote the 
initial Smart Cookie Approach to Dieting audio series, I have 
spent hundreds of hours investigating a kajillion diets, scams, 
tips, recipes, drugs, products, experts, surgeries, success sto-
ries, and so forth. I have read heaps of diet ads, magazine and 
newspaper articles, and government or health agency publica-
tions, not to mention shelves full of both great and ridiculous 
diet books. Clear back in the 1980s and ’90s, when it was still 
a struggle to do so, I was doing computer searches of the fat 
research published in professional journals from all over the 
world. I corresponded with many of the top experts in specifi c 
weight-control fi elds when I wrote “Th e Fat Column.” And I 
have spent hours documenting what I have read, seen, and 
heard from authors, directors of research projects, and heads 
of governmental agencies. Th is has been no small task.

I have never stopped being an infomaniac about fat issues, and 
now technology has made it as easy as pie to fi nd information. I am a 
googling fool. Th ough the intent of Judy’s DietGlue is not to dispense 
good (or bad) diet research, you will taste the fruits of my research 
labor throughout this book.

In my mention of surveys, studies, theories, articles, and so on, I 
think I have included enough citations to help you fi nd many more 
sources, details, and up-to-the minute piles of information online or 
at a library. Since web addresses change or evaporate so oft en, the key-
words or phrases embedded in this tome should also help you fi nd 
updated and new resources.

I wish I could be your perfect diet guru, but I can’t.

If a perfect weight-control wise woman existed, she would be an 
intelligent, sympathetic, open-minded woman of integrity who has 
lost a lot of weight herself and has sensibly kept it off . I’ve got that part 
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covered. However, she might also have degrees in medicine, nutrition, 
psychology, psychiatry, endocrinology, genetics, behavioral science, 
sociology, physiology, public policy, economics, and communications. 
I don’t fi t that description, and I don’t want anyone to think I am trying 
to practice any profession without a license. I can, however, read, com-
prehend, and evaluate what these responsible professionals have to tell 
us. Furthermore, I can do what most of them, by lack of necessity, 
cannot do: I can fi lter that information through a fat head and heart.

Unlike me, few experts know what it feels like to be a fat child, fat 
teen, or fat woman in our thin-crazed society. Without that fi lter, we 
can end up with caring but naïve experts touting the merits of eat-
ing veggies, and spouting all those scary statistics about high blood 
pressure, high cholesterol, and diabetes to obese, miserable children. 
Dumb! Self-hating fat girls are far more concerned about their con-
suming emotional pain because of a broad range of social issues—
from being bullied to wanting to fi t into a hot pair of jeans, to getting 
a cool guy’s positive attention.

We can keep hoping for that perfect diet afi cionado to show up 
with the magic answer, the miracle diet, or the perfect diet pill in hand, 
but I will keep doing my best to help you and myself until she appears. 
I think any caring, credentialed experts with a lick of sense will sup-
port my eff orts.

I started a draft  of this book in 1986 aft er losing 110 pounds and 
maintaining my new weight for about eight years. I was forty-three at 
the time. Now I am seventy (yikes!) and fi nally fi nishing this book. I 
thought I was so smart back in ’86, but my experiences since then have 
made me a whole lot wiser—and this book a whole lot more useful to 
you. I’ve also written Judy’s DietGlue with my attitude(s) showing and 
with feminine pronouns throughout the book, so the few men I can 
possibly help will have to tolerate my chauvinism.

I want this book to be an enjoyable read, but I do get teachy, preachy, 
and redundant; and I use a lot of corny, cheesy (see!) helpings of food 
adjectives, similes, metaphors, and analogies. Most of the redundan-
cies are purposeful and are predicated on the teaching techniques of 
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rewording, repeating, reinforcing, and reviewing for emphasis—all of 
which help real learning get glued into your brain.

My writing skills may not bowl over every reader, but I am more 
concerned that the women I want to help will grow to like and trust 
me, and that my messages will resonate with them. Aft er all, this book 
isn’t a widget I invented; it’s me! I don’t know of anyone else who has 
been dieting since she was eight years old, and who has the experience, 
expertise, documentation, and desire to share her knowledge and wis-
dom in a smart-alecky but passionately understanding and supportive 
way. So here I am, giving myself to you so you can use me—my life 
lessons—as you see fi t.

My Main Motives for Writing Judy’s DietGlue
I have three motives for writing Judy’s DietGlue: one is nauseatingly 
altruistic and a couple are self-serving.

My XXXL-size motive for writing Judy’s DietGlue has nothing to 
do with whether you are skinny as a rail or big as a barn. Th is may 
surprise you, but I really don’t care if you are fat or skinny. When asked 
why I am writing this book, I sometimes cryptically say, “It’s a God 
thing.” For as long as I can remember, when I am not thinking about 
anything else, I am thinking about what I should be doing on this 
planet to try to make it a better, more peaceful, tolerant place. I never 
feel like I am doing enough.

So, my primary motive for writing is to work toward my own ridic-
ulously impossible goal of getting everyone on Earth to give her or his 
gift s to try to make the world a kinder place. It is my hope that I can 
unleash some of the human potential that is tragically not being used 
by overweight women and men who are waiting until they are thin to 
start sharing their gift s.
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Are you prejudiced against yourself?

Don’t be stingy. I believe we were put on this Earth to do the best 
we can with whatever gift s we are given. I believe that once we have 
taken care of ourselves and anyone else we bring into this world, our 
left over energies should be used to joyously share whatever might be 
helpful to others. Are you not yet working toward your goals because 
you are waiting until you are thinner? Worse yet, have you not even 
dug deep enough to realize that you are feeling unfulfi lled because you 
haven’t recognized—let alone worked toward—your core values and 
major life goals?

What gift s and goals do I have to share? I have a rather unique 
and eff ective weight-control process to help women battling lifelong 
weight problems. I want to win your hearts and minds over to the 
notion that you need to understand, forgive, and like yourself. I want 
the same thing for the world.

I care about getting wonderful chubby ladies 
off  their chubby rear ends 

to work on bigger goals than just losing pounds 
and maintaining a healthy weight.

Way back in 1982, long before I had heard the term “mission state-
ment,” I had one: “To grow as I help other people grow.” It is still the 
same.
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Abraham Maslow’s work on the hierarchy of human needs (in the 
diagram preceding this paragraph) isn’t Judy’s Skinny School required 
reading, but it sure helped me understand me. For the constant dieter, 
Maslow’s Psychology 101 stuff  might be very illuminating. 

It’s harder to solve a problem if you don’t know what the problem 
is. Maslow might help you identify some of your issues. Just google 
“Maslow’s hierarchy of needs” and you can stay busy for hours read-
ing—instead of eating.1

With all due respect to Mr. Maslow, I would add a sixth level to 
his pyramid. Helping others reach their full potential is, for me, the 
pinnacle of personal satisfaction. What’s the point or the fun of having 
anything if you don’t share it?

As we go on, you will see that I don’t believe you need to under-
stand everything about yourself and your food issues in order to get 
your eating under control, but the more issues you can identify the 
better.

One of my self-serving motives involves money. My entire work-
ing life, I have always put making money as a secondary priority aft er 
making sure that what I was doing had societal value. In Judy’s DietGlue 
I don’t sell out by using cream-puff y adjectives or making unfounded 
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claims that too many diet “experts” try to sell you. I use the word 
“secrets” judiciously, but I do claim I have made personal “discoveries” 
over the years. Th e rethinking, organization, and assimilation of new 
ideas and thought processes you fi nd in this book are what I think you 
will fi nd most helpful—though not always what you want to hear. 

Of course I want to make a profi t with Judy’s DietGlue; I’ve devoted 
several years to researching and writing and rewriting it, but I wouldn’t 
spend the remainder of my life working at anything that I wouldn’t do 
for $0.00. 

Besides my altruistic and monetary purposes, though, I have 
wanted to create and run a little business where I can treat everyone I 
work with in a manner that I think makes the business world a better 
place. So far, I have created all the content of my books and audio, the 
logo, the book cover, and the website with this in mind (and with lots 
of technical help from several people).

So my life and my work exemplify the philosophy I am promoting 
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to you. I am combining my desire to serve, my creativity, and my time 
into making a little business out of my mission-driven cause.

For now, you surely know enough about me, as well as my motives 
for wanting to help you get your weight issues under control.

In part II, I will help you move forward to long-term success by 
guiding you on a trip back in time, to learn from your previous diet 
fl ops.
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PART II 
Looking Back to Move Forward

If you keep on doing what you’ve always done, 
you’ll keep on getting what you’ve always gotten.

—W. L. Bateman

As with many endeavors in life, screwing up isn’t all bad if you learn 
something from the abysmal experiences. Part II should get you ready 
to rethink, re-plan, and then practice your way to your just “desserts”: 
long-term weight maintenance.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 give you guidance in looking back at your 
dieting history in order to fi gure out why you have repeatedly failed 
to keep the weight off . We’ll begin by doing a little ranting. It usually 
makes me feel better to vent a bit before I get on with whatever crappy 
job I have to do. In a silly and not-so-silly way, we will look at the num-
ber and the intensity of your food issues. I also want you to consider 
your failed eff orts in the scope of your whole life, using some graphics 
I drew for you.

Chapter 6 gives my retrospective perspective on some of the ways 
the world has changed for us weight warriors; and in chapter 7, I give 
you a peck of vital lessons that, only in hindsight, I could see and 
understand.
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3 
Let’s Rant and Rave a Little First

One of my fi rst titles for Judy’s DietGlue was ENOUGH! because I had 
had enough Enoughs. Even now, when I read my Enough! list, it ticks 
me off  that I tolerated this nonsense for as long as I did:

• Enough! dieting
• Enough! hunger
• Enough! failure
• Enough! self-degradation
• Enough! self-loathing
• Enough! hurt
• Enough! sadness
• Enough! guilt
• Enough! mental and physical suff ering
• Enough! denial
• Enough! acting happy when I am miserable
• Enough! not speaking up when fat folks are demeaned
• Enough! listening politely when skinny experts give stupid, 

obvious, or simply worthless advice
I could go on, but that’s Enough! of my rant. Your turn. Make your 

own Enough! list. If you get angry doing this, great! Maybe you will 
want to prioritize your rant. Keep adding as you continue reading 
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Judy’s DietGlue. Your list could get mighty long. And it will be fun for 
you to look back at your list in a few weeks, months, or years and check 
off  the Enoughs that no longer trouble you, because of the thoughts 
you uncover as we move along. (It would be nice if you would post 
your Enough! list on my blog or Facebook page, or even tweet one 
Enough! at a time via Twitter. If you are too shy to post your Enoughs 
online, however, you can e-mail them to me privately. Please see the 
copyright page for all contact info.)

My Enough! List
Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Enough!_________________________________________________

Didn’t that feel good? Now let’s move on.
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4 
Let’s Get a Grip 

on the Complexity, Intensity, Range, and 
Perceptions of Your Weight Issues 

Th ough complexity, intensity, range, and perception of your food and 
body issues are inextricably linked in your heart and mind, this chap-
ter is my attempt to disaggregate these four issues so you can try to 
look at them from diff erent vantage points.

Your many problems and many solutions probably come in many 
shades of gray (and I don’t mean like the saucy ones addressed in the 
Fift y Shades of Grey trilogy!). Oft en, well-intentioned zealots and mon-
ey-hungry missionaries of mindless diet dogma try to feed us simplis-
tic, absolute, black-and-white answers for our multifaceted, tangled, 
multishaded gray problems. 

Many a desperate, chubby lady has unquestioningly 
swallowed the simple, absolute advice of many “advisors,” 

thus ignoring the shades of grayness of her own life.

As with most problems in our complex world, “one size fi ts all” 
solutions do not work for us complicated dieters. However, portions of 
the simplistic black-and-white answers can be useful if blended with 
segments of other simplistic answers.
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Are You Wrongly Perceiving the Complexity of
Your Weight Problems and Your Weight Solutions?

Th e only identical problem that all fat people share 
is their symptom—fat.

Heck No, Your Problem Isn’t Simple!
Th e fi rst two bars in the following diagram are my illustrations of how 
you may still be thinking inaccurately about your problems and your 
solutions. Th e third bar is my rendition of how I think you should see 
both your problems and your solutions. 

Your Weight Problems and  Your Weight Solutions

WRONG

WRONG

CLOSER to ACCURATE

Your Life Problems...Th in Th in or Fat Fat

Your Life Solutions...
White or Black

Right
is

White

Wrong
is

Black

Problems and Solutions More Akin to Many Shades of Gray
Your Life...

ggggggggggg gggg

Your Weight Problems and  Your Weight Solutions

WRONG

WRONG

CLOSER to ACCURATE

Your Life Problems...Thin Th in or Fat Fat

Your Life Solutions...
White or Black

Right
is

White

Wrong
is

Black

Problems and Solutions More Akin to Many Shades of Gray
Your Life...
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Heck Yes, Your Weight Issues Are Intense!
Get it? Leave behind the notion that your problems or your solutions 
are black-and-white or simple. With that in mind, let’s mess around 
with the intensity of your grubby-gray, complex food and body issues 
by taking a fun quiz.

Judy’s Skinny School
Weight Issue Intensity Quiz 

Directions:
Rank your answers from 1–7. Yes (exasperated teacher sigh), you may use 
half points: 1–1.5, 2–2.5, and so on. Obviously, the higher the numbers, 
the more trouble you are having with your weight. When you have 
answered all fi fteen questions, add your numbers and fi nd your score.

Part One
How Much You Think About Food
_______ 1. You forget to eat until you faint–to–You sleep in front of the refrigerator

Caloric Limitations
_______ 2. You can eat like a piggy and never gain weight–to– You can maintain 
on 1,200 calories per day

Nutritional Ignorance
_______ 3. You know zip about calories and nutrition–to–You learned to count 
by fi guring daily caloric intake at age fi ve

Habits
_______ 4. You eat only and all the USDA recommended daily nutrients–to–You 
have been known to eat everything in sight until you barf

Physical Limitations
_______ 5. You love taking a daily fi ve-mile run–to–You hyperventilate 
at the very thought of physical activity

Heredity
_______ 6. Your grandma looks like Twiggy–to–Your granny looks like the 
Stay Puft Marshmallow Man
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Part Two
Now we are getting down to our kind of issues with food and weight—issues so tangled 
we will NEVER get them all unraveled.

Emotional Eating 
_______ 7. You become nauseated by the thought of food when you are 
stressed–to–You stuff yourself to temporarily numb nervousness, hurt feelings, 
anger, or fear
_______ 8. You give away your Girl Scout Cookies–to–You stack camoufl aged, 
burping Tupperware containers fi lled with contraband goodies in the bathroom, 
attic, basement, garage, and doghouse 

Autonomy 
_______ 9. You pursue new ideas and take complete responsibility for implementing, 
assessing, and being personally accountable for your own failures and successes–to–You 
call your mom, your children, your friends, or your boss three times a day for advice
_______ 10. You have healthy self-confi dence–to–
You have an aversion to taking advice from others
_______ 11. You strive for altruism–to–You are self-absorbed and oblivious to 
the needs of others

Self-Worth
_______ 12. You know you are worth the trouble, and deserve to be happy and
healthy–to–You wish you didn’t exist

Body Image
_______ 13. You like the look and feel of your naked body–to–
You avoid mirrors and would prefer showering with mittens on

Energy Level
_______ 14. You burn hundreds of calories a day just fi dgeting–to–
You know pigeons could mistake you for a statue

Attitude About Exercise
_______ 15. You love to exercise–to–You consider breathing an extreme sport

Now, tally 
and check 
your score

1.  _____
2.  _____
3.  _____
4.  _____
5.  _____
6.  _____
7.  _____
8.  _____

9.  _____
10.  _____
11.  _____
12.  _____
13.  _____
14.  _____
15.  _____

 TOTAL ________________________
I’d bet my last Jelly Belly that your total is over 40.
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 If your Your score 
 total is: will be: 
 15–34 1, 2, or 3  Give this book away; you don’t need me. I would defi ne you as a 

Normal Person. (I will defi ne and explain “Normal” soon.) 

 35–50 3, 4, or 5  You may be on your way to a yo-yo dieting life. If so, my ideas 
and experiences can help you.

 51–75 5, 6, or 7  Welcome, dear sister. I am here to be your friend and guide to a 
happier, more organized, thinner life.

 76–105 7, 8, 9, or 10  It’s really not funny, is it. Cry if you need to; then let me help 
you turn your thinking and your life around.

Who Are “Normal People”?
In the world according to me, Normal People are defi ned 
as those lucky ducks with the 1–3 (or so) score. Below are 

some of my observations about Normal People: 

•  Most Normal People like to eat. In fact, I think many 
Normal People enjoy food more than fat people do, 
and they don’t feel guilty with every bite.

•  Most Normal People aren’t consumed by thinking 
about and resisting food.

•  Most Normal People do overeat, and gain and lose 
weight once in a while.

•  Normal people may occasionally have bouts of food 
insanity and use food for illicit purposes, but it is not 
their daily modus operandi.

•  Normal people usually use food as food, not for 
medicinal purposes or for self-punishment. However, 
under extreme stress such as a death (not their own) 
or a divorce (their own), even Normal People may use 
food to cope. In my experience, however, I’ve seen 
more Normal People losing their appetite and losing 
weight when under stress. (What’s that about?)
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•  Th e terms Normal People and thin people are not 
necessarily synonymous. Th ere are forever-thin 
women, who have 4–10 scores, but they have worked 
very hard to stay thin—some of them perhaps sensibly 
and some by using mild to life-threatening, self-
abusive bulimic or anorexic behaviors.

Find Your Home on the Range
Now that we have an intensity score for your weight issues (sort of), we 
can put it on a graduated gray “range.” Remember, this is just a score 
from a quiz I have concocted, but there are certainly grains of truth 
implanted in it. 

As if ranges and scores of complexity and 
intensity weren’t awful enough, 

you also have to deal with degrees of distorted self-perceptions.
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Even if you fi gure out where you land on the Judy’s DietGlue 1–10 
scale, how do you determine the weightiness of your weight on your 
mind?

Here’s my answer: Some people rely completely on a bathroom 
scale, or a BMI (body mass index) chart, or how they look in the mir-
ror, or how their clothes fi t, or the size of the handful of bread dough 
they squish when they grab the jiggling mass attached to their middle. 
Attitudes factor in also. One 5’5” woman may think she is fat at 140 
pounds while another 5’5” woman thinks she is cute as a button at 140. 
My point here is that even issues that are quantifi able can be gray and 
relative. How’s your self-perception doing?
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As if complexity, intensity, 
and distorted self-perceptions weren’t enough, 

how about dealing with the pompous perceptions 
and asinine attitudes of some Normal People 

that hurt those of us in the 4–10 range?

I think much of the fat prejudice we experience from Normal Peo-
ple stems from the fact that they, too, have food, weight, and body 
issues to some degree. Many of these 1–3 rangers can’t see that we 
4–10 rangers can’t solve our many complex problems with the simple 
answers they fi nd eff ective. I think sometimes we let their prejudice 
rub off  on us, and self-prejudice can be especially toxic.

Sadly, there are 1–3 rangers who believe that all fat people are just 
lazy pigs, because 1–3 rangers fi nd it relatively easy to handle their 
own food issues. Please, please, please don’t see your chronic, 4–10 
range issues through the eyes of naïve or prejudiced 1–3 rangers. Stop 
beating yourself up for not succeeding with Normal People’s remedies 
for their simpler/less intense issues.

Idiots and geniuses, fat folks and skinny folks, 
compulsive eaters, and those who don’t know 

a calorie from a calzone 
will lose weight on any insane or healthy diet 

if it contains fewer calories than it takes to run their body.

So why, oh why, oh why do people keep looking for “THE Diet” or 
say stupid things like “It works!” What thin wannabes need to learn is 
how not to regain aft er “Th e Diet Th at Works!” 
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5 
Let’s Analyze Why Your Maintenance Eff orts

Always Come Unglued

I’m going to fast-forward and discuss maintenance here for a chap-
ter—and for a very good reason. I am betting that you are a chronic 
dieter and that you’ve probably reached the “Go Line” of maintenance 
a time or two—or twenty. You didn’t buy this book to gloat, but rather 
because you are still having trouble either losing adipose tissue (a.k.a. 
fat) or keeping it off , right? I want to get you thinking about losing and 
maintaining in tandem.

For now, I am going to pretend to assume that all your successful 
or partially successful short-term diets were sensible. (Losing weight 
fast on a crazy diet adds more issues, which we will get to later.) I am 
also assuming that you determined in chapter 4 that you are in the 
unenviable 4–10 range, ya? Th en our next two tasks are going to be:

1. Unraveling some of the major reasons why most 4–10 
rangers regain weight even aft er a successful short-term 
diet. 

2. Discovering how you can keep that from happening to 
you ever again.

Have you ever met anyone who successfully lost some weight 
and then made a plan to gain that fat back?
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Judy’s Skinny School Lesson: Transition from 
Losing to Maintenance
Let’s begin with an analogy comparing weight loss 
and maintenance to K–12 education: If you want 
a child to be competent in twelft h-grade reading, 
math, and science, you don’t try to teach her to 
read and comprehend Tolstoy and do calculus or 
chemistry in kindergarten. Th at would be impos-
sible, correct? Educators need to plan a K–12 cur-
riculum by breaking down what they want the child to know and be 
able to do by the end of twelft h grade. Th en they backward plan what 
to teach in kindergarten through twelft h grade in order to have the stu-
dent reach those twelft h-grade goals. Aren’t learning and internalizing 
good eating behaviors similar? We can’t expect a twelft h-grade dieter 
to be able to maintain if all she has ever been taught is elementary, rote 
dieting plans that don’t require her to use critical-thinking skills.

Th is successful short-term dieter (just like a schoolkid) may have 
been on a good diet (a simple, short-term assignment), but let me 
explain a couple of reasons why she can’t successfully jump from ele-
mentary- or middle-school learning to twelft h-grade knowledge. It is 
as important that she learns how to maintain as it is that she learns 
how to lose; she needs time to internalize that learning and get pro-
fi cient at using it. And diff erent students need diff erent amounts of 
review and time to eventually make the learning stick.

Oft en, I fl unked my own Judy’s Skinny School lessons and had to 
repeat some grades many times. In retrospect, I can see that all the rep-
etition of good eating behavior was actually my training for long-term 
successful maintenance.

In the next section, I have tried to illustrate in another way my theory 
of why your maintenance eff orts fail, and why I think you need to make 
a maintenance plan part of your overall weight-loss plan from the get-go.

If your Judy’s DietGlue score is greater than 4, it’s not a leap of 
logic to generalize that your diet history looks similar to the follow-
ing two graphics.
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Your Diet History

To fi x your weight problems, you went on a diet, right? And how did 
that work for you? You probably lost weight, hmm? And then?

Below is the same graphic again, but this time you go on a diet, 
which I illustrate as a Band-Aid that only temporarily protects you 
from healing your fat problems.
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If Graphic 2 doesn’t make it “graphic enough” for you, here is what 
I am trying to get you to think about, in narrative form:

1. You go on a diet.

2. Your usual habits and responses to life events (good and 
bad) are temporarily interrupted, controlled, and replaced 
by your sensible weight-loss (diet) plan.

3. You lose weight.

4. You remove that temporary bandage of a diet and go back 
to your usual way of responding to food and to life.

5. You regain the weight.

So…
1. You go on another diet.

2. Your usual habits and responses to life events (good and 
bad) are temporarily interrupted, controlled, and replaced 
by another sensible weight-loss plan.

3. You lose weight.

4. You remove that temporary bandage of a diet and go back 
to your usual way of responding to food and to life.

5. You regain the weight.
So…

1. You go on another diet.

2. And on…

3. And on…

4. And on….
Sound familiar?
Even when you get yourself to a weight where you think you are 

gorgeous, you must remember that only your body has changed; your 
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head and heart are still somewhere back home on that 4–10 range with 
your fat genes, your nasty eating habits, and your emotional eating 
responses to life’s craziness. You probably haven’t scratched the surface 
on fi nding your authentic, autonomous self—the one who is going to 
allow you to maintain that cute body acquired on any mental or emo-
tional dieting hiatus.

Next Time: How You Can Fix Your Weight 
Problems
In my trip down diet memory lane, I identifi ed four ingredients (or 
discoveries, or—if you will—“secrets”) that have been critical to my 
weight maintenance:

• knowledge
• practice
• self-discovery
• time
Th ere is no way to put into chronological order or to prioritize 

the acquisition of knowledge about healthy eating, practicing healthy 
eating, digging for self-awareness, and the passage of time. I think you 
need to consider all four of them in unison.

You may have learned some things you didn’t know about healthy 
eating on previous “diet vacations” you have taken, but you must con-
tinue to practice, practice, practice. Th e more complex your eating 
issues, the more learning, practice, digging, and time it will proba-
bly take to resolve them. You don’t know how long that will take, and 
neither do I. How long did it take you to learn to tie your shoes or to 
write your name? I am sure you don’t know, but now, does it matter 
how long it took? I am reasonably certain that today you can do both 
without much thought.

You will see in the upcoming chapters, as you practice good behav-
iors, that you will have to keep digging to fi nd more of your authentic, 
autonomous self. Actually, it is the one wonderful gift  we are given as 
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women with weight woes. We are forced to dig deep to fi nd the best 
of ourselves; we don’t have the option of being shallow. Th is life-en-
hancing process to achieve better self-awareness takes longer than just 
the three weeks—or even many months—you may have spent on a 
successful diet.

Time will either be your enemy or your friend. Usually, aft er a suc-
cessful diet, the happy, thinner person doesn’t keep her eating habits in 
the forefront of her mind; she just wants to dance in the rain and drink 
piña coladas. Since she looks like a Normal Person, she wants to act as 
she thinks Normal People act. DANGER! It doesn’t take much time 
to go right back to your old ways and old weight. Fortunately, with 
learning, practice, digging, and the passage of time, you will eventually 
make your sensible relationship with food as automatic as tying your 
shoes or writing your name.

Imagine that you just lost a bucket of lard. You think your body is 
mighty fi ne, and you are ready for maintenance.

WARNING: BE AFRAID! BE VERY AFRAID! YOU ARE IN 
EXTREME DANGER! You still haven’t done enough digging or had 
enough practice time to lower your abysmal 4–10 range score!

Let me reemphasize the importance of the degree of restrictive-
ness of the diet that got you to the beginning of maintenance. In my 
opinion, the fewer food choices you were allowed to make on your 
“successful” diet, the less prepared you are for maintenance.

A very restrictive diet is simply a vacation from taking responsi-
bility for your eating choices; a very restrictive diet is a holiday from 
thinking. (If you don’t plan to do any more thinking for the rest of your 
life, I guess following dot-to-dot diets would be fi ne.) Very low-fat diet? 
Very low-carb diet? Whatever. Th ese restrictive diets either give you 
menus or limited food-choice lists. In either case, they are simply low-
ering the fat or carb calories for you. And those pricey diet programs 
that provide the meals for you? Why don’t you use that money to hire 
someone to come to your house and play airplane to spoon-feed you?

For rookies who are hopeless at counting calories, very restrictive 
diets can be a short-term learning tool—but nothing more.
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Too oft en, “successful” but mindless, restrictive diets 
are followed by a big fat binge.

Know Your Baseline!
Besides learning, digging, practicing, the passing of time, and staying 
away from restrictive diets, there is one more thing I highly recom-
mend for weight management: know your caloric baseline. If you don’t 
already know it, you might even be glad to fi nd out that part of your 
problem may just be that you are “an easy keeper” (a.k.a. “weight-loss 
resistant”). I am not tickled about the fact that I can’t eat a lot, but it is 
vital that I know how many calories I can eat to maintain. If you know 
your maintenance range, you can use that information to put together 
a reasonable weight-loss plan.

Your new catch-22: for every pound you lose, 
your body needs fewer calories 

because you have less body to burn those little devils off . Sigh…

In maintenance mode, you should want to take responsibility for 
your caloric intake. But fi rst you need to know the caloric limits your 
new body has decided it needs to maintain. Th en you can plan your 
menus around making those calories the most delectable and healthy 
calories you can muster up. Later, I’ll give you ideas for fl uffi  ng up your 
limited calories.

Consider this: an out-of-control eater who consumes 3,000 calo-
ries a day but has a caloric baseline of 2,200 calories should fi nd weight 
control a lot easier than a 3,000-calorie-per-day consumer who has a 
baseline of 1,400 calories. Either way, you need to know your baseline.

Don’t you want to know as much as you can 
about your fascinating self?
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6 
How the World Has and Hasn’t Changed 

for Us Weight Warriors

So far in part II, I have been trying to get you to look back at yourself. 
I’ll give you a little break from introspective work in this chapter and 
share some observations I’ve made of recent extrinsic changes in the 
world for us fat fi ghters.

Currently, I see growing awareness and alarm about the “obesity 
epidemic” in America. Th is awareness is greatly increasing conversa-
tion about the politics of fat, the macroeconomics of fat, and the fat-
ness of the fat industry.

Increased media focus and our growing comfort with using tech-
nology have rendered piles of good and bad surveys, trends, research, 
weight-loss plans, products, propaganda, nutritional calculators, 
record-keeping soft ware, and access to support, not to mention bazil-
lions of easily accessible, tempting, healthy recipes.

Feeling comfortable using technology to research on your own is a 
big advantage, but it comes with the huge task of ascertaining what is 
good information and what is poppycock. I semi-assume that websites 
having .org and .gov fi le extensions don’t have a vested interest in selling 
something or giving biased info. In addition, I would suggest you spend 
time on some of the great .com blogs peopled by reasonable, intelligent 
folk helping one another. You will fi nd links to a bevy of blogs I like at 
http://www.judypayne.com/judys-favorite-blogs-websites.

Whether on your computer, tablet, or smartphone, it is easy to 
lose track of time while catching up on your favorite e-mailed diet 
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newsletters, or while visiting weight-management websites, Twitter 
pages, Facebook pages, Pinterest boards, or favorite blogs. On the 
fl ip side, it’s easy to mistakenly answer a questionnaire or sign up 
for something “free,” and subsequently receive a barrage of online or 
e-mail trash with exaggerated claims and puff ed-up sales pitches for 
diet products that cost a big hunk of dough. (For more help in fi gur-
ing out if we are feeding ourselves healthy information or mental junk 
food see chapter 9, “Who and What to Believe.”)

 Here is someone else I believe you can believe: Mika Brzezinski. I 
just read her book Obsessed: America’s Food Addictions—And My Own 
(New York: Weinstein Books, 2013). Th e research topics and resources 
she cites are relevant, extensive, and some of the best I have ever seen 
in a diet book. 

Th ank goodness good nutritional info is also becoming bountiful. 
Now, if I get a vacant look from the seventeen-year-old counter guy at 
Burger King when I ask for a nutritional fact sheet, no problem. I can 
access plenty of books and websites where I can fi nd out about the fat, 
carbs, sodium, and calories in everything on BK’s menus. 

With plenty of pressure, many fast food places are posting calories 
and fat content. Don’t you appreciate readily fi nding the information 
you can use to make wise or dumb choices? I don’t want to be told 
what to eat; if I want something from the menu that is 600 calories per 
bite, I can decide whether I can calorically aff ord it.  

In the past few decades, a combination of education and social 
banishment drastically cut the number of deaths due to smoking in 
our country. Th ese days, all forms of media seem to indicate that we 
are rapidly turning our collective attention to our increasing obesity 
dilemmas—particularly childhood obesity—and a growing societal 
desire to do something about it. First Lady Michelle Obama,1 former 
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg,2 school lunch reformers, 
and more folks from both the public and private sectors are encourag-
ing people of all ages to be more active and to eat more real food, and 
less high-fat and high-carb foods. Even the soft  drink and fast food 
industries are encouraging people to be more active and to eat less 
processed foods (probably because they know it is just good business 
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and politically correct). I also see a big trend on television, where news 
programs, food shows, and even drama, comedy, and reality shows 
are advocating or modeling the cooking of real meals at home, and 
then (get this!) encouraging viewers to sit down together like a Leave 
It to Beaver–type family to eat the delicious, unprocessed-to-death 
meal. One sweet example of this trend is the Walt Disney Company’s 
announcement that beginning in 2015, they will no longer allow junk 
foods to be advertised on their television channels, radio stations, or 
websites intended for children.3

On a sour note, according to a special Reuters report, some factions 
of the food and beverage industry have supposedly spent more than 
$175 million lobbying against government regulations that aim to 
make Americans healthier.4

Most authorities would still say that a calorie is still a calorie, and 
3,500 calories still equal a pound o’ fat—give or take a few BTUs.5 But 
there is some evidence that some calories may be better at fi ghting fat 
than others. A 2012 Boston Children’s Hospital study suggests that a 
low-glycemic diet containing 40 percent good fat, 40 percent good car-
bohydrates, and 20 percent good protein is better than low-fat or low-
carb diets for keeping the weight off , because it doesn’t elevate blood 
sugar and is the best for revving up the metabolism.6

Just from my obsessive devouring of television and newspaper 
reports about healthcare concerns, I would venture two general con-
clusions. First, studies being done by businesses and insurance compa-
nies, as well as health and governmental entities, indicate that maladies 
caused or exacerbated by obesity (such as diabetes, heart ailments, and 
various cancers) are killing us. Second, those studies also predict that 
national healthcare costs will kill us fi nancially. A Cornell University 
study found that an obese person incurs annual medical costs that are 
$2,741 more than those of a nonobese person. Th at comes to $190.2 
billion per year, or 20.6 percent of national health expenditures.7 Th at’s 
about one-third of the 2013 national defense budget!8 Shoot!

No wonder we are hearing rumblings from politicians about the 
need for major public-health intervention concerning obesity. Maybe 
all the arguing about the Aff ordable Care Act will have helped spark 
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more conversation about obesity and its ramifi cations for all of us, phys-
ically and fi nancially, individually and collectively. It’s about time! I hope 
we can get this rapidly accelerating rate of fatness and ill health under 
control through education, guidelines, and personal responsibility and 
not by government and commercial intervention, such as taxes on junk 
food, airline tickets priced by the pound, higher insurance premiums for 
overweight people, and—worst of all—even more maligning of fat folks. 

At the rate the weight of Americans is accelerating, it won’t be long 
before there won’t be much room left  for thin people. Being overweight 
may be the status quo. Hey, maybe you could just hold your breath and 
wait until you are the norm! Naw, don’t do that. Even if being fat is the 
norm, I know that you know that being overweight or obese increases 
your risk for a cornucopia of nasty conditions.

Th e US weight-loss market was $10 billion in the 1980s and 
forecast to report $66 billion in 2013 

supported by over 100 million dieters.9

—John LaRosa, President of Marketdata Enterprises

Here are some fi nal comments on how I think the world has or 
hasn’t changed since way back when I lost my 100+ pounds. Keep in 
mind that these aren’t research based; they’re just my biased opinions.

• Both diet products and fat people are far more abundant than 
they were a quarter century ago.

• People are still looking for the diet, the diet pill, and the easy, 
quick answers.

• Many of our leisure activities now require only the click of a 
remote control or mouse button, or the touch of a video screen. 
Luckily, there are also more and more fun exercise technolo-
gies such as “exergaming” from Wii Fit and Xbox Kinect to get 
us off  the couch.
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• Many of the tasks in the working world are far less labor inten-
sive and more computerized than they were twenty years ago. 
(We should at least have skinny fi ngers.)

• Styrofoam/paper boxes and plastic forks have become the 
common dinnerware used in front of the television, and some 
kids rarely eat at a dedicated dining surface.

• Faster and fatter foods, even those eaten at home, have become 
the family fare in too many households.

• Jumbo servings are standard portions in many fast- and slow-
food restaurants. I have noticed in McDonald’s restaurants in 
other countries that some of the standard meals and drinks 
are smaller—and so it seems are the people in these countries. 
Coincidence?

• Th e fashion industry is putting out more fashionable large-size 
clothes to cover all that expanding national girth.

• Fat women themselves are becoming a smidge more assertive 
and vocal, but not enough.

• Hunger for immediate gratifi cation is worsening in many areas 
of our society and is hazardous to our country’s well-being on 
so many levels, including weight gain.

• Although blatant prejudice and joke-making about physi-
cal handicaps, ethnicity, religion, or sexual orientation have 
become politically incorrect, prejudicial comments about fat 
folks are still too frequently tolerated.

• No matter how well we use the new and better dietary indexes 
or how much we fi ddle with “good” and “bad” calories, dietary 
supplements, and combinations of foods, the time-tested, 
basic fat-fi ghting strategies still hold true: assume that there 
are approximately 3,500 calories to a pound, stick to a nutri-
tionally balanced diet, and exercise regularly.
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Th e knowledge I impart in this book minimizes the importance 
of short-term success and helps you plan for long-term success; that 
is the “secret” to my own thirty-plus years of success in managing 
and eliminating my weight issues. Recently, television coff ee-klatch 
shows and doctor talk shows may have suggested some good weight-
loss ideas and products, but for us ladies with a Judy’s DietGlue score 
of, oh, let’s say about 5 or above, these diet plans, products, tips, and 
hints are just tiny helpers for our huge issue with our weight. You may 
decide to try some of their suggestions like food supplements, certain 
yoga positions for spot reductions, diet plans from around the world, 
and “secrets” from the diets of cavemen to spacemen. But don’t expect 
these little helpers to make your major issues burn off . Th at work hasn’t 
changed; it still has to happen inside your head and heart.
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7 
Solutions I Discovered Within Myself by 

Looking Back

On my successful journey to food sanity, I’ve picked up or developed 
an awful lot of tidbits of wisdom and philosophy, which I want to 
quickly off er you at this juncture. Many more of these so-called secrets 
I have uncovered are yet to come, but they will make more sense to you 
as you continue reading Judy’s DietGlue.

As I mentioned in chapter 1, all of my dieting experiences, glued 
together, have led me to believe that long-term success is an evolution 
of thoughts, feelings, and deeds—not a revolution. Here are more of 
my opinions and ruminations to further this hypothesis:

• I fi gured out that I didn’t have to have myself all fi gured out in 
order to be successful.

• I spent years asking myself “the question”: How can I quit com-
pulsive eating and take control of my life? Are you ready for 
the answer I discovered? Th ere is no such thing as “the answer.” 
But—big, BIG but—there is “the process” that you have already 
started developing by revisiting your previous dieting failures. 
Your customized process is your answer.

• It took way too many years to fi gure out (duh) that my extreme 
diets—or even my extended, 1,000-calorie diets—were fol-
lowed up by overeating.

• I don’t know if the bingeing followed the dieting because of 
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physiological or psychological reasons—and neither do the 
“experts.” All I know for sure is that, for me, low-calorie diet-
ing causes bingeing.

• Secret? Discovery? Th e slow, sensible nature of my weight 
loss gave time for the unknowns that regulate my physical 
and emotional self to gradually become accustomed to a new 
way of eating, avoiding what may well be primal physical and 
mental signals to go into crisis/starvation mode. (More on this 
later.)

• Many of the “secrets” to your success may be hiding in plain 
hindsight; you just haven’t glued them all together before.

• Th e longer I eat right, the easier it gets.

• Don’t fast on Mondays or do a Cold-Turkey Monday, Carbo-
hydrate-Withdrawal Diet, even if you went nuts over the week-
end. Instead, over Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, gradu-
ally return to rational eating, and you won’t feel so rotten. Eat 
sensibly, but don’t starve yourself. Th is way, you won’t pee your 
brains out on Tuesday, though it will still take two or three 
days to get the gunk and excess fl uid out of your system.

• Sometimes I could curtail the desire for something sweet or 
even stop a binge by drinking unsweetened grapefruit juice. 
I think it’s the acid that sort of makes sweet stuff  not taste so 
good, and a brownie-grapefruit slushy feels yucky in the tum-
tum.

• If you are “really going to do it this time,” just shut up and do it. 
Talking with others for support is great, but for heaven’s sake, 
there is nothing more boring in a social situation than listen-
ing to dieters go on about what they can or can’t eat. No one 
but you gives a hoot whether you love or hate Brussels sprouts.

• Arm yourself with good information. Read good books and 
other data on exercise, nutrition, and compulsive eating.
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• Try new foods and new recipes. I have tons of delicious recipes 
and fun food ideas, but so do lots of other people who enjoy 
messing with those important details. What I have to give you 
in the limited space I have in this book is much wider in scope 
than a luscious low-fat, low-calorie peach cobbler recipe. One 
of my favorite sources for new recipes and products is my daily 
e-mail from Hungry Girl. For this source and many more 
options, check out my favorite blogs and sites listed at http://
www.judypayne.com/judys-favorite-blogs-websites.

• Th ink of your compulsive eating challenge as a catalyst to get-
ting your head and heart organized so you can fi nally live a 
happier, healthier, thrift ier, more productive life.

• Realize that head and heart work is not very objective or quan-
titative; it’s ambiguous, gray, and messy. It’s cloaked in layers 
of fear and hurt and denial, and who but you knows what else?

• Realize that a diet is just a lesson, and the more spoon-fed the 
diet, the more infantile the lesson.

• Assume you have to practice good eating behavior until, one 
by one, you notice the bad behaviors that used to give you fi ts 
are gone. You will be surprised when you realize that you aren’t 
“practicing” anymore—that your good behaviors have become 
automatic.

• Organize and prioritize weight control into all facets of your 
life.

• Dig inside and fi nd your best, strongest, happiest self.

• Consider accepting yourself at a little higher maintenance 
weight than you have aimed for in the past. (One hundred 
pounds higher should not be an option, however.)

• Decide what sensible weight-control plan (or plans) you can 
live with, and it will become “Th e Diet Th at Works.”
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• Consider whether your previous extreme dieting and bingeing 
were both forms of self-abuse.

• Accept that you will probably never have all the answers, but 
remember that you don’t need them all; you just need enough!

A recent study indicated that the number-one secret 
for happiness is resilience.1

I think resilience is a secret ingredient in weight control too.
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PART III 
My Fat Life and How I Finally Got It All Glued Together

Th e unexamined life is not worth living.
—Socrates 

Don’t we all love dieters’ success stories? Success stories give hope and 
ideas and inspiration. I think mine can help you feel better about your-
self and motivate you to “get gluing.” I bet you will have an epiphany 
or two as you read my story, and you are going to see yourself in many 
places. You are certainly not alone in this struggle. And you can write 
your own success story if you customize your own holistic life-man-
agement plan as I did.

I bundled chapter 9, “Who and What to Believe,” with my success 
story because getting good information from the outside world was 
vitally important in helping me glue all facets of my life together suc-
cessfully.
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8 
The Judy Payne Success Story

From this chapter until the end of the book, you will occasionally be 
hearing from the forty-three-year-old Judy as well as the seventy-
year-old Judy. I started a draft  of this book when I was forty-three 
and then stashed it away. About fi ve years ago, I decided I couldn’t die 
without telling my story. (I’m feeling fi ne, thanks, and intend to live to 
be very old—but ya never know.) Since what I have accomplished is 
quite rare, I felt compelled to explain to other seasoned female dieters 
how I have managed to lose over 100 pounds and keep it off  for over 
thirty years. 

Th e short answer is that I did it by using a 1-2-3-4-Step Approach 
that I created for myself as I went along. Much of my 1-2-3-4-Step Ap-
proach was created unknowingly, but part was created consciously as I 
looked back and documented what I had done on my successful journey 
to the happy, peaceful place I live today. And then I wrote it all down.

One reason I chose to include parts of earlier writings is that, 
frankly and thankfully, I had forgotten some of the details and pains of 
being so heavy and miserable. Most importantly, though, I had forgot-
ten some of the internal work I had to do in order to get to the much 
easier relationship I now have with food and with myself. I like the 
documenting I did back then. I wrote about the processes I used to 
lose 110 pounds and then about those fi rst few years of maintenance. 
Both of those early phases of my evolution required a heck of a lot 
more introspection and practicing of new, sensible eating behaviors 
than what I need to do now aft er eons of maintenance.
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Th e demands on my life were also far diff erent when I was for-
ty-three. I was a wife, a mom to an eleven-year-old and a fourteen-
year-old, a teacher, a speaker, and a writer. I had lost the vast majority 
of my excess pounds about eight years earlier and was doing quite well 
in maintenance (remission? recovery?) using the processes I describe 
in this book.

When I was forty-three, I was determined to stay at around 145 
pounds. Now, at three score and ten, I am tickled pink to stay in the 
150- to 155-pound neighborhood. Back then, I could eat between 1,400 
and 1,700 to maintain. Now (don’t gasp), I can only eat around 1,200 
to 1,400 calories (GRR%@#*^!RR), even with some exercise thrown 
into the mix. I’ll tell you more about this rotten 1,200- to 1,400-calorie 
business later.

I hope my jerking you back and forth a bit between 
the writings of the forty-three-year-old Judy and 
the sometimes-wiser seventy-year-old Judy will 
give you a better perspective than either could give 
you solo. To that end, from now on, text that looks 
like this represents the forty-three-year-old Judy 
talking, and text that looks like this [in brackets] 
represents the seventy-year-old Judy talking.

By the time you fi nish reading my story, you should be saying, “If 
that fruitcake Judy Payne can lose weight and keep it off , I certainly 
can!” Not many people have had a bigger problem with food than I 
have had. Diff erent, yes; bigger, no. At my peak weight, I was a 255-
pound lady who had, for many years, been on a cycle of bingeing one 
day, starving herself the next, and crying during the night between 
the two, swearing that tomorrow I would start “THE diet” that would 
change my life. I dreamed I would go from feeling that I was drown-
ing in a cesspool of hot fudge, self-hatred, and self-abuse to a life of 
glamor and happiness.
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I am now a forty-three-year-old, middle-class wife, mother, teacher, 
researcher, speaker, and writer. I’ve been married for nineteen consec-
utive years to Jerry Payne, and our children, Jon and Josie, are fourteen 
and eleven, respectively. (Jerry, Judy, Jonathan, Josie, and Jiggers, our 
dog—isn’t that sweet?) I am a high school data processing teacher in 
Fort Dodge, Iowa. I lost 110 pounds eight years ago, and I have kept it off !

I now stay around 5’5” (that part is easy) and between 140 and 145 
pounds (that part is not so easy). If you really want to know a lot about 

me, my measurements stay right around 
39-27-37. [Good Gravy! Not anymore, says 
seventy-year-old Judy.] I have worked dil-
igently to fl atten my stomach, and it has 
helped. Now, instead of having a fl abby 
tummy that protrudes a little too much, I 
have a fi rm tummy that protrudes a little too 
much. And my legs aren’t something that a 
sailor would jump ship for, but they have 

been in my family for generations, and I have learned to love them.
If you are like many people who are struggling with a weight prob-

lem, you probably want me to answer what I call a “kindergarten tril-
ogy” of questions:

1. “How much did you lose, Judy?”

2. “How long did it take?”

3. “How did you do it?”

Wouldn’t you love it if I said I lost 110 pounds in ten days by stuffi  ng 
myself with lasagna and cake? Sorry, fat chance.

I believe that how much a person has lost isn’t so important, and 
that how fast the weight was lost—if it was more than 2 pounds a 
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week—is a dreadful way to assess a weight-loss program. How weight 
is lost, however, is important. For long-term weight control, I believe 
you should use a weight-reduction diet that allows you to practice 
making good food choices and dealing with foods you are afraid of.

There are three other rarely asked but much more important 
“How?” questions than the “kindergarten trilogy.” (And the answers to 
these three questions are infi nitely more worthy of your interest and 
study.)

1. “How long have you had the weight off , Judy?”

2. “How did you organize, motivate, and commit yourself to los-
ing the weight?”

3. “How did you organize, motivate and commit yourself to keep 
your excess weight off ?” [Th ere are plenty of helpful ideas about 
this and the second question in future chapters.]

If I were you, I wouldn’t listen to the rookie diet advice of any freshly 
shrunken dieter. I would not consider anyone a seasoned sage and 
deserving of my admiration until she has had her excess weight off  for 
at least three or more Christmas seasons. 

If all the “aft er” pictures of “successful dieters” in magazines, 
advertisements, and infomercials were not taken 

until the dieter had her weight off  for three or more years, 
there would be very few “aft er” pictures.

My Fat Life:  The Early Years

I started out as an average-sized, 7-pound baby, but my weight started 
to pick up speed when I was about four.

My fi rst recollection of knowing I was overweight was at age seven. 
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I was supposed to be in a little 
dance program at a PTA meet-
ing. To avoid being the only fat 
daisy in a yellow crepe paper 
tutu, I told my mom I was sick 
and couldn’t go.

As you can see on the fol-
lowing page excerpted from my 
baby book, my loving mother 
periodically documented my 
weight. At eight years old, I 
weighed 110 pounds. This is 
when the diets and metabo-
lism tests began. Even then, 
I remember getting up in the 
middle of the night to eat ice 
cubes because I was so hun-
gry yet so determined to lose 
weight. And often on my child-
hood diets, I did lose weight. At 
nine years old, I was down to 98 
pounds. But at ten, I was up to 
124; and at eleven, 140; and at 
fourteen, 198 pounds.

I remember my family and friends being so pleased with me when 
I lost some weight, and I remember my mother’s worried, tactful 
attempts to encourage me to eat less when I was gaining—again. 

When I was about eight, my mother caught me sitting inside a big 
kitchen cupboard eating butter and sugar that I’d mixed up in the sugar 
bowl. She did not describe this aberrant scenario in my baby book, but 
it’s burned into my memory.
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Another time, I slowly chewed a whole can of cashew nuts and spit 
them into the garbage can so I wouldn’t ingest those dreaded calories. 
I also recall seeing my skinny cousins leave the remains of their minced 
ham sandwiches and orange sodas on the kitchen table for me to ogle 
while they ran and jumped outdoors.

One of the highlights of my fat youngster-hood was going twelve 
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miles on a school bus to swimming lessons. One day the swimming 
instructor asked me to demonstrate the backstroke to the class. Wear-
ing my boring, black, supposedly slenderizing swimsuit, I nervously but 
proudly did so. As I was doing my dazzling demo, one of the little girls 
in my class yelled out something about me looking just like a whale 
fl oating by in front of the class.

Before boarding the bus to go home after swimming lessons, the 
other kids bought what seemed to me to be outrageous amounts of 
candy. My mom would always send just a nickel with me to buy one 
orange sherbet PUSH-UP. On the bus ride home, I used to watch the 
telephone poles go by outside the bus window, and each day I tried to 
make my orange sherbet PUSH-UP last a few telephone poles longer 
than the PUSH-UP of the day prior. All this went on as my skinny best 
friend sat next to me in her cute little swimsuit with her inadequate lap 
full of candy that fell between her slim legs onto the bus seat.

The only place that I could buy generic big swimsuits—or any other 
big little girls’ clothes—was in what was actually named the “Chub-
bette” Department of a nice department store. When my mom and I 
went shopping, we always parked in a lot that required us to walk past 
the exhaust fan of the Fareway bakery. And how I looked forward to 
walking through that wafting cloud of greasy perfume.

I vividly recall one day in grade school when I was on a huge tee-
ter-totter with two skinny kids—the two skinny ones on one end, 
chubby me on the other. When I was up in the air, they hopped off  in 
unison. I came crashing down, cracked two ribs, and had to wear a cor-
set for a few weeks. Of course the injury hurt, but not nearly as much as 
listening to the laughter about the incident report.

I don’t remember being made fun of very much, though. I think it 
was probably because I was a fun, jolly, popular class clown with quick 
comebacks to any would-be harasser. And I tried to make myself the 
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brunt of a joke before anyone else had a chance to do so.
In summer I carried a homemade cornstarch bag in my purse. If 

I had to walk much, my fat little inner thighs rubbed each other raw 
unless I kept them powdered.

I remember the fantasies I had in grade school and junior high. I 
hoped I would get really sick, go into a coma for months, and then wake 
up and be thin. In another fantasy, I went to a doctor who “resculpted” 
me. He miraculously took out all my excess fat and sewed seams in me. 
I remember even getting down to the details of realizing that I would 
have to wear hose with seams in them to cover up the scars for the rest 
of my life, but that was fi ne with me. As I lay in my upstairs farmhouse 
bedroom and waited for sleep, my fantasies about ways to get skinny 
(a beautiful word to me) were interrupted by my fervent prayers for 
the strength to pull it off , and by sobbing and vowing that tomorrow 
would be the day I would start to turn my life around.

Being a fat kid is no joke; it’s painful. I wonder what my personality 
would be like had I grown up thin. 

[My mom and dad were wonderful, kind, generous, honorable 
folks, and I loved them dearly. Now that they are gone, I reluctantly 
share with you that my dad was a lovable alcoholic. I tell you this 
because a few of my traits seem to reinforce the profi le of an adult 
child of an alcoholic. If you are the adult child of a parent with an 
addiction, you may want to ponder what eff ects your relationship with 
that parent may have had on your relationship with food.]

My two sisters and my brother were all married the year I turned 
fi ve. As a gregarious little farm kid who idolized her adoring, much 
older siblings, I wonder if my loneliness after their departure had any-
thing to do with me making food my best friend.

Did my family dynamics and/or all my childhood dieting, depri-
vation, and hunger set me up for a life of weight problems, a sense 
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of urgency about eating, a fear of hunger, and many other head and 
heart problems we’ll get to later? I can question the past for causes, but 
my cures are in the present.

My Fat Life: High School and College

Actually, high school wasn’t bad. I had a great boyfriend. He, too, was 
a chub, and we were both outgoing and active. In fact, I lost 50 pounds 
during my senior year in high school, but I gained it back during my 
freshman year in college.

By this time, my mother had stopped keeping track of how much 
I was gaining and losing in my baby book, but I do remember that I 
fasted for a week in college. I lost 20 pounds and gained it back at warp 
speed—plus more.

I also took amphetamines (prescribed diet pills) for a couple of 
years in college, but that wasn’t unusual in the 1960s. I kept gaining 
weight anyway.

When I was a junior in college, my childhood sweetheart and 
I totally severed ties, and my weight problem was a factor in that 
breakup.

I met my husband-to-be when I was student teaching. I had been 
on one of my major diets and weighed, for me, a gangly 175.

My Fat Life: Marriage and Children 

I managed to stay around 170 at least until the wedding ceremony was 
over. During the fi rst year of marriage, I went up to 220 pounds. My joke 
was that I took off  my wedding dress, popped out my contact lenses, 
put on my bingeing muumuu, and ran for the refrigerator. Very funny!

I stayed in the 200- to 240-pound range for several years by dieting 
and bingeing. When I was gaining, I avoided the scale for weeks. Then, 
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when I got dressed in the morning, I tried to deny the obvious as I reached 
for larger and larger clothes in the closet—until the only garment that 
was comfortable was a bathrobe. Once it became unbearable, I would 
fi nally climb on the scale, validate my sinfulness, and begin another 
sane or silly diet.

I lost 20 to 40 pounds many, many times. I worked hard at dieting—
when I dieted—and often followed nearly perfectly whatever diet I was 
on. (I remember counting out fi fteen—not fourteen, not sixteen—rai-
sins as a planned treat.) These were usually 600- to 1,000-calorie diets, 
sometimes bizarre, sometimes well balanced. I felt wonderful when I 
was losing and rotten when I was gaining it back, even though I was 
obviously eating all the food I could desire. Why? Well, some of the rea-
sons will probably always be a mystery to me, and they will probably 
also remain mysteries to the fat experts who keep trying to fi gure it out. 
I have, however, fi gured out enough of the causes and enough of the 
cures to be able to maintain a healthy weight.

I tried hypnotism four times, to no avail. Another dieting modality 
I tried was eating nothing but macaroni salad three times a day. I lost 
30 pounds about three times on this silly, self-designed diet. (And you 
know what? I still love macaroni salad!) 

Naturally, I also went on all the popular diets that came out in 
books and magazines. Isn’t that the typical way for us fat Americans? I 
remember a few weekend binges before we had children, when I would 
sleep twenty out of twenty-four hours, and of course, eat the other four 
hours. Now, if that sort of deviant behavior isn’t caused by depression, 
it causes depression.

The truly terrible part wasn’t the fat but that awful feeling of being 
out of control of my life, behaving as if a chocolate chip cookie was 
more important than I was.

When my son was born, I was ecstatic. More than anything, I had 
wanted a family. I came home from the hospital with Jon at a slim 
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209. By the time he was six months old, however, I weighed 255. Why? 
I could probably spend the rest of my life with a psychiatrist—leav-
ing her offi  ce only for meals—and still not discover the answer. Sure, 
I wanted to stay home and be a full-time homemaker; sure, it was dif-
fi cult sharing my precious baby with my mother-in-law, who came to 
babysit every day when I was at school. In most ways, I had a good life 
and no obvious reasons for wanting to self-destruct. But my eating was 
out of control.

Here is an analogy describing how I felt about the eating part of 
my life. Now, please bear in mind that this is an analogy; this is NOT 
what I did:

I loved my husband, but I kept being unfaithful to him almost every 
day—many times a day. How did I feel? Tired? Yeah. Out of control? 
Horribly. It was like I ended up in bed with some other man every day 
and didn’t understand why I was there. I didn’t want to be there and 
certainly didn’t enjoy it. Every day, I swore to myself that I was going to 
be faithful, but then, the next day, I wasn’t.

That’s the way I behaved with food. And the guilt and anger I turned 
inward were immense and awful.

In reality, I was physically exhausted. My knees hurt, my feet were 
swollen, and I took diuretics for several years. For me, physical discom-
forts were secondary miseries. The mental anguish of repeatedly fail-
ing to achieve the one goal I wanted more than any other in the world 
was much harder to endure. 

It didn’t help at all that, around this time, 
several sadistic or delusional, wafer-thin people 

felt the need to inform me, in various ways, 
that my circumference was unsightly and unhealthy. 
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Like I didn’t know? 
Telling a fat person she is fat is just mean 

and certainly not motivational.

When I was very heavy, I denied many of my feelings—even my sex-
uality. I would look at my ugly naked body and believe it was disgusting 
for such a slob to feel sensuous. A sad irony is that I had a husband who 
loved me, but how could I believe he could love a mess like me?

Fat can be like a disease to a relationship.

The best word I can think of to describe how I felt about myself at 
255 is “subhuman.” Part of that feeling came from my perception of the 
world’s view of me. That perception may have been wrong, because my 
own view of myself was so myopic. Maybe the world didn’t judge me 
as harshly as I assumed it did; nonetheless, I did not feel in the main-
stream of humanity.

Some “experts” might tell us we need to get to the cause before we 
can fi nd the cure. I think a lifetime could be spent in that search. I sure 
wish I could tell you the cause of all my problems, but I can’t. Maybe we 
have just a few or hundreds of identifi able reasons, and maybe some of 
the reasons would be so out of our control or so silly that they wouldn’t 
matter anyway. I am sure one of my hefty reasons was sort of a chick-
en-and-egg riddle. I ate because I was depressed, and I was depressed 
because I was fat. I know that food was partly my demon and partly 
my demon chaser.
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Eating was a buff er between me and the pain of life. 
It was my Valium, my vodka, and my voodoo 

for a suff ering head and heart.

I remember feeling that I had no dignity. I never considered suicide, 
but I often wished I were dead and fi gured I was probably killing myself 
with food.

That was so long ago, and my attitude is so diff erent now. All the 
good stuff  that is in me now was probably in me then, but I couldn’t use 
it. I couldn’t give it away because I couldn’t fi nd it, and I couldn’t fi nd it 
because I was so blinded by my own fat.

Th e truly hideous thing about fat 
is how it hides or paralyzes our human potential. 

And that’s a terrible, terrible waste.

When I was really fat, I had to face many diff erent fears every day. I 
was afraid of small children. I avoided them because I was afraid that 
in their wretched, uncensored honesty they might say something like 
“You’re fat!” I was afraid of going to big house parties where I might 
have to sit on the fl oor. If I couldn’t sit next to a sturdy piece of furniture 
to use as a ladder, how was I going to get up? It’s just not too classy to 
crawl over to a window and use a curtain like a rappelling rope. I was 
afraid of wearing shoes with laces, because if they came untied in pub-
lic, I had a terrible time trying to retie them. I was afraid of Christmas 
and summer vacations, because I usually gained at least 10 pounds 
over Christmas and 15 to 20 pounds over the summer.
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How did I act when I was exceedingly overweight? Do you think I 
moped around? No, many fat people don’t do that. I was that horrible, 
round word that you hear fat people tagged with all the time; I was “jolly.” 
If my feelings were hurt or if I were angry, I would deny it even to myself. 
I had to be the life of the party. I had to be nice to people and entertain 
them—manipulate them into liking me—so that I could at least tolerate 
myself. I ate my anger and my hurt. I was so out of touch with my own 
feelings that I didn’t know much about myself except that I was fat.

I was so phony that I didn’t know I was a phony.

Now, when I’m tempted to feel sorry for myself for having to strug-
gle to maintain a healthy weight, all I have to do is remember how I felt 
before I started the wonderful growth experience of losing 110 pounds. 
But back then, my lack of control over food had warped my attitude 
about my whole world. When my son was six months old, I wanted to 
quit teaching and stay home. I hated school, and by my standards, I 
was a lousy teacher.

My Fat Life: The Turning Point 

On a cold January day, I called in sick. Actually, I skipped school. I had 
done it before (but I haven’t done it since). I was going to have a wonder-
ful binge day. I planned my binge menu, and I called the grocery store 
that delivered my binge food. Naturally, I put on my bingeing muumuu.

Most binge days were fairly predictable. I would hold my pre-
cious baby, eat a lot, watch soap operas, and maybe sleep a little bit. 
Usually I ended binge days by calling myself many names and then 
maybe having a good cry.

But this day was diff erent from a typical binge day because of the 
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way it ended. This day was like the last page in a very long, painful 
chapter in my life.

Please let me make it clear that nothing mysterious or magical hap-
pened that day. I fear you might like me to say that I was eating a big 
bowl of rocky road ice cream when, all of a sudden, the skies opened 
up and a big, booming celestial voice told me it was fi nally my time 
to get thin and stay thin. Sorry, I didn’t hear any voices. In fact, there 
was nothing mystical about this day at all. On the contrary, when I look 
back at it, I can label it as “The Day I Started to Get Realistic.” It is the 
day I started to learn to know myself, and it’s the day I started to take 
charge of my life.

Sometime in the middle of that binge afternoon, I was walking 
up the stairs, and I stopped to catch my breath midway. On that open 
staircase, I had my fi rst heart-to-heart conversation with myself.

I looked down into the living room at the television and the rem-
nants of my eating sins—candy wrappers, pop bottles, ice-cream dish, 
and so forth. I was looking at my life. This was a day I had planned. 
I had stolen it from the school system because it was the most plea-
surable thing I could think of to do. My vicarious, plastic, soap opera 
friends; my dozen doughnuts; my full-strength Pepsi; and my white 
cake and chocolate ice cream accepted me the way I was. Spending 
the day with them was like being in an oasis resort for the day—but 
then it came time to pay the bill.

My Emancipation Proclamation Day 

I can’t remember any quotable thoughts I was having as I stood on the 
stairs that day and looked down at my shallow existence. I do, how-
ever, remember the gist of my thoughts and self-addressed questions, 
and most importantly, my profound, life-changing answer to myself. I 
was thinking about the fact that I was twenty-nine years old, and even 
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though I wasn’t killing myself physically, I felt I was crumbling emotion-
ally or spiritually.

I don’t remember exactly what the question was that I asked myself 
as I carried on a conversation in my brain, but it went something like, 
“Okay, lady, what’ll it be? Do you want to keep living like this?” But I do 
remember the answer. I stood there on the stairs and said to myself, 
“NO, JUDY, YOU DESERVE BETTER!”

That was the fi rst day of my emancipation.
Since that day fourteen years ago, I have gone two steps forward 

and one step backward over and over (sometimes two or three steps 
backward), but I have never lost sight of my long-term goal to do what 
I have to do to live my life to the fullest. In the quest for an abundant 
life, I have had to do a lot of mental and emotional housecleaning. And 
that alone has been an adventure and a growth experience.

Amazingly, being more than 100 pounds thinner is not the best 
part of losing a hundred pounds. The wonderful part is that, due to 
all the mental housecleaning and reorganizing I had to do to get thin 
and stay thin, I have gotten to know and like myself. I have learned to 
accept my weaknesses more readily, and I understand many of them 
better. I have learned to accept and revel in the fact that I am neither 
perfect nor despicable; I am human. And this outlook has freed me 
to go about the business of living and loving. Now my mental house 
is orderly. When it gets a little messy, I take care of the mess before it 
becomes a disaster area.

It’s funny, isn’t it, how our perspective of the world can change when 
we change? The school hasn’t changed, and the students and staff  
haven’t changed much—but I have changed. Now I love school, and I 
work hard to be a good teacher. I even like Mondays. I have decided that 
I am going to enjoy seven-sevenths of my life, not just weekends—and 
not just food. But the only way that can happen is if I make it happen. 
And I know I can’t enjoy my life if I feel out of control with food.
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The Evolution 

How have I changed? Slowly. Ever so slowly I evolved, taking responsi-
bility for myself. I don’t think it can be done rapidly; we “fat heads” are 
much too complex.

I have worked hard on peeling back those onion-skin layers of 
self-deception to learn what I feel and why I behave as I do. I have done 
that by becoming my own best analyst. I have found it easier to deal 
with myself by thinking of myself as two Judys. (Now, don’t think I’m 
a fruit loop here; this method works for me.) These two Judys talk to 
each other a lot. One Judy I call “Sensible Judy.” She is an organized, 
controlled, analytical woman—a perfectionist and a bit of a bore. The 
other Judy is “Fun Judy.” She loves people so much that she could eat 
them; she loves parties and self-indulgence and immediate gratifi ca-
tion; she is emotional and spontaneous; she plans to always remain 
a fun-loving child at heart. These two Judys have fi nally become well 
acquainted, and now they actually like each other. They extend to one 
another the same liberties I have always extended to my students. 
At the beginning of a semester, the students are strangers to me, but 
by the end of the semester, I have deep aff ection for them. And that 
aff ection is not contingent upon any particular behavior; the aff ection 
comes from simply getting to know them and accepting them for who 
they are. Some of them are a real handful, like Fun Judy, but I can’t help 
but like them anyway.

I believe fat often keeps women from getting acquainted with 
themselves. I have gotten acquainted with myself by letting the two 
Judys jabber. Sensible Judy often asks Fun Judy, “What are you feel-
ing? Are your feelings hurt? Are you angry, tired, or jealous?” Once Fun 
Judy tells Sensible Judy what’s going on in her head and heart, Sensible 
Judy still doesn’t leave her alone. Sensible Judy then starts in with the 
“Why?” questions: “Why do you feel this way? Why did you do that? 
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Why don’t you do such and such? Why, Judy? Why?” Sometimes Fun 
Judy simply snaps back, “Just ’cause. Now leave me alone!” But more 
often than not, Fun Judy takes a second to analyze herself and sassily 
communicate her fi ndings to Sensible Judy.

This all may sound silly, but this is how I can personify for you how 
I handle some of my internal conversations. Being honest with myself 
is essential before I can possibly communicate eff ectively, assertively, 
and honestly with anyone else. And my ability to interact eff ectively 
with other people is the substance that gives my whole life meaning.

Wow, did you get all that? This is getting too heavy. Let’s go on to 
something lighter.

Besides my studying what the best experts have to say about 
weight loss and weight control, and playing shrink to the two Judys 
in my head and heart, specifi c occurrences have also eff ected positive 
changes in me. This may not sound as if it has a lot to do with weight 
control, but for me, the following occurrence had a great deal to do 
with it.

About the time I made my private emancipation proclamation on 
the stairs and set about getting my life together, patchwork designs 
were a big decorating and fashion rage. All my friends were doing art-
sy-craftsy patchwork throw pillows, stuff ed patchwork chickens, and 
Holly Hobbie Dolls, and so did I. I had that junk all over my house. I’d 
even picked out patchwork-patterned wallpaper for my kitchen; but 
when I was about to order it, I hesitated. Something inside me was 
starting to grow; it made me question many of my behaviors. The two 
Judys were talking, and I was shocked when I listened to what they had 
to say. Holy Holly Hobbie, I hated patchwork! Even more introspection 
led me to see that I also didn’t enjoy doing those artsy-craftsy projects.

Wow! I was beginning to revel in the newfound pleasure of listen-
ing to myself, not just going with the fl ow or taking all the cues in my 
life from the outside. It was a seemingly small but profound revelation.
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Three Years in Basic Training 

It took me a long time to lose 110 pounds—about three years. Let 
me tell you about those three years. I immediately started dieting 
after my emancipation day. I bumbled my way through a couple of 
diets and then joined 
Weight Watchers when 
I weighed about 218. 
I’ll bet I rejoined fi fteen 
times, and I have the 
unfi nished member-
ship books to prove it. 
At the time, I looked 
at those incomplete 
books as evidence of my failure; but now I look at those books as build-
ing blocks of my long-term success. 

Mind you, I’m not doing an ad for Weight Watchers, but for me, 
Weight Watchers was an integral part of my Judy’s Skinny School cur-
riculum. I learned more about healthy eating and to use the group 
dynamic for what it was intended—sharing. Rather than just being a 
taker by going there to weigh in and listen to the lectures, I learned to 
use Weight Watchers as a tool. When I fi rst joined, I was still a sheep in 
search of a shepherd. But as I lost physically and grew emotionally, the 
two Judys shaped me up. I got rid of that childish, irresponsible desire 
to throw myself into a Weight Watchers class and say, “Take me, I’m 
hopeless; I can’t do it on my own.” I grew to be an active member, not a 
passive one, and believe you me, there is a big diff erence.

I made some dumb mistakes on the Weight Watchers program, 
and it may help you if I share some of them here. Back then, when the 
program was more rigid, a Weight Watchers lecturer worth her salt 
substitute would tell you that the average weight loss for a woman 
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on the Weight Watchers program was about 2 pounds per week. Silly 
me, I assumed I would be “average.” Therefore, every time I rejoined 
Weight Watchers, I would write my starting weight on the calendar 
for that date and deduct 2 more pounds on every Tuesday, and on into 
infi nity. I assumed I would keep track of my success on the calendar 
and on the scale.

This was a dangerous mistake in my thinking because my body 
is dumb; it didn’t know it was supposed to lose 2 pounds a week. In 
one sixteen-week period when I followed the program to the Dutch 
letter, I lost an average of 1.75 pounds per week. But many weeks I 
felt like a failure because I was behind the 2-pounds-a-week sched-
ule on my calendar.

One week at Weight Watchers, after I had been weighed, I sat down 
to wait for the meeting to begin. I’d followed the program perfectly 
that week, and I had not been justly rewarded on the scale. I was feel-
ing mildly vicious. Soon, another freshly weighed lady came and sat 
down beside me. She was all smiles and giggles, and she leaned over 
and whispered at me that she had “cheated” all week and still lost 4 
pounds. I secretly wished a huge barrel of hot fudge would fl oat over 
her and unload on her head.

What I didn’t realize at the time was that I was the winner and she 
was playing a game with herself. I was practicing good eating behav-
ior, and I was internalizing habits I still have many years later. Now I 
can guesstimate a four-ounce serving of protein darn accurately. In the 
back of my mind, there’s a little checklist. I almost instinctively think, 
“Have I had two glasses or an equivalent of milk, at least two servings 
of veggies, three fruits, three exchanges of fat, and three servings of 
bread or grains?” [Weight Watchers used an exchange system at that 
time.] I am not a diet and nutrition zealot, but this helpful internal 
checklist is a tool that has become a part of me. When I veer too far 
away from it, I know I’m not treating myself well. What the scale says 
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on any particular date is secondary. (I wonder what happened to that 
lady who “cheated” and lost 4 pounds. I would be willing to bet you a 
six-pack of Twinkies that unless she quit horsing around, she is still on 
the merry-go-round.) I am over-kneading this point about the speed of 
weight loss because if you are a typical dieter, the importance of fat’s 
swift departure is a hard thinking habit to break.

I believe it should be of the utmost unimportance to you how fast 
you lose. My 2-pounds-a-week goal was dumb and self-defeating. I 
don’t remember how much I lost per week back then; what truly mat-
ters is that, years later, it is still gone.

My failures eventually led to successes because I learned from them. 
Weight Watchers was a good program for me because it allowed me to 
make many food choices within a structure. It gave me the opportunity 
to commiserate with other people who had similar symptoms. It also 
gave me a weekly shot of encouragement and the weekly short-term 
accountability of weighing.

But far more important were the weeks in between the meetings. I 
would like to be able to say that I am so wise and sensible that I had my 
weight-loss and maintenance success all planned out—well, I didn’t. 
As it happens with most good ideas and important achievements, my 
success evolved slowly. The combination of the extrinsic structure of 
the Weight Watchers program and the intrinsic careful listening to the 
two emerging, wonderful Judys within me created the nucleus of a suc-
cessful formula for me. Only in retrospect can I see that I was working 
on all of me at the same time, and I believe that is why I have managed 
to lose 110 pounds and keep it off .

I don’t care if I helped Weight Watchers get a little bit richer; I got 
more than my money’s worth. But most people don’t get their money’s 
worth because they don’t join groups with the right attitude. I fi nally 
realized I was not losing for the lecturer, or the weigher, or my husband, 
or for the compliments I would get; I was the one responsible for my 
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success or failure. So, I used the time to work on my body and my head. 
And the Weight Watchers program, through the topics at the meetings, 
helped me get started by giving me some things to think about during 
the week when I was alone, fi ghting my battle for self-knowledge. All 
the real work took place within my own head and heart. 

Going to Weight Watchers meetings 
is sort of like going to church: 

simply “going” won’t make you religious, 
but touching base once a week helps keep life “on track.”

There were some other reasons, too, why it took me about three 
years to lose 110 pounds, and these reasons weren’t mistakes. I was 
pregnant three more times. Sadly, two pregnancies ended in miscar-
riages, but fi nally, my darling daughter, Josie, was born. I gained 40 
pounds when I was pregnant with her. No excuses, just facts. When Jon 
was about seven, he ran across a picture of me when I was very preg-
nant with Josie, and he diplomatically pointed at my big tummy in the 
picture and asked, “Was I in there too?” Kids!

Immediately after Josie was born, I went back to Weight Watchers, 
made it down to my goal of 150, and then went even closer to 140!

All the time I was losing weight, my attitude was changing—and 
so was my behavior. One little thing I did was treat myself to fashion 
magazines (in lieu of candy) in the checkout line at the grocery store. 
The magazines lasted a lot longer than the candy bars I used to buy and 
were ultimately more satisfying. They stimulated the creative juices I 
had formerly spent drooling over recipe books. I began to receive joy 
in being a bargain-hunting fashion plate and revamping my large 
clothes until the hip and breast pockets disappeared into side-seam 
oblivion. 
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This was a whole new world for someone who had spent most of 
her life shopping one Chubbette Department or another. I had never 
been a snazzy dresser, but I was always neat and well groomed, and 
clothes were just something I wore to cover my body. Now I could fi nd 
clothes with which to make statements about who I was, because I was 
emerging as a person with something to say to the world. No longer 
was I going to hang my head and just listen to what the world had 
to say to me and about me. Now I love to wear things that are very 
tailored and businesslike, and I perhaps add a tiny, whimsical frog 
brooch—something for both Sensible Judy and Fun Judy, I suppose. 
Neither one of them wants me to hide in my clothes anymore. Instead, 
they want me to tell the world how proud they are of me.

My Transition Years: 
Those Euphoric, Naïve, Vulnerable Years

Once again, WARNING: BE AFRAID! BE VERY AFRAID! YOU ARE IN 
EXTREME DANGER!

In those three dangerous transition years, right after I lost the bulk 
of my excess, I had some tough and scary times. Now, as I look back 
at those years, they need not have been so diffi  cult. Had I known then 
what I know now, I could have handled that time better. Fortunately, 
my painfully learned lessons can lessen your pain and frustration as 
you “evolve” your way through the transition process.

When I reached my goal weight, I felt as if I had graduated from 
Skinny School, and I had my lifetime Weight Watchers membership as 
my diploma. I thought I was ready to live like a Normal Person. Silly 
me. I didn’t realize that I needed to keep taking graduate Skinny School 
courses to keep up my certifi cation.

I struggled with sliding back into old habits and bingeing. In my 
terror, I went on a few silly diets, and the old fears of being out of 
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control again kept rearing their ugly heads. I was afraid that each new 
screw-up might mean I was a goner and it was back to Fat City for me. 
I was terrifi ed of sugar and wouldn’t allow myself to have any—unless, 
of course, I was on a bender.

I remind myself often of the nasty statistics about relapse rates. 
But I want you to put these facts in the back of your fat little head and 
keep them there for as long as you care to remain thin. You’ve prob-
ably heard these depressing statistics before, but I’m afraid many of 
us are the prima donnas of avoidance. It is far more pleasant to avoid 
unpleasantness. We avoid the scale when we are gaining, we avoid cer-
tain clothes in our closet, we avoid social functions, and we certainly 
avoid confrontations about our weight—even with ourselves. Please, 
please don’t avoid the statistics. Use them as a motivator.

Recidivism statistics say that 80 to 95 percent of people who lose 
weight gain it back within six months to three years. [I’m pleased to 
interrupt forty-three-year-old Judy here, to tell you that those stats 
are not as absolute as once believed.] Most dieters gain it back within 
a year, and the weight-regaining process usually begins about six 
months after the termination of the last diet.

I had watched this happen over and over to other people, and even 
after my “awakening,” I started to do it myself. Let’s look at some of the 
reasons.

Those fi rst months after a successful diet are euphoric. I felt like 
Rocky at the top of the steps; I was so proud of myself. One day at 
school, I had to close some high windows, but instead of using the pre-
scribed metal rod to pull the windows closed, I unthinkingly jumped 
up on a three-foot-high heat register to do the job. Immediately after 
I jumped down, I realized what a “skinny behavior” I had just exhib-
ited. As I stood there, all alone, tears of private, victorious joy streamed 
down my no-longer-chubby cheeks.
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Also during this euphoric time, I remember standing outside my 
classroom door, posing almost like a streetwalker by a lamppost and 
waiting for any adult who might come along to pay their due respects 
to my new body. I just loved giving them the pleasure of saying, “Gee, 
Judy, you look great! How did you do it?”

Once, I hugged a clerk in a store dressing room after I put on my 
fi rst size 10 dress. Another time, I left the size tag on a pair of homely 
navy blue shorts through two washings, just because that tag had a 
big, beautiful, three-inch 9 printed on it.

One mistake I made in those fi rst three transition years was that I 
relied too much on external stimuli to keep my motivation up and my 
weight down.

Th ink of all the people you know who have lost weight 
and kept it off  for three or more years. 

Th ere aren’t very many, are there?

I am amazed when thin people are amazed that we gain it back. 
Statistically, that’s what we are supposed to do. Realistically, it is not 
logical for us to expect to keep it off . Even heavy people are surprised 
when people who have lost weight gain it back. We probably think this 
because we keep being told that these are simple problems with simple 
answers. Most dieters, for a while, eat less and maybe exercise more, 
but why do they become unsuccessful maintainers?

Think of your own past failures again. When you lost weight in the 
past, it wasn’t by accident; you chose to go on a silly—or a sane—diet. 
You used a piece of paper that told you exactly what to eat, or you 
cooked up a plan of your own. Maybe it was a silly diet in which you 
ate nothing but fruit for a day, and the next day, nothing but meat or 
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veggies or Snickers bars. Maybe it was a very sensible regimen, fulfi lling 
the recommended daily allowances of the US Department of Agricul-
ture. Whatever it was, it gave your life structure. Whether you got the 
diet from a doctor, a group, a commercial diet business, a kooky neigh-
bor, or you formulated it yourself, you had a plan to follow. It was a 
temporary control tool for you, a guideline—even if you didn’t adhere 
to it faithfully.

But what happens to the paper or the plan once we reach a weight 
goal? Foolishly, most of us no longer arm ourselves with anything 
stronger than wishful thinking or some irrational belief that, because 
we have worked so hard to lose that weight, we won’t gain it back. We 
probably have a nebulous notion like, “From now on, I will just eat sen-
sibly.”

You may have learned what eating sensibly is, 
but you can’t learn to automatically eat sensibly. 

Th at takes time.

Before we went on our last diet, we weren’t trying to gain weight. 
We probably intended to eat sensibly then too. On our last diet, many 
of us were living in some insane, unnatural way that couldn’t be con-
tinued during our weight-maintenance years. Some of us were on 
wonderfully healthful weight-loss programs, but they didn’t allow us 
to practice making healthy choices. Now we’re in a new situation: we 
want to be able to eat as much as we can and still maintain, but we 
have never been in a semi-structured situation long enough to really 
internalize how to handle maintenance.

Weight Watchers and other programs do have good maintenance 
plans wherein you begin slowly moving foods back into your eating 
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repertoire. As a member and lecturer of Weight Watchers, however, I 
saw too few people taking advantage of this part of the program.

On “the diet,” before you put that fi rst slice of tasteless, 
fat-free cheese in your mouth, 

accept that “the diet” will only get you to 
the starting line of maintenance, 
not to any permanent fi nish line.

Unfortunately, it is not all peaches and cream on the thin side of 
the fat curtain, but it’s a lot more pleasant to deal with a weight prob-
lem at a reasonable weight than it is up at 255.

I have accepted that there is no fi nish line for me; I am what I call a 
“during.” I am not a “before” anymore, and despite once thinking that 
maybe, just maybe, I would someday be an “after,” I’m not sure being a 
total “after” is ever attainable for some of us (although much of the diet 
literature makes it sound as easy as falling off  a salted peanut log). To 
me, an “after” has conquered all her emotional eating problems [Hot 
damn, I have nearly done that!], is at peace with food [Yes!], and never 
uses food to abuse herself [I don’t! Yippee!]. She has modifi ed her hab-
its to the point where it is automatic to eat correctly, and she has incor-
porated exercise into her life. It is my goal to be there someday, and I 
believe I am taking a rational approach to getting there. [By Jove, I 
believe I can safely say that I am almost always there now!] At this time, 
however, it is still not automatic for me; I still have to work at it. When I 
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try to act like an “after” for very long, I go back toward being a “before” 
again. Yes, I am a “during,” and I accept that.

From experience and research, I believe that, for long-term success, 
we had best maintain the mind-set that we are “durings” until eating 
becomes so unimportant to us that it is nothing more than a pleasant 
way to sustain our fulfi lling lives—FAT CHANCE!

As a “during,” I know that I am entirely capable of roaring back to 
255 again and maybe beyond. I don’t allow myself the luxury of over-
confi dence, but I certainly don’t live in fear either. Here are some of the 
reasons:

• I have a plan of some sort every day. 

• I make simple, attainable commitments to myself.

• I have short-term goals and methods of accountability. 

• I accept the boo-boos I make in adhering to these plans, com-
mitments, and goals, because I am in charge of my own life. 

• I take the credit for all the things I do right.

[Wow! Th is is a big change for me, and it evolved so slowly. (It 
may take you less or more time.) I don’t know when it happened, but 
I don’t think of myself as a “during” anymore! Th e preceding para-
graphs show how nervous I was, even aft er several years of successful 
maintenance. I think that early lack of confi dence is a good thing, until 
you have proven to yourself many times over that you are behaving 
automatically—like an “aft er.” Back then, when my confi dence got too 
big for my britches, so did my bottom. Today, I am confi dent that I 
will maintain my title as an “aft er” because of my almost automatic 
planning and verifying.]
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My Four Whammies 

I am more concerned with feeling in control of my life than with being 
a certain weight. I eat and behave in a way I believe I would eat and 
behave if I were the Normal Judy I am trying to be. And being Normal 
is getting easier, because I have gotten rid of one of my “whammies.” I 
still have three whammies, but I used to have four.

Whammy Number One: The Preoccupation With or 
Disproportionate Importance of Food

My least important whammy is that I do love food. I love the sight, the 
taste, the smell, and the sound and feel of food in my mouth. I love the 
thought of food. I am still too preoccupied with food.

If I were to win the Nobel Prize for my work with women who diet, 
I’d be thrilled, but on the fl ight to Stockholm, I’d spend a lot of time 
thinking about what goodies they might serve at my reception.

I’ve gone to weddings where I can’t remember the name of the 
groom, but I can tell you, verbatim, all the food off erings on the recep-
tion buff et table. I am a tasteomaniac! Many habitual dieters assume 
that their lust for food is their one and only whammy. I doubt it. Many 
thin people love food just as much as we do and probably enjoy it guilt-
lessly, and without always overeating.

Clearly some people can eat more than others, but some naturally 
thin people seem to have governors on the satiety part of their brains 
that say, “I have had enough of this delicious food.” Some of these 
skinny wenches stop mid-munch, after a few nibbles, making incredi-
ble statements like, “Why would I want to eat more? I’m full.” Without a 
thought-out plan for control, my fat head sees no relevance in the fact 
that my stomach is plumb full.

Food should be a wonderful part of life, but some of us habitually 
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pursue the joy it can bring with such fervor that the joy quickly dimin-
ishes, and only the conditioned response to overdo remains. 

Sometimes I think part of the problem 
we fat-headed people have is that we have such a lust for life 

that we are trying to suck it all in. 
We can’t eat a beautiful sunset or a song we love 

or the feel and smell of a clean baby, 
so we have to settle for food—

the only scrumptious part of life that we can literally ingest.

Whammy Number Two: Genetics

There are unknowns in my genes. According to one popular theory, I 
may have millions of hyperplastic and hypertrophic fat cells because 
I became fat when I was a small child.1 That means I developed too 
many fat cells, and they are also oversized. I imagine my fat cells to be 
like that old Pac-Man—hungry, smirking, smacking, sucking mouths 
in my tummy gazing upward, waiting for food to come down the chute. 

It’s a pickle, isn’t it? What are we supposed to believe? Statistics tell 
us an adult who was a fat kid is much less likely to be a normal-sized 
adult. Also, I have a family tree fi lled with husky folk; some of my ances-
tors had trunks like sequoias.

So little is yet understood about the genetic propensity to get fat or 
to remain forever thin that it is probably foolish for us to spend much 
time stewing over it. This part of our problem is beyond our control.

The gurus of fat research are just starting to look more seriously at 
our genetics. In the past, if they saw a fat grandma, a fat mama, and 
a fat child, they assumed that all three pigged out at the same trough. 
Even if you were raised by mountain goats in the Himalayas and were 
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just reunited with your family on a television show, I would bet that 
your rear end is the same size and shape as your mother’s rear end 
was at your age, or that it can be seen in your family album, worn by a 
paternal aunt.

Some fat gurus are convinced that some of us were born to be fat-
ter than is socially acceptable and may still be perfectly healthy. One 
theory that has promoted this belief is that of “set point.”2 Many theo-
ries go the way of the dodo bird very quickly, but this one seems to be 
enduring. The major premise of the set point theory is that most people 
have a set weight that they can maintain most easily. I went all the way 
to 255 pounds and did not fi nd a set point where I could eat as much as 
I liked and stay the same weight; but at that time, I was so out of touch 
with myself that I paid no heed to what my body had to say about any-
thing. In my quest for balance in my life, I have now found that around 
145 pounds feels physically right and seems to be a good spot for me. 
But I have to work hard to stay at 145. [Th e set point theory is still 
being supported and challenged in the fat-science world.]

My variation on the set point theory is that some of us were born to 
be poodles and some of us were born to be bulldogs, and we can both 
be healthy, happy, and beautiful in our own way. I think I was born to 
be about a 145-pound bulldog.

The only reason I ever wanted to be a poodle was because invisible 
but rigid societal guidelines told me I should be a poodle to be accept-
able. But to masquerade as a hungry poodle is unnatural for me.

I have dieted as low as 127 pounds. I looked the way I thought I 
should look for society, but to maintain that weight was a terrible 
struggle. It is struggle enough to stay around 145.

I know Calvin Klein and Liz Claiborne might prefer I weigh 110, but 
I don’t bump into them on the street. And even if I did, why should I 
care what they think of me? I know I am meeting my own health and 
emotional needs.
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This liberating, independent attitude fi ts into my philosophy of life 
just fi ne, because the older I get, the more important my own feelings 
are; the less concerned I am with allowing other people to shape my 
opinion of myself. This belief frees me to interact with other people 
openly, honestly, and lovingly.

Therefore, at this juncture in my life, I have decided to limit my eat-
ing and to exercise only enough to be the best darn 145-pound bulldog 
I am capable of being. I will not struggle needlessly to be a phony poo-
dle. That is not to say that I’ll never change my mind. It is my body, and 
someday I may decide to go lower or, for that matter, higher. Who is 
to say I cannot change my thinking on this point? The point is that it is 
my choice, not our thin-crazed society’s prerogative. [I just love forty-
three-year-old Judy, and all the thinking and work she did to make me 
the healthy, whole, and happy person I am today.]

Our society has refi ned the most widely accepted body-type classi-
fi cations acceptable for American women. They are: (1) tall and thin, (2) 
medium and thin, or (3) short and thin. This Madison Avenue concept 
has misled many a fantastic, healthy, sensuous bulldog into believing 
she should be a poodle. I believe this attitude and its accompanying 
guilt, anger, and wasted energy keep magnifi cent bulldogs from doing 
what they could do brilliantly, because society says, “It is simply a mat-
ter of eating less and exercising more.”

Some bulldogs internalize this feeling, believing that if they can’t 
do something as easy as eat less and exercise more, they can’t possibly 
lead the church choir, chair a committee, go back to school, or become 
a pilot. I have worked with many talented bulldogs that could run a 
planet, or at least a large corporation, but they are afraid to take a 
driver’s license test or an adult education class. They are convinced by 
our society’s skinny mentality that if they can’t do this one simple task, 
they couldn’t possibly succeed at anything else. This attitude causes 
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a horrible, hideous, huge waste of human potential, and the world is 
cheated because of it.

Whammy Number Three: Caloric Baseline

I can maintain on around 1,400 and 1,700 calories a day. [I would 
give up electricity and indoor plumbing in my home to still be able 
to eat that much. Now I can only eat about 1,200–1,400 to main-
tain—GRR%@#*^!] This is not what I call Utopia. I have an 1,800-cal-
orie appetite. Right there you see a distinct discrepancy. Knowing my 
caloric limitations has not only given me an essential baseline to work 
from but it has also given me a tremendous lift to know that I am not a 
wanton (or won ton) glutton. Many people can eat 1,800 to 2,200 cal-
ories a day and maintain easily, but I can’t.3 No wonder I had so many 
troubles back in the bad old days! 

I imagine I packed in probably 4,000 to 10,000 calories on an insane 
binge day. Think how many days I would have to go below 1,400 calo-
ries to lose that weight. Of course, I usually dieted way below 1,400, just 
setting myself up for another disaster because I was both physically 
and emotionally malnourished. Now if I am up 2 pounds or more, I go 
on nothing less than 1,200 calories a day. I haven’t gone below 1,200 
in two years, and I haven’t had a binge in two years, which makes me a 
devotee of the theory that dieting causes bingeing.

Another theory I clutch to my ample bosom is that by maintaining a 
relatively stable day-to-day caloric intake and continuing regular exer-
cise, I would ever so slowly be able to eat a little more. [Ha! Th at sure 
hasn’t happened.] My poor, abused, confused metabolism had been 
alerted so many times that there was a famine going on that it has 
geared down accordingly to preserve my precious body, which I had 
been subjecting to anything from total fasting to 800-calorie attempts 
at quick gorgeousness. Changing metabolic rates is another theory 
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the big boys in the fat labs believe is quite credible. Until they come up 
with something better, I choose to accept it. [Other than learning that 
building more muscle mass improves metabolic rates a little, this the-
ory isn’t panning out very well yet.]

I still have my fi rst three whammies: (1) I love food; (2) I have many 
unknowns running around in my genes; and (3) to maintain a healthy 
head, heart, and body, I can eat only 1,400 to 1,700 calories a day. 
Poor, poor Judy? No, I really don’t feel all that sorry for myself. I can 
live with these fi rst three whammies because of what has happened to 
whammy number four.

Whammy Number Four: Binge Eating

The fourth and the most insidious of all my whammies has shrunk as 
I have grown. It has gone from being the monster that ran my life to 
a pesky little varmint I can deal with and always learn from. That var-
mint is Mr. Binge.

I believe if I woke up tomorrow morning weighing 255 pounds, I 
could accept all the accompanying social and health problems; but I 
never, ever, ever, ever want to go back to feeling that I am out of control 
of my life because I can’t control what I put in my mouth. Binge eating 
was the way I used to cope with life. Binge eating then was almost a 
whole life unto itself.

To lose 110 pounds and keep it off , Sensible Judy questioned moody 
Fun Judy, constantly asking, “Why do you binge on Sunday night? 
Why does so and so bug you? Are you feeling depressed? Why are you 
depressed? Are you angry? Why? Are you sad? Lonely? Overwhelmed? 
Stressed? Why? WHY, Judy, WHY???”

All this self-analysis forced me to get to know myself so well that 
it is now almost impossible to play eating games with myself. Sensi-
ble Judy has put many prerecorded messages in my brain for almost 
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any emotion, situation, or temptation. I mentioned that Mr. Binge is 
still pesky. I think my last major binge happened about six years into 
maintenance. Let me tell you about it.

It was a couple of days after Christmas. I had been very sensible 
through the holidays and all the parties—as I have been for many 
years now—and I was still handling my unstructured time off  from 
school quite nobly. I spied a Duncan Hines white cake mix leering 
down at me occasionally from a high kitchen cupboard, where I tried 
to keep the naughty foods. Let me also tell you here that one of my 
favorite binge treats is white cake with lots of white frosting stirred into 
ice cream. That’s embarrassing; it’s so tacky. Doesn’t that conjure up 
memories of childhood birthday parties? Some psychiatrist might tell 
us that we like ice cream for that very reason, or maybe just because it 
is cool and soothing.

On the Binge Eve before my Binge Day, we had an ice storm. On 
Binge Morn, I had an appointment for a haircut. I went to get the car 
out of the garage and, low and behold, the garage door was frozen 
shut. This was just the one-of-a-kind opportunity naughty Fun Judy 
was waiting for. Controlled Sensible Judy had carefully tutored Fun 
Judy in the ways to react to most situations, parties, stresses, and so 
forth, but she had neglected to program mischievous Fun Judy on how 
to behave when garage doors are frozen shut. So Fun Judy hurried back 
into the house before Sensible Judy could catch her. Fun Judy called 
and canceled my hair appointment, grabbed the cake mix, stirred it up, 
threw it in the microwave, and started on a major binge with rubbery, 
white cake. All Sensible Judy’s pleading to get Fun Judy back in control 
failed until school began again several days later.

I am sure you don’t want to hear things like this from me. I don’t 
relish telling you, but I believe you are deluding yourself if you think the 
road to recovery from binge eating is going to be as smooth as butter-
cream frosting. Sorry.
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Actually, a scare like that once in a while strengthens my chances 
for long-term success. I learned from that frozen-door fat attack that I 
am still vulnerable; I can still play food games with myself. 

Why did it happen? Oh, I can think of many possible reasons, but I 
doubt if Sensible Judy and Fun Judy will ever be capable of fi guring me 
out completely. I do take some consolation in knowing that even some 
forever-thin people have fat attacks once in a while.

[It’s been over twenty-fi ve years since that garage door fat attack, 
and I don’t think I have had a mega-binge since. Yes, I have had plenty 
of mini binges. But I would now defi ne my mini binges as eating way 
too much for just a part of one day; I don’t keep bingeing for days. 
Th at’s HUGE! Why? I think it has to do with knowing myself so well 
that I can’t delude myself. Over the years, I have peeled away so many 
layers of self-deception that allowed me to go into denial or food 
amnesia and gorge on junk food until I was comatose. In most situa-
tions in life, self-confi dence is essential for success. For me, I am now 
confi dent—but not overconfi dent. I intend never to become so full of 
myself that I can ever fool myself into denial and regression again.]

The Biggest Benefi t of Being Thin 

To me the best part of being thin is not thinness itself; it is the 
self-knowledge I have acquired in my quest to get and stay thin. And 
this self-knowledge does so much in other areas of my life as well. 
Before I could give of myself gladly, I had to fi nd out who I was.

The self-knowledge and self-love acquired in the process of achiev-
ing my weight goal were the greatest gifts of all. I am a stronger, deeper, 
happier, more productive person because of my fi ght for a rational 
relationship with food. And I love this feeling more than a boatload of 
hot fudge sundaes. [Amen, sister.]
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9 
Who and What to Believe—Experts, Idiots, 

and Scammers

I attribute part of my diet and maintenance success to my ability to 
untangle confusing, horrible, and incomplete information from legit, 
safe, eff ective weight-control information. I have been investigating 
diet research since the 1960s, and I still don’t see a safe miracle for us 
on the horizon. Th at fact, however, hasn’t stopped me from continuing 
my search for good diet information, such as I have included in this 
chapter for you and for my own use.

Smart but desperate, naïve dieters still succumb 
to cruel diet hoaxes, scams,

and silly, scientifi c-sounding, gobbledygook 
methods of weight control.

Th e Judy’s Skinny School learning objectives for chapter 9 are 
intended to help you learn how to give dumb diets and common diet 
scams the sniff  test, to suggest a few consistently reliable sources for 
good diet information, and to discover your own best weight-control 
expert in the process.

I admit that I still haven’t evolved to the point where 
I no longer wish someone would fi nd an easy “cure” for us.
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Confusing and Contradictory Information
So why is there so much confusing, contradictory, irrelevant, bogus 
weight-control information in newspapers, magazines, and books, as 
well as on television and the Internet?

Several university, hospital, governmental, and private research 
labs may be working on the same diet theory, drug, or product but may 
come up with contradictory results. Some of the research that is done 
on products is viable, but oft en, a product is researched in a private lab 
funded by the producer of that product. Naturally, the producer wants 
to report lab results that refl ect the safety and effi  cacy of their product. 
To further confuse matters, many “scientifi cally proven safe and eff ec-
tive” products and food supplements fl y under the FDA’s radar but can 
still be legally advertised and marketed.1

Many responsible authorities will readily admit 
that there are no conclusive solutions to 

many of our fat problems. 
In fact, they have yet to fi gure out all the right questions to ask.

 Individually good, bad, or (more likely) fragmented studies are 
picked up by the media, and the results are dished out for us to gobble 
up as the latest “breakthrough.” You may see one study of a particular 
theory or product in one media source and another study of the same 
theory from another media outlet. Many diet books and products are 
based on inconclusive theories extrapolated from one isolated bit of 
research. Some of the smarmy scammers will pick out a word or sci-
entifi c-sounding phrase that was used in a credible study; wrap their 
mumbo jumbo around it; package it as a pill, injection, food supple-
ment, book, diet, or exercise device; and sell it to gullible dieters.

It is also confusing that some of the magazines, newsletters, web-
sites, and blogs will impart credible diet information in one issue only 
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to turn around the next day, week, or month and put ludicrous diet 
drivel in the same section of their publication. It makes me nuts when 
they don’t distinguish the disparities between sane or goofy gurus, 
diets, drugs, or products.

Th e same goes for radio and television talk shows, reality fat shows, 
interviews with authors of the latest diet books, and even health seg-
ments on major media news programs that are hungry for a scoop. Th e 
media crave ratings, and millions of fat Americans crave easy answers. 
One day a television show may have a truly dedicated “fatologist” on, 
and the next day feature a diet lightweight who is concerned only with 
the fatness of his or her bank account. I get hopping mad when I hear  
these people hawk their “turkey,” short-term diets.

Some charlatans, quacks, and quick-change artists have fi gured 
out how to abuse the First Amendment right to free speech, and we 
have no regulatory agencies to protect us from many of the old and 
new worthless ideas being packaged as diet breakthroughs. Online and 
late-night infomercial hucksters are brilliant about working around 
any moral or legal responsibility for the effi  cacy of their diet off erings.

Th e new diet breakthrough you read about on the cover of one of 
those grocery store tabloids might be true, but I recommend that you 
either wait for the established health organizations and more cau-
tious news reporters to verify it, or do your own stringent Internet 
investigating.

Nitpicky, dedicated, tried-and-true experts know 
all sorts of teensy-weensy details 

about our hormones, physiology, and brain chemistry. 
Some experts fi nd it fascinating to spend their lives 

studying how proteins can break down. (Zzzzzzzzz...)
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Sizing Up Good and Bad Information and 
Products
So, what might we get or not get from outside ourselves to help protect 
us from self-delusion and disappointment; wasted money; and silly, 
dangerous, simplistic, worthless, or no-longer-relevant “answers”?

The Mainstream Experts

First and foremost, I would suggest you put stock in the fi ndings of the 
cautious, established health organizations. Th at group would include 
the US Department of Agriculture; the American Dietetic Association; 
the American Diabetes Association; the American Heart Association; 
the American Medical Association; the US Food and Drug Admin-
istration; the US Department of Health & Human Services; and cre-
dentialed scientists, doctors, nutritionists, and dietitians. Th ese groups 
and individuals have dedicated their professional lives to various areas 
of fat expertise and hopefully have nothing to gain by lying to the 
American public. Besides, so many people and organizations could 
not possibly coordinate the mass eff ort needed to defraud fat Amer-
icans. And the guidelines and advice of these groups and individuals 
are remarkably alike. Boring, yes, but remarkably similar. When the 
smart guys change guidelines or endorse the revolutionary new diet or 
pill or gadget, I believe it.

Th e US Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA) has been doling out food 
charts, wheels, and pyramids since 1916. 
I swear my old home economics teachers 
embroidered them on their pillowcases. 
Th ese healthy choice suggestions have 
been updated over the years, adding 
more food choices because of evolving 
research. In 2011, the USDA traded in 
the 2005 food pyramid model for the simple “My Plate” food chart, 
which even a pea brain should be able to understand.
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You might want to look at another standard tool—the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Weight Chart—but it still only goes to age fi f-
ty-nine.2 (What does that mean?) Th ere are also some newer “ideal 
weight charts” that seem to be widely accepted.3 You can compare dif-
ferent weight and BMI (body mass index) charts. Whatever charts I 
look at, they all indicate that I need to grow an inch or two taller.

Second, you may fi nd it interesting, helpful, and perhaps even fun 
to use the Internet to keep abreast of the latest information about many 
facets of weight control. You’ll fi nd online calorie calculators, weight-
loss diaries and plans, and support groups to help you stick to your 
goals. And amid bazillions of healthy recipes, you’ll notice an explo-
sion of information emerging about the politics and horrifi c national 
expense of obesity. 

Another helpful use of the Internet is in fi nding current research, 
new treatment philosophies, information about new diet drugs, and 
warnings about diet spams and scams. It seems new surveys and 
research studies are being published almost every day. If you want 
to fl esh out the information about studies or products I mention, a 
simple Google search should give you many more details than I can 
accommodate in this book. I’m going to give you a little taste here. 

Th ere are some fascinating brain studies going on, and relevant 
DNA discoveries are being incorporated into current fat research. 
Researchers are starting to identify parts of the brain and body that 
may be manipulated to a dieter’s advantage with experimental diet 
drugs and combinations of old diet drugs, and even drugs that have 
previously been used for other maladies.4

Some leading endocrinologists have come up with three reasons 
that they believe motivate people to eat: hunger, reward, and stress.5 
Drug developers are therefore trying to target diff erent parts of the 
brain with diff erent drugs that aff ect the hypothalamus for hunger, the 
nucleus accumbens for reward, and the amygdala to lessen stress.6 At 
the same time, other legit, corporate-drug kingpins are hedging their 
bets by off ering hybrid drugs that are cocktails of old drugs intended 
to hit two or three of these diet G-spots.7

More and more scientists are realizing that the problems many 
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dieters face are complex. If they look a little deeper, I would guess they 
could validate a few more reasons why people overeat. I think many 
people eat to get an immediate, cheap excitement fi x, but I haven’t 
found research to support my hypothesis. (Have you noticed that we 
are becoming a society of adrenaline junkies addicted to stimulation 
and immediate gratifi cation?)

Diet Drugs

Many current diet wizards believe that the body is smarter than the 
brain. Th at may, in part, be why the eff ectiveness of so many hopeful 
drugs peters out quickly, or the body regains as soon as we quit taking 
the drug.

BELVIQ, a weight-loss drug that aff ects serotonin in the brain, was 
approved by the FDA in June 2012. Other new diet drugs are supposedly 
going to be approved by the FDA soon. From what I have read, none 
will be any great shakes for truly chronic dieters, but these new off er-
ings may fi le the sharp edges off  hunger and craving—as long as you 
take them while still following reasonable diet and exercise guidelines.

Th e FDA has been reluctant to approve any diet drugs since the fen-
phen debacle in the mid-1990s. Until BELVIQ’s recent approval, the 
only major FDA-approved diet drug was orlistat, which is sold in pre-
scription form (Xenical), and over the counter (alli). Orlistat has noth-
ing to do with the brain but rather the opposite end. Both prescription 
and over-the-counter forms of this drug prevent roughly one-fourth 
to one-third of the fat a person consumes from being digested.8 Get 
the picture? A post-poo perusal of toilet bowl walls would tell the tale.

Prescription diet drugs available through foreign pharmacies may 
be both safe and eff ective. Some countries have good regulatory agen-
cies, while others—not so much. Another issue is the legality of pur-
chasing foreign diet drugs. Before you risk breaking any laws, I suggest 
you make sure it is legal to procure prescription drugs from any given 
foreign source. I don’t know what they do with people who break these 
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laws. Hey, maybe you’d get a stint in the slammer on a bread-and-wa-
ter diet? Now that would surely guarantee some not-so-safe but eff ec-
tive, quick weight loss.

Maintenance and Recidivism Information

Unfortunately, we may fi nd only skimpy amounts of appropriate 
information and few experts to help us once our weight issues have 
changed from weight loss to weight maintenance. Years ago, I needed 
and found some good information to help me overcome my out-of-
control eating. But the information I am fi nding now just doesn’t fi t 
my situation anymore! I guess I have graduated to a place where no 
experts are addressing my current weight-control issues. 

Aft er thirty years of self-analysis and proper eating, I am no longer 
an emotional eater. Most of the research and literature I fi nd seems 
to assume that chubby people just need to: (1) get a grip on their 
screwed-up emotions, (2) cut out those “excess” calories, and/or (3) 
get off  their lazy butts and burn off  those Krispy Kremes. But aft er all 
the years of dieting and aging, some of us can only eat 1,200 to 1,400 
calories to maintain, and we have to work our fi gurative tushies off  to 
work a pound a month off  our literal tushies. For many women who 
have lost weight by practicing healthy eating behaviors and minimiz-
ing emotional eating, their problem may now be that they are simply 
not aware of their current caloric limits. 
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It’s hard to help a screwed-up person who thinks she’s sane, 
but it’s also diffi  cult to help a sane person 

who thinks she’s screwed up.

Given the plethora of information about emotional eating—and 
the media reporting little else—a lot of women think they are regain-
ing because they haven’t dealt with all the issues they may have had 
while getting fat. Th e reality may be that they are now dealing with a 
mean-spirited body that doesn’t need as many calories. 

So, c’mon scientifi c and media peeps, throw us a bone here. If you 
can’t help us, at least honor us by acknowledging that people who can 
consume very few calories need recognition—and some sympathy 
would be nice too. 

Th ere is a pinch of good, credible information about weight main-
tenance. Since 1959, the prevailing notion among obesity research-
ers has been that 80 to 95 percent of people who lose weight regain 
it—oft en plus more weight and oft en within a few months to three 
years. Now many fatologists say that no one has a reliable handle on 
what percentage of successful dieters keep it off .9 At least we can now 
assume those old 80–95 percent recidivism stats are probably too 
high—though still abysmal.  

I have found one source that can give us even more useful infor-
mation about diet success than arbitrary recidivism statistics. Th at is 
the National Weight Control Registry.10 Th is reliable organization has 
been following over 10,000 dieters since 1994. Below are just a few of 
the research fi ndings on how NWCR members keep the weight off :

• Most report continuing to maintain a low-calorie, low-fat diet 
and doing high levels of activity.

• Seventy-eight percent eat breakfast every day.

• Seventy-fi ve percent weigh themselves at least once a week.
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• Sixty-two percent watch less than ten hours of television per 
week.

• Ninety percent exercise, on average, about one hour per day.
No surprises here. But even though they give no statistics on suc-

cess rates, we do get important, hard data from this ongoing study on 
how people who are succeeding at losing weight are also succeeding at 
keeping it off . 

My guess is that because of the expanding global political pressure 
to reduce obesity, more money will be poured into obesity research—
especially by the pharmaceutical companies. I just hope this research 
uncovers some useful information for yo-yo dieters and not just more 
fat profi ts for the pharmaceutical companies.

First and Foremost, Believe In Yourself
So, what should we do for ourselves?

We should accept that we need to be our own best expert. We 
should accept that we are far too complex for even a fl eet of outside 
experts to solve all our issues. We can’t be placed in a test tube and 
studied. We can’t dig up our fat ancestors and yell at them for giving 
us rascally fat genes that may be continually trying to keep us fatter 
than we want to be. Maybe some of the complex physiological and 
biochemical reasons for our weight problems could be identifi ed by an 
autopsy—but by then, we should be able to eat as much angel food as 
we desire. 

We can accept that even good diet drugs and products only provide 
short-term dalliances or are, at best, tiny helpers until we start dealing 
with the real problem: living with the real, everyday food that got us 
into trouble in the fi rst place. Let’s all stop kidding ourselves! If we want 
to go on a dumb diet, at least we know we are going on a dumb diet. 
We are aware of the possible physical and emotional ramifi cations of 
abusing our bodies and minds on another disappointing, quick-fi x diet. 

We can’t change good or bad conditioning we may have received 
from how we were reared or from how our society has reacted to us. 
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Nor can we change good or bad conditioning as a result of our life’s 
experiences, our relationships, our emotions, our education, the media 
we were exposed to, the music we loved, our politics, our value system, 
or our religion. But we can be aware that our responses to all of the 
above can change. Our responses to food do change, as do our caloric 
limitations, and we can accept that no doctor or nutritionist can begin 
to help us with those responses or limitations unless we are willing to 
become the principal expert in our own recovery. 

Be it doctors’ dogma, diets, or data, 
we need to identify what is credible and relevant information, 

rub it up against what we honestly feel inside, 
and then customize that information to help solve our unique 

weight problems 
and take control of our lives.
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PART IV
Getting Your Head, Heart, and Hectic Life Glued Together

Th e key is not to prioritize what’s on your schedule 
but to schedule your priorities. 

—Stephen Covey, Seven Habits of Highly Eff ective People

Congratulations! You have completed step 1 in my 1-2-3-4-Step 
Approach. Now you are ready for steps 2, 3, and 4. 

Part IV of Judy’s DietGlue will provide ideas and help for building 
that framework of your own holistic approach to the rest of your life—
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including your long-term weight maintenance.
Once again, I am so glad that, long ago, I started writing much of 

what you will read in part IV, because I would not have remembered 
so many of the early maintenance details that I had to work through 
to get to where I am today. I’ve spent years living and tweaking part 
IV, and now it is a joy for me to see how much of what I will walk you 
through in chapters 10, 11, and 12 has become habit for me.

In chapter 10 (step 2 in the 1-2-3-4-Step Approach), I will help you 
uncover your core values and major life goals. Perhaps you have never 
articulated them to yourself, but you do have them. Once you become 
more self-aware, you may fi nd that some of your discontent is due to 
unknowingly living in confl ict with your values and goals, and that 
some of your food issues might simply be hidden or stuck in goofy 
self-talk you can unglue as you “work” chapter 10.

Next, in chapter 11 (step 3), we will address your life-management 
process. To help you get a customized, fl exible process going, we will fi rst 
take a diff erent kind of nostalgic trip into the past and dissect your old, 
failed life-management plans. Th en we’ll have a little pity party at which 
I will complain—for both of us—about how our society may negatively 
aff ect our weight-control eff orts. I hope that, in the process, I can nudge 
you into being as ticked off  as I am about the crummy way chubby ladies 
are treated in our society. Also, I will suggest what we can do about it. 
From there, we will go on and take a look at how our roles as women 
may drive us to cinnamon rolls that leave rolls around our middles.

Finally, in chapter 12 (step 4), we will be ready to consider 
weight-control plans. We will approach this section diff erently than in 
your unsuccessful past by starting with standards for specifi c plans. I 
will give you oodles of specifi c planning help.

If you are a yo-yo dieter, I’ll bet that up to now 
you have been successfully starting but unsuccessfully ending 

with step 4—diet plans. 
But no more!
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10 
How to Find Your Core Values 

and Major Life Goals 
(Step 2)

We are about to identify your core values and major life goals. And you 
will use these essential components to build the framework on which 
you will fasten all the facets of your life.

I believe the journey into self-awareness will one day 
be even more gratifying to you than the permanent weight-loss 

mysteries it may uncover for you.

If at any time before, during, or aft er completing chapter 10 (step 2) 
you feel there are more ideas that you need to squeeze out of yourself, 
there are mounds of mind-jogging websites and books that can help 
you get into a serious, introspective space. Just google “writing my phi-
losophy” or some such phrase, and you are on the way to becoming the 
pudgy Plato.

My attempt to give you concrete, 
sequential instructions for your highly 
messy, personal, nonlinear internal work 
in this chapter is kind of like trying to 
permanently line up the pasta letters in a 
bowl of alphabet soup. 
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It seems that when our organizational systems fall apart, 
so do our good intentions of losing or maintaining weight.

Skinny School Is Now In Session
Choose one of the two Skinny School assignments 
below (or do a combination of them) to fi nd your 
core values and major life goals. Remember that this 
is a very individualized assignment, which means 
that you should feel free to nip, tuck, expand, and 
expound as you see fi t. 

Assignment One

Directions 

Just sit and think, and then free-form write. Make a list or an outline, 
or use whatever written system works for you to get to the bottom of 
yourself. (You can google “mind map” for all sorts of websites that can 
help you to organize your brainstorming.) I would still suggest, how-
ever, that you fi rst read the remainder of this chapter to give yourself 
some ideas of what to consider as you do your introspective search.

Assignment Two

I recommend this more directed second assignment. I wish someone 
would have given it to me early on to help me get my core values and 
major life goals organized. It would have greatly eased and speeded 
up my recovery from compulsive eating, helping me to get my entire 
life organized without so many mistakes along the way. I also recom-
mend it because, in working with hundreds of overweight women 
(and receiving letters from hundreds more), I’ve noticed the desperate 
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need and oft en unrecognized yearning for organization in these wom-
en’s lives. Getting our core values and major life goals organized is the 
fi rst step.

Directions 

Read all the directions for Assignment Two before you do anything 
(I’ll wait). As I said before, you may take as much license with the 
directions as you wish. Th e intent is to make this fi rst complex and 
personal part of proper eating as simple and as organized as possible.

You’re also going to need to set aside some time, as this assignment 
involves fi ve main tasks. But don’t sprain your brain; about a half-hour 
should do it for each one. You’ll also need a notebook and pen or a 
computer with which to make notes. Now fi nd a quiet spot, sit down, 
and begin.

Task 1: List Your Priorities

At the top of a new page in your notebook or on your computer, write: 
What Will It Take to Make Me as Happy as I Can Be?

Maybe your fi rst thought is world peace, or maybe it is simply to 
convince other members of your household to quit using your tooth-
brush. Just start making a list of whatever comes to mind.

When you’ve put in about thirty minutes, put your notebook or 
computer aside in an easily accessible place. Th en, for whatever period 
of time you wish (perhaps a week, if you need a deadline), keep adding 
to the list every time you think of something important to you.

Task 2: Prioritize Your Priorities

In a week or so, sit down with your original list and your notebook or 
computer. Start a fresh page with the same title: What Will It Take to 
Make Me as Happy as I Can Be? 

Now rewrite (or cut and paste to rearrange) all the items on your 
fi rst list in their order of importance to you.
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Task 3: Categorize Your Priorities

To your newly revised list, apply the following to organize your prior-
ities:

1. Put an M by those items pertaining to a want of more 
money or possessions for you and your loved ones.

2. Put a P/E by those items pertaining to professional and 
educational goals for you and loved ones.

3. Put a PI by those items pertaining to your own personal 
improvement, including weight loss.

4. Put an L by those items pertaining to leisure activities.

5. Put an A by those items you believe are not within your 
power to attain. Th ese are altruistic, idealistic (unselfi sh, 
philanthropic, and noble) thoughts. Perhaps these include 
global goals such as eliminating war, crime, cruelty, greed, 
world hunger, arrogance, ignorance, prejudice, poverty, or 
corruption.

6. Put a C by the items you want other people to do to make 
you happy. C will stand for communication needs.

7. If you have items that fi t none of these categories, then 
make up your own additional categories. It’s your life!

8. Now, consider this question about the items marked with 
an A: Do the A (altruistic) items make you feel like a de-
pressed and powerless speck in the cosmos? If they do, ask 
yourself these additional questions:
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• Can I make it a goal to join or start an action group that 
deals with a problem I worry about?

• Would becoming involved in a problem bigger than my 
dress size make me feel empowered because I would be 
taking positive action toward a goal that complements 
my value system?

• Do I want to add or delete any A items right now?

9. Next, ask yourself these questions about items marked 
with a C (communication):

• Could some of the things I want other people to do 
be attainable if I communicated my needs eff ectively to 
the person/people involved?

• Can I morph any items marked with a C from commu-
nication needs into communication goals?

• Do I want to add or delete any of the Cs right now?

10. Take a moment to review your entire list again, then add 
to and/or delete from any categories as needed.

Task 4: One Last Look

Here are some other huge questions that I recommend you ask your-
self before you call this assignment complete and go fetch a snack. You 
may want to ponder this list of questions (and any more that you come 
up with) for a day or two, and/or reprioritize your list. If not, you’re 
probably ready to go to the last part—Task 5.

1. Have I considered major life events, relationships, and 
epiphanies? (If you need some grist for your mill, fast-for-
ward a few pages to the section “Priming the Pump” on 
page 116, where I list some of the major events, relation-
ships, and epiphanies in my life.)
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2. Are some of the things on my list showing me previously 
unexamined parts of my value system?

3. Can some of the items on my list really be goals I want to 
set for myself?

4. Do I like the feel of what I am seeing in my value system 
and my goals?

5. Do I have mostly selfi sh, monetary, or unrealistic listings? 
If so,

• Should I think a little more about if I really need a big-
ger house or a fancier car or more clothes or a thinner 
body?

• Are some things on my list merely external trappings 
I think will make me look more powerful or smarter 
or richer or cooler to other people—even to strangers? 
(Egad!) Does “showing off ” really make me feel better 
about myself—or does it make me feel phony?

6. Can I go deeper within myself and dig around to see if 
there are unidentifi ed incongruities that I have never con-
sciously thought about but have somehow kept “gnawing” 
at me?

Task 5: The “To Me” Essay

Finally, using your prioritized list and whatever else comes to your 
mind, write an essay to yourself. (Th e title could be something like 
“Who Am I?”) Th is could be a free-fl owing narrative to yourself, or 
you might want to divide your essay into parts like this:

• Part 1: My Philosophy of Life—My Core Values
• Part 2: My Major Life Goals, In Sync with My Core Values
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• Part 3: My Activities—Choices Th at Allow Me to Live In 
Accordance With My Values and Achieve My Goals

Task 5 Alternative: An Action Plan

Reviewing Your Work

Once you have fi nished your fi rst draft , look it 
over to see that your philosophy/core values, 
your goals, and your activities complement 
each other and can live together in peaceful 
harmony. For example, it doesn’t make sense 
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that you want to feed hungry children around the world but have 
decided to raise money to do so by selling illicit drugs. Or perhaps you 
want to be a full-time homemaker, but you know you can’t swing it 
fi nancially, or you aren’t willing to quit a job you love.

Even forever-thin people could gain from doing Assignment 2. For 
we fat heads, unraveling as much as we can about ourselves is import-
ant if we are to make weight control merely a subgoal that must be 
attended to so we can get about doing the things in life that are import-
ant to us.

Who am I? 
Am I who society says I am? 

Am I who my mother says I am? 
Am I what I look like? 

Or does the real me live inside my mind and my heart?

The Glue Is Never Dry: Advice to Both You and 
Me on How to Use What We Have Learned About 
Our Own Philosophy, Values, and Goals
I think I got the idea to have you write a “Who Am I?” summarizing 
essay from a journal entry I wrote in 1986 that has been a powerful 
“Who Am I?” statement to myself ever since:

I am a selfi sh wench, and my big goal in life is to be happy and to 
have fun—but now I have a much better understanding of how to do 
that.

I thought about how I wanted to make it matter that I was here, so 
I could stay happy and keep having fun. I realized that fi rst I have to 
have a happy home. I have to do right by the people I love the most; 
otherwise, I won’t be happy and I won’t have fun. Second, I know I 
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want to use whatever talents I have and to develop the talents I need 
to make a contribution to the world. For me, that contribution is help-
ing high school students and overweight people strive to reach their 
potential.

My goals prioritized: I want to be a good wife, mother, teacher, 
writer, and speaker. I have to keep these goals in that order to keep 
structure and organization in my life, and to live according to my value 
system. In this way, I can remain happy and have fun.

The rest gets even easier. Any subgoals and activities I choose are 
meaningful endeavors that give me a sense of achievement because I 
understand they have purpose.

Now, I don’t do this well all the time. In fact, sometimes I fail miser-
ably at living up to my values and goals; but these values and goals do 
coincide.

Nowhere in all the important things I want in life did I ever write down 
that I had to overeat to be happy or have fun or be a good wife, mother, 
teacher, writer, or speaker. In fact, overeating has a negative eff ect on my 
values and goals. What does overeating do to me? It makes me fat. And 
what does being fat do to me? It makes me feel out of control. And what 
does feeling out of control do to me? It makes me lose my confi dence and 
self-respect. And what does losing my confi dence and self-respect do to 
me? It makes me lose that warm, wonderful, fuzzy feeling I have inside 
for the whole human race—which I do have when I take care of myself.

When I don’t nurture myself well, I don’t feel good about the rest of 
the world.

All my goals become hypocritical because I am no longer giving out of 
love for my fellow human being but out of a need for his or her approval. 
In other words, I become a manipulator. Gandhi said, “Find yourself by 
losing yourself in service to others.” That adorable, shrimpy little fella had 
the right idea. But there is no growth and little personal satisfaction for 
me in service to others unless I work unconditionally, from the heart. 
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I would like my tombstone to say something nice about the things I 
have tried to do in my life. I certainly don’t want it to say, “Here lies Judy 
Payne. She was thin.” [I recently gasped when I heard Geneen Roth say 
the very same thing on television. I must have read that phrase in one 
of her great books years ago. All these years, I thought that phrase was 
A Genuine Payne.]

Th e side eff ect of happiness can be thinness, 
but the side eff ect of thinness won’t be happiness unless 

you have your philosophical and emotional house in order, 
and your values and goals glued together.

Priming the Pump 
Perhaps, in part , because of an inordinate fascination with myself, and 
also to give you some ideas to get you started on the assignments in 
this chapter, I am including a few of the life events, epiphanies, and 
eclectic thoughts that aff ected my values and goals. I hope my expe-
riences are useful to you, as I doubt that I would have made it to the 
peaceful, purposeful place in my head and heart had I not stumbled 
my way through this quest for my core values. And back in my thir-
ties and forties, there’s no way I could grasp how that quest—plus my 
life experiences, relationships, exposure to great thinkers, devouring 
of healthy weight-control advice, and other breakthroughs—would 
greatly impact me up to this day.

• In 1982, I temporarily went blind in my right eye. Th e doc-
tors at the Mayo Clinic said there was a 33 percent chance that 
this loss of sight was the onset of multiple sclerosis (MS). Let 
me say quickly that it has been over thirty years and nothing 
else has happened. Actually, something good came out of that 
scare: I realized that even if I became blind and physically inca-
pacitated, I could still live a purposeful life. I decided that all 
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I needed were the abilities to love and to communicate. And 
somehow, that scary lesson grounded me and has given the 
rest of my life more clarity.

• I think my MS scare may have helped me cut through the 
superfi cial goals and ideas about success and happiness placed 
on us by society and family or through sports, education, and 
other external forces. In the book Rekindling the Human Spirit: 
An Anthology of Hope, Courage, and Inspiration, I wrote about 
these matters in the chapter called “How to Be Happy without 
Spending a Cent.”1 

• I don’t think the term “personal mission statement” was in use 
yet, but in 1982, I came up with mine—and it hasn’t changed 
since. I even printed it out on my Apple IIe computer and hung 
it on the wall. 

 I think it is important to note here that my mission statement 
has been a beacon in my life. When I get too involved in minu-
tiae, causes, relationships, or projects that in no way help me 
or anyone else to 
grow, I get emo-
tionally (or maybe 
it’s spiritually) 
fi dgety. Because 
of my embedded 
personal mission 
statement, my life 
will never become 
an extended meta-
phor of a long, boring, meaningless business meeting.

• My dear, now-abstaining ex-husband Jerry is now very open 
about his alcohol addiction, and I mention it here with his 
permission. I think you should know that I lost the initial 110 
pounds when my husband was a nearly nonfunctioning alco-
holic. I couldn’t control his drinking, but I could control my 
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eating—and it made me stronger for dealing with his prob-
lems, teaching my students, and providing for our two pre-
cious children. I tattle on Jerry now because I think a huge 
number of women say they can’t lose weight because of stress. 
For me, when my stress level was awful, sticking to a food pro-
gram allowed me to feel in control of myself, and that gave me 
more strength to deal with the stresses in my life that were out 
of my control.

• I had a good test of my resilience in 2011, when our house and 
worldly possessions were destroyed in a freak accident. It was 
good to discover that not having any underwear, dishes, a sofa, 
or even a fl y swatter is not all that earth shattering. It’s just stuff .

• Since my retirement from teaching in 2000, I have traveled six 
continents and scores of countries, learning about diff erent 
cultures, philosophies, governments, religions, and art.

• For years, I was a member of the National Speakers Association 
and learned much about eff ective living from many inspiring, 
famous, motivational speakers.

• I put a lot of credence in words that hit me someplace deep 
within as major truths for me.

• I heard a motivational speaker named Fred Pryor ask, “If you 
knew you had only a few moments to live, what would you 
say to your children?” Th e answer came so fast and so clearly 
from someplace in the depths of my being that I knew it was 
a core part of the meaning of my existence. I would say to my 
children, “Make it matter that you were here!” I would not say, 
“Make sure you get a good education just so you can be what 
our superfi cial society calls a fi nancial success,” or “Make sure 
you are popular or thin.” I could hardly wait to start nagging 
my kids about making their lives count. (Th ey both do, and I 
am so proud of them.)
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• In accord with sentiments Stephen R. Covey included in his book 
First Th ings First, I vow to live, love, learn, and leave a legacy.2

• Another thought I have paraphrased and I carry with me 
always was said by Wilson Greatbatch, who helped invent the 
fi rst heart pacemaker in 1960: “I don’t think God cares if we 
fail or succeed; I think He just cares that we try.”3

• Out of those last three bulleted items came this book!
Did you notice that nowhere in my important core values, big 

goals, or mission statement is food or my size even mentioned? 
I think we need to have body, mind, and spirit in sync to have a feel-

ing of well-being (happiness). If you are beautiful, rich, and physically 
robust but a loved one has serious problems, you won’t feel entirely 
happy. If your body feels perfect and your loved ones are fi ne but you 
can’t pay your bills, you can’t be entirely happy. If you are healthy and 
wealthy and your kids’ lives are perfect but you are haunted by regret, 
guilt, or anger, you won’t be entirely happy. Our core values are the 
heart and soul of our lives—and from them, our happiness blooms. 

I can’t speak for you, but I know that 
when I don’t stick to living in accordance with my core values, 

I can feel it—
and it doesn’t feel good.
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11 
How to Organize Your Life-Management 

Processes 
 (Step 3)

As I go over my manuscript, I think I might be hearing your voice in 
my mind’s ear saying, “Judy, will you please quit with all the meta-
phors, retrospectives, and observations and just tell me exactly how to 
lose some weight and keep it off  like you did?”

If I am hearing you correctly, let me remind you that I wrote this 
book for thinking women. It is the thinking that I am trying to get you 
to do (in a multitude of ways) that will lead to your customized, ulti-
mate victory. Don’t you dare nag me for worthless black-and-white 
answers; just keep reading and thinking your way through my messy, 
sticky wisdom.

Chapter 11 (step 3) hands you three essential Skinny School les-
sons to help you rethink your thinking processes: 

1. It shows you your three life-/weight-management choices.
2. It illustrates a bunch of life-/weight-management mistakes 

by emphasizing the three most important ingredients for 
life-/weight-management success.

3. It explains the two life-/weight-management styles by (a) 
introducing you to yourself; (b) providing help so you can be 
happier, not just thinner; and (c) sorting through the “voices” 
that can make you miserable (those extrinsic and intrinsic 
voices, which you’ll learn to both identify and critique).
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Your Three Basic Life-/Weight-Management 
Choices
Now that you have fi rmed up your core values and major life goals, you 
are ready to start developing a life-management process that will put 
your weight-control issues in the right perspective. If you still need a 
little nudge from me, think about it this way: you have always had the 
following three choices for your future.

Choice 1 

Choice 1 is what I’m afraid you may be making right now. Have you 
been choosing to spend your life in a hellish, dishonest, excuse-mak-
ing limbo, kidding yourself that you will do something about your 
weight problem tomorrow or next Monday or aft er the next party or 
in January? Do you want to continue making choice 1 in your future?

Choice 2 

Choice 2 is only for the strongest of women. Perhaps, aft er careful soul 
searching by looking at your values, goals, feelings, and body, you can 
say, “I am okay just the way I am. I accept myself heavier than I know 
this thin-crazed society is going to keep telling me I should be. I accept 
that I may continue to gain weight, and I accept that I may have addi-
tional health risks. Th is is my choice. I am going to hang it up on diet-
ing and get about the business of living my life to the fullest.” If you can 
live happily with this choice, hurrah for you.

We allow society and our own thoughts 
to make it darn diffi  cult 
to be both fat and happy.
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Choice 3 

Choice 3 is to fi nally take control of your life! (And of course, I expect 
you to pick choice 3!) I don’t believe people can be happy or thin for 
long unless they make choice 3. My goal in chapters 11 and 12 is to 
help you get happy by helping you gain control through self-under-
standing and organization.

I decided on choice 3 that day on my stairway many years ago. 
Likewise, you should look at your goal as a direction you want your 
life to go, not as a destination you want to hurry up and get to so you 
can eat again. It’s okay that you don’t know and can’t deal with many 
unknowns (such as nature’s intent for you to be thin or fat), or if you 
don’t completely understand all your quirky behaviors and emotions. 
Just use your failed diets as learning experiences to help you increase 
your chances of achieving long-term success.

Are you ready to make weight control a secondary goal?

We fat heads are tough cookies. 
How we eat aff ects our lives, 

and our lives aff ect how we eat.

My Nine Fat Friends
We will start our work on choice 3 by examining the typical, self-defeating 
errors of nine of my fat fi ctitious friends. Use 
your ol’ bean to decide if you have a little or a 
lot in common with any of these lovely ladies, 
who personify deadly life-/weight-management 
mistakes and the three essential components for 
successful life-/weight management.

1. First, meet my friend Ima 
Crumb. Ima doesn’t believe 
in herself, and to further 
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complicate her problems, she has unrealistic goals of 
perfection in everything she does. She always goes on 
a diet with good intentions, but deep down inside, she 
really doesn’t believe she will succeed or that she is worth 
the trouble it takes. She has never looked a chocolate chip 
cookie straight in its beady little chips and said emphati-
cally, “I am more important than you are.” 

Ima has been known to fl oat into dieter’s amnesia, where 
she goes into some sort of mindless trance of denial, and 
once there, she eats with abandon, forgetting she has 
a weight problem. Th ese temporary lapses of memory 
simply reinforce Ima’s deep suspicions that she is power-
less and deserves to be fat, and that she can’t do anything 
right. She gives up again.

2. Meet Sure Shirley. Unlike Ima, Shirley has too much 
confi dence prematurely. Sure Shirley goes on weight-loss 
programs and follows them impeccably, doing very well 
for a couple of months and oft en reaching the weight she 
was shooting for. With cottage cheese and chicken broth 
still on her breath, Shirley will tell you all the secrets of 
her recent success.

Shirley says, “Before I started 
this diet, I used to eat choco-
late, chocolate, chocolate all 
the time, and now, just the 
thought of all that chocolate 
makes me sick, sick, sick. Th e 
terrible habits I used to have 
are all behind me now.” 

But you can bet your carrot 
sticks that Shirley can off er 
us no helpful hints. Shirley’s 
been on a good program for 
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only a few weeks or months, but she spent many, many 
years building the food behaviors that are slowly going to 
creep back into her eating repertoire. It probably won’t be 
long before I will run into poor Shirley in the cookie aisle 
at the grocery store, and she will either avoid me or fl ing 
her body across the goodies in her shopping cart, because 
she has gained weight again. I will feel bad for Shirley—
not because she’s fat again but because she is unhappy 
again, and ashamed. 

It takes years of introspection and behavior modifi cation 
for most of us hard-core junk eaters to break old, deli-
cious, comfortable habits. And where did those habits 
come from anyway? I wonder if they are eating behaviors 
that we chose somewhere along the line, maybe early in 
childhood or maybe more recently. Perhaps we chose 
these eating behaviors in response to emotions, and we 
kept responding to those same emotions so oft en and in 
the same way that we made our eating behaviors a habit. 
Maybe we even eradicated the cause of the troublesome 
emotion as we matured, but we kept the no-longer-need-
ed-or-useful-but-delicious cure in the form of a habit.

3. What a sweet, innocent dear my friend Polly Anna is. She 
has a bad compulsive-eating problem and has been on 
tons of diets, but continues to regain and regain. In her 
naïve way, she has 
never realized that, 
for her, a diet alone 
is about as eff ective 
as treating a brain 
tumor with an aspi-
rin; it may get rid of 
the symptom for a 
while, but it doesn’t 
touch the underly-
ing problem. And 
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what she perceives as getting rid of her problem is simply 
putting her symptom in remission for a short time. She 
has done nothing to cure her chronic condition.

4. Sinny Ginny always looks 
for easy ways to get the most 
for the least. She cheats on 
diets and thinks she is put-
ting something over on some 
elusive someone else. Th at is 
food immorality.

5. Meg A’ Byte is a binger. Meg 
has gone on a megabunch of 
protein-powder diets, and ev-
ery time she goes on one, she 
loses a ton of weight. She has 
never once had the urge to binge on her protein powder. 
However, Meg oft en falls off  her protein-powder wagon 
and ends up bingeing on other foods. She doesn’t see any 
correlation between the very-low-calorie diets she en-
dures and the very-high-calorie binges that follow them.  

Meg also spends megabucks on snake-oily diet drugs 
promoted on television 
and via the Internet, such 
as the “Lose Flab While 
You Sleep Drug” or the 
“Magic Fat-Burner Diet 
Pill” or the “Incredible 
Grapefruit Pills.” Housed 
in the package with such 
pills is usually some kind 
of printed diet requiring 
a daily intake of only 400 
to 1,000 calories. Th e diet 
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directions—actually disclaimers—usually state that the 
dieter should stay on this spartan diet plan as well as take 
these placebo pills in order to achieve the results prom-
ised in the ads. 

Diet-product infomercials prompt many a desperate diet-
er—a dieter who is up in the middle of the night eating—
to place impulsive phone and Internet orders for outra-
geously priced, ridiculously hyped, worthless crap that 
deep down the dieter probably knows is crap. Desperation 
pushes even smart, sensible women like Meg to do dumb 
things. And though hope is a marvelous and powerful 
part of the human condition, it still needs to be accompa-
nied by a large dose of common sense. 

6. Olive Ostrich joins 
diet groups and 
buys memberships 
in commercial diet 
businesses, but then 
she sticks her head in 
the sand and blindly 
does whatever she 
is told to do—until 
some minor or major 
mishap in her life 
sends her to Ima Crumb’s house for tea and sympathy (and 

cookies).

7. Apple Betty and her fl aky 
friends exercise together every 
morning; and then they go out for 
coff ee and nummy pastries, and 
complain about how hard they are 
trying to lose weight.
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8. Philli Buster bores her 
friends to death, telling 
them in minute detail 
how wonderful her latest 
short-term diet is. Some 
of her friends call Phillis 
“Silly Philli” because they 
know she is talk, talk, talk 
and very little action. None 
of her eff orts pan out for 
long.

9. Now, may I introduce to you my last dear friend, Help-
less Hannah. Poor Hannah has all the problems the other 
women have, plus a 
smorgasbord more. 
Most of these prob-
lems stem from 
the fact that she is 
possessed by three 
demons. Yes, de-
mons. Th eir names 
are Tyrannical Tess, 
Wimpie Winnie, and 
Mute Marilyn. 

Th e three demons 
live in the part of 
Hannah’s brain that 
should house her 
sense of autonomy—
that is, the part of 
Hannah’s brain that should be in control of her life (the 
central processing unit, or CPU). Tyrannical Tess is the 
ringleader of the demons. If Hannah would only stand 
up to Tyrannical Tess and fi ght her to the death, the other 
two demons would vanish into thin air. 
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Tess takes great pleasure in making Hannah believe she 
has little control over her own life. Other parts of Han-
nah’s brain work just fi ne, however, so Hannah knows she 
is making a trade-off  by abdicating the rights to her own 
life. When things go wrong, Hannah likes to blame Tess. 
But Hannah is on the losing side of this trade because she 
never gets to feel like a responsible adult. 

Th e other two fl unky demons are simply guards to keep 
Hannah powerless. Wimpie Winnie guards Hannah so 
she never makes an assertive move; and Mute Marilyn 
just hangs around, making sure Hannah doesn’t commu-
nicate her needs, wants, or opinions any more eff ectively 
than the occasional whine about how she can’t seem to 
lose weight and it is everyone else’s fault. If Hannah would 
choose to cast out these demons, she would be self-gov-
erning, and then she could get about the business of 
losing weight and accomplishing whatever else she only 
dares to dream about now. 

A lack of autonomy, assertiveness, and eff ective commu-
nication paralyzes Helpless Hannah’s ability to grow in 
the direction of her dreams. But isn’t there a little Helpless 
Hannah in all of us?

In the weight-control gospel according to Judy Payne, 
there are three essential components for long-term success: 

autonomy, assertiveness, and eff ective communication.
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The Three Big Essential Components 
for Happy Life Management and Weight 
Management
If I had to name what I believe is the most important characteristic for 
sustainable life management, including long-term weight control, it 
would be autonomy. We are in charge of what we eat—unless someone 
ties us up and force-feeds us. (Th at may be a fantasy some of us enjoy, 
but the possibility is slim.) No one or nothing can make us overeat 
unless we choose to overeat. 

Of course, diffi  cult situations do arise. You might have to stay 
overnight and eat in the home of strangers (unlikely but possible). But 
when you stay with friends, you can bring your own food or just eat 
what you deem appropriate. I don’t believe you should have to eat a 
friend’s (or relative’s) food to prove you love them, even though they 
may be knowingly or unknowingly manipulating you to do so. Just let 
them know in other ways that you love and appreciate their eff orts. Tell 
them when their food looks wonderful; tell them when they are great 
cooks. Most importantly, tell them that you love them, or that you like 
them, or that you can at least tolerate them. But don’t put a morsel of 
food in your mouth just to feed someone else’s ego. 

Work on your relationships in nonfood ways, which can do more 
for the relationship while maintaining your own autonomy and help-
ing you stick to your own weight-control plan. Aft er many years of 
doing this, I still fi nd it far more gratifying to the food pusher to have 
a big hunk of love passed back to them rather than a resentful compli-
ment about some forgettable yummy I allowed them to force me to eat.

About the toughest scenario I can think of in dealing with friends 
or relatives is if your grandma baked your favorite pie just for you, 
got on a plane and fl ew two thousand miles, came to your home in a 
taxi, and then shuffl  ed herself to your door with her walker while still 
holding your pie. What should you do? I’d eat some of the damn pie. 
One or two pieces are not going to guilt-load you as much as dissing 
Granny. But choosing to scarf down the pie does not mean that you 
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should use the Grannypie as an excuse to abandon your weight-man-
agement plan.

Other than eating for Grandma, don’t you think it is rather egotis-
tical to assume that what you eat should ruin someone else’s day? At 
the same time, I can’t believe how petty it is for someone to actually 
give a report on how much or how little someone else ate. I suggest that 
these “plate police” just mind their own desserts!

People can get married legally without you partaking of the wed-
ding cake. People can have birthdays, anniversaries, graduations, and 
reunions or get buried without you overeating. If you feel autonomous, 
then you don’t have to eat anything you don’t want to eat in any of 
these situations. Th ere is almost always an open, honest, eff ective way 
you can communicate your needs without alienating anyone. I believe 
that assertive thoughts, behaviors, and words can only strengthen rela-
tionships at the same time that they allow you to remain autonomous.

Don’t be like Helpless Hannah with all her excuses. When you 
don’t take charge and throw out those demons, you may win some 
battles but you will still be losing the war.

I hope you will think about autonomy, assertiveness, and eff ective 
communication as good, warm, fuzzy words. I would propose that if you 
want to be a long-term, normal-sized person, you don’t have a chocolate 
bonbon’s chance in a pizza oven without these three essentials.

Choosing Your Life-/Weight-Management Style
Okay, you blossoming autonomous and assertive articulator, get 
your mental fork and spoon ready to dig into your two basic life-/
weight-management style choices: sprinter style or tightrope-walking 
juggler style.

If defi ning your core values and major life goals was like lining up 
the pasta letters in alphabet soup, then writing down a life-management 
plan would be like taking Jell-O, cotton candy, and smoke and trying 
to build a sturdy structure out of them. I don’t think it can be done. 
Instead of a rigid plan, all you need to do is select a life-management 
style, which I might also defi ne as a fl exible and resilient framework, 
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structure, scaff old, process, or approach that supports you no matter 
what specifi c challenges life brings to you.

Th e building materials for this structure are your core values and 
major life goals. Now I can show you how to get your weight-control 
eff orts into the right perspective by choosing a smart life-management 
process.

I think you will fi nd this part easy.

Style One: The Sprinter

Picture a short-distance run-
ner going as fast as she can 
around a racetrack. At the 
fi nish line, there is a scale.

Th e sprinter and scale at 
the fi nish line symbolize how too many unsuccessful dieters perceive 
handling a weight problem: they don’t see beyond racing to a certain 
weight as fast as they can get there. If you keep losing weight and gain-
ing it back, you may be like this runner. 

In reality, we don’t get to the fi nish line of our problem, only to the 
starting line of maintaining a healthy weight. Not only is it foolish to 
hurry up to lose weight so you can eat, but you don’t learn much in a 
short race. Also, it probably isn’t good for your body, and it certainly 
isn’t good for your head and heart when you run these races over and 
over and always fail.

Style Two: The Tightrope-Walking Juggler

Imagine you are a juggler in a circus. Your talent is to walk a tightrope 
while juggling a bunch of colored balls. You have no idea where your 
tightrope ends, but there is a net and a noisy crowd below it. 

As you tread carefully, once in a while, you drop one of the balls you 
are juggling. But if you holler for help, someone in the cheering crowd 
is always willing to throw the ball back to you; in fact, many of them 
will feel honored that you asked for their support. Now and again, you 
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even fall off  the tight-
rope, but the net always 
cushions your fall. 

Sometimes you are 
so tired that you rest 
on the net for a while, 
thinking about what 
happened to make you 
fall off  this time. Th en 
you store that lesson 
in your brain to pre-
vent that particular bit 
of clumsiness from happening again. And occasionally, you can pick 
up all the balls, take a giant leap, grab the tightrope, do a classy fl ip, 
and gracefully land on your feet back up on the tightrope. Th en you 
resume your juggling act, a better juggler for the experience.

But sometimes, aft er a bad spill, you jump and jump and just can’t 
seem to get a good grip on the tightrope. So once 
again, you turn to the crowd; you ask for a hook lad-
der to help you get back on your tightrope. Sadly, you 
fi nd that some of the people in the crowd are not nice 
people. Some clever, unscrupulous ladder peddlers 
try to sell you anything from really cheap to extremely 
expensive hook ladders that sometimes have rungs 

missing or are so rickety that you fall off  of them before you can 
remount your tightrope. 

In the past, you have gotten discouraged because you thought you 
were a lousy ladder climber, but you didn’t notice that you were using 
lousy ladders. Now you know there are also good people out there in 
the crowd—people who will either sell or give you sturdy ladders to get 
you back in action.

Once back on the tightrope, you always get better and better, fall-
ing off  or dropping the balls less and less oft en. Sometimes, though, 
when things are going great, all of a sudden, out of the blue, here comes 
another ball. In the past, you have automatically grabbed it, unrealis-
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tically expecting to be able to add that ball to all the other balls you 
juggle while still walking smoothly along your tightrope. In the past, 
one more ball to juggle could make you drop some or all of the other 
balls, or even make you lose your balance and fall off  your tightrope.

With practice, you are getting better at assessing new balls as they 
come whizzing toward you. You can choose whether you are just going 
to let one pass by or whether you’re going to drop one of the balls 
you are already juggling to grab that new one. And you no longer feel 
guilty about these decisions. You realize now that you cannot do the 
impossible. You know who you are and who you are not. You are a ter-
rifi c juggler; you are not a magician.

Th ere was a time when you were jealous of the other circus per-
formers. It seemed to you that most of them had more glamorous or 
easier jobs than yours. But that isn’t as important to you anymore. You 
have worked so hard on your juggling act that even when the crowd 
doesn’t cheer for you, you take great pride, satisfaction, and even plea-
sure in your act. You are involved in the process of being the best tight-
rope-walking juggler you can be.

I don’t think you can suck all the juice out of this extended meta-
phor the fi rst time you read it. Consequently, I’ll explain the symbols 
you may have missed, and then I’d like you to read this section again.

Here are the juggler symbols:
• Th e circus: the world
• Th e juggler: you
• Th e tightrope: your path in life
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• Th e net: your belief in yourself, and your core values and major 
life goals

• Th e crowd: all of society—your family, friends, and the people 
willing to help or hurt you with good or bad diet products, 
plans, old wives’ tales, and the like

• Th e balls: your roles in life, your responsibilities, and your 
problems (one of those balls is a weight-control ball)

• Th e hollering for help: communicating your needs
• Th e ladder: a specifi c diet or plan
• Th e other circus performers: folks who don’t seem to have a 

problem with weight
Again I ask: are you a sprinter or a tightrope-walking juggler?
Realistic jugglers know there is no fi nish line. Life for them is not a 

race; it is a challenging balancing and juggling act. Wise jugglers assert 
themselves, and they communicate their needs to those who can help 
them. Th ey believe in themselves, and they know they will be tested 
constantly by more balls hurled their way. Th eir belief in themselves, 
their values, and their goals gives their lives purpose and structure. 
Th ey know they can juggle only so many balls at a time. Th ey use good 
judgment, and they keep a positive attitude. Th ey know their job is not 
an easy one, but it is rewarding because they get involved in the pro-
cess of being the best jugglers they can be.

Reminder: Th e three essential life-management components 
for long-term success are autonomy, assertiveness, 

and eff ective communication.

We may also be lucky enough to have some beautiful balls to jug-
gle—family, friends, and maybe a job or career we love. Some people 
have terrible balls to juggle—health problems, fi nancial problems, and 
maybe an inability to communicate feelings or insecurity. A juggler 
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might have a lousy marriage or problems with her children, or loathe 
her boss. But it’s not so much the balls we get thrown in life that are the 
problem; it’s more about the way we juggle them. 

Once we accept that we may forever have this one fat ball to jug-
gle along with many others, it is simply another challenge we can use 
to make us better jugglers. We take emotional responsibility for our-
selves—and that’s adult fun. We need to spend a minimum amount of 
time thinking about how unfair it is and how hard it is, and a maxi-
mum amount of time getting involved in the process of polishing our 
act.

Ralph Waldo Emerson (and the rock band Aerosmith) said, 
“Life is a journey, not a destination.” 

It certainly is that way in long-term weight control.

Choose to Be Your Best Self; Choose the Juggler
We are all walking on our tightrope on a journey through life. Of 
course we have goals, but most of our time is spent in the process of 
achieving those goals; the moment of achievement lasts just a moment. 
An Olympic, gold-medal gymnast certainly had a clear goal in mind 
as she trained and dreamed, sweated and sacrifi ced for years. But how 
far do you think she would have gotten if she’d hated gymnastics and 
hated to practice? She must have gotten involved in the everyday pro-
cess, or it’s unlikely that she would have reached her goal.

We spend most of our lives in various processes, going toward 
short-term and long-term goals. In parallel with dieting, think about 
the processes involved in being a wife, in parenting, or in keeping a 
paying job. It is the processes themselves that give our lives meaning.

Are you staying married to that old buzzard so you can get a few 
silver trinkets aft er twenty-fi ve unhappy years and then gold tchotchkes 
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aft er yet another twenty-fi ve miserable years? Isn’t the involvement in 
the process of being married what it’s all about?

How about parenting? Our goal is to raise our children to be lov-
ing, responsible, well-adjusted adults, right? But I hope we are enjoy-
ing the process of raising those kids, or we’re going to waste a good 
part of eighteen years of our lives not having fun. If we spend eighteen 
years living for the day when the little monsters are raised and out of 
the house, we probably won’t achieve our goal of producing loving, 
responsible, well-adjusted adults.

Wifehood and parenthood are probably the two most important 
jobs we could ever have. And do they pay well? Sure they do—but 
not in money. Th ey pay well in joy, satisfaction, and love when we get 
involved in the process.

In paid positions, if all we do is count the hours until it is time to 
go home instead of getting involved in doing our best work, it makes 
for a long day (and we are probably doing a crummy job). Worse, if we 
are wasting forty hours a week not having fun in the process of living, 
we are wasting a big chunk of our lives.

You say they don’t pay you enough for you to do a good job? No 
one can pay you what you are worth to yourself because you are price-
less. No employer can ever be totally fair, but you can be fair to yourself 
and pay yourself with the satisfaction of doing what you know is a 
good job. And when you do, those who pay, praise, or promote usually 
come around to your way of thinking about you. 

In dieting, the scale is like an unfair employer; but if you get involved 
in doing the best darn job of dieting possible, you should reward your-
self with satisfaction in the process. Maybe the scale won’t always be 
fair to you, but sooner or later, that digital devil will come around too. 
I believe you can make yourself like a job or even weight control by 
getting involved in the process. (Recently, I went several years without 
weighing myself and instead just measured my behavior; I called it my 
“No-Weigh Diet.” I will explain a little bit more about it in chapter 13, 
and you can always ask me specifi c questions online: judypayne.com/
blog, facebook.com/skinnyschool, or twitter.com/skinnyschool.)

Once I had to take a required college math course that scared me 
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to death. I was so scared that I studied extra hard, and I ended up 
getting an A in the class. But that isn’t my primary point here. Th e 
important part is that I ended up liking the class, and I liked it because 
I got so involved—even though fear was my motivator. Th ere were also 
times when I had to teach courses that didn’t appeal to me, but once I 
got involved in doing a good job for the kids, I got interested.

A joyous juggler has control over her intrinsic rewards, and they 
are ever so much more important to her success and happiness than 
the extrinsic rewards she may or may not receive.

I have a happiness question that I ask myself occasionally: If all my 
worldly needs were taken care of, would I continue to do the work I am 
doing even if I weren’t getting paid to do it? If the answer is no, I know I 
am not involved enough; and when I’m not involved enough, I’m not 
doing my best. If I work hard enough at anything, I can make myself 
like it. And I have found very, very few exceptions to that.

I get involved in the process of weight control too. I make the most 
out of those (boo, hiss, whine) 1,200–1,400 maintenance calories. I 
fl uff  up those little devils as deliciously as possible, and I don’t dwell 
too long on how much more other people get to eat. Th e weight main-
tenance is then automatic. When I just get involved in the process of 
doing the best job I can, it’s like the tail following the dog.

Superglue this into your fat head: 
you will probably need to juggle a weight-control ball forever—

but it does get lighter and lighter with practice.

I will probably always have to be diligent about weight control, but 
I get paid well for my eff ort in several ways (besides smaller buns):

• Th e pride in the process of eating right (which I do most of the 
time) is a reward unto itself.

• Th e self-control of sensible eating is a reward unto itself.
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• Th at self-control enhances my self-confi dence, and that confi -
dence is a reward unto itself.

• Giving myself the gift  of years and years of consistently healthy 
eating may have led to the fact that I am a wonderfully healthy, 
baby septuagenarian who takes no meds.

• Th e greatest payoff  is that all the years of working on self-aware-
ness have forced me to be a more authentic person, even though 
it never occurred to me to make authenticity a goal per se.

Th e responsibility of balancing on our tightropes and juggling 
away is a process that is joyful, intrinsic adult fun!

Because I think the extrinsic (external) and intrinsic (internal) 
messages we receive cause us so much misery, I have devoted the 
remainder of this chapter to these infl uences on our life-/weight-man-
agement success or failure.

The Extrinsic Infl uences: How to Handle 
the Loud Voices of the Crowd Watching Your 
Balancing/Juggling Act
As we juggle away and walk along our tightropes, it’s sometimes hard 
not to be distracted by voices from the crowd (society), no matter how 
self-confi dent and mature we are. Sometimes all of society, including 
our loved ones and would-be advisors down there in the crowd, get so 
noisy and yell so many things at us (or we think they are yelling at us) 
that we get discouraged. I’ll talk about myself here, but please take note 
of what may pertain to your juggling act.

In my thirties and forties, I weighed around 145 pounds most of 
the time. I even got down to 127 pounds for a millisecond, and then 
I tried very hard for a little while to stay at 135. I liked 135, but I was 
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pretending to be a poodle (remember chapter 8?), and it was terri-
bly diffi  cult to stay there. Unless I almost starved myself to death and 
exercised constantly, I kept edging back toward 145. Aft er fi ghting this 
ten-pound battle for a couple of years, I came to this conclusion: I don’t 
have to weigh 135 in order to please myself. I wanted to weigh 135 to 
live up to what I saw as our society’s acceptable weight for me.

I hope you won’t waste as much time and frustration pursuing 
poodle-ism as I did. Just ignore any propaganda from the deafening 
voices in the crowd telling you there is a societal body-size standard 
you must strive to achieve. I know that’s easier to say than do, but some-
where back there, in the early 1980s, I fi nally wrote this proclamation:

Taking my philosophy, goals, and sense of autonomy quite 
seriously, I declare that I will do only what I must do about 
my weight to live up to my own standards (and not one ounce 
more!) and to feel good about myself.

Until recently, I had forgotten that I had written that proclamation, 
but that is pretty much what I have been doing for decades now. At 
seventy, I feel I don’t have to weigh less than my current range of 150 
to 155 to please myself. Besides, I think fat helps fi ll in wrinkles less 
expensively than Botox or collagen.

At 150 to 155, I am healthy and feel great. I also feel fi ne about the 
way I look—except when, on occasion, I get as superfi cial about myself 
as our society gets. Fighting superfi ciality is one of my subgoals in life, 
particularly when I fi nd it in myself.

I am a happy, healthy, well-adjusted, well-rounded woman with 
a passion for life. In fact, I have a lust for all of life, and food is still a 
delicious part of that. So I am not going to give up one more calorie 
than I have to in order to please the crowd. I am one terrifi c bulldog. 

America is full of terrifi c, tightrope-walking, juggling lady bull-
dogs who, instead of reveling in their wonderfulness, are lamenting 
that they aren’t poodles, spending their precious lives in a superfi cial 
struggle to pass as something they are not.
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Our society has a limited scope of what body sizes and proportions 
are acceptable, even though the average American woman is a size 14, 
and a third of American women are size 16 or larger (and rising).1 
According to the US Department of Health and Human Services, the 
average US woman is 5’3.7” tall and weighs 152 pounds.2 If you spend 
much time in women’s locker rooms, you will note that there are very 
few perfectly proportioned bodies.

A 2011 study at Arizona State University’s Center for Global Health 
pointed out that the societal stigma of being fat is so strong that some 
Americans would rather be completely blind than be thought of as 
obese. Urging family and friends to be less judgmental seemed to be of 
little assistance in alleviating the social stigma.3

I am not advocating the acceptance of morbid obesity, but huge 
people still deserve dignity. It appears to me that the more overweight 
one is, the more prejudice one is subjected to.

Intolerance of overweight people may be
 the last bastion of prejudice anyone dares to admit to 

in our hyper-politically correct society.

According to a Michigan State University study, women were six-
teen times more likely than men to report weight discrimination at 
work.4

“In the workplace, it results in inequitable hiring practices, preju-
dice from employers, lower wages, discriminatory action, and wrong-
ful termination,” says Rebecca Puhl, director of research at Yale Uni-
versity’s Rudd Center for Food Policy & Obesity, in a study published 
in the Journal of Obesity. “Th ere has been a 66 percent increase in 
weight bias in the last decade, especially against women.”5

It seems the “crowd” is more generous about forgiving smokers, 
drinkers, and drug abusers; society is more likely to say these folks 
have a problem or a disease or an addiction. If the people who want 
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to quit smoking, drinking, or taking drugs can pull enough self-love 
out of themselves to seek help, such as a rehab program or Alcoholics 
Anonymous, society says, “Hurrah, they’re fi nally reaching out for the 
support they need!” If a fat woman goes to a group for help or has bar-
iatric surgery, many in our society say, “I don’t see why she can’t do it 
on her own.”

Society says fat people are weak-willed. Weak?!? Many people have 
no idea how much strength it takes to keep smiling when you are fat.

I suppose it is unrealistic to expect a whole society to fathom the 
gravity or intensity of our self-abusive eating when we 4–10 rangers 
have such a hard time fi guring it out for ourselves. Besides the 1–3 
rangers, there are also a few 0 rangers roaming around in our society; 
I have met some. Th ey go from cradle to grave enjoying food, never 
gaining excess weight, never giving up any food they want, and never 
having any food guilt. Geez, can you imagine? Some of those darn 0–4 
rangers, with minor food-management problems, assume that every-
one else’s problem with food is of the same intensity as their own. True, 
some fat people do have a problem as simple as eating approximately 
20 calories too much a day, which adds up to 2 extra pounds a year; a 
dinky change in behavior could work for them. Some of us, however, 
have had our eating and emotional wiring so tangled up that no other 
human could possibly have any comprehension of and compassion for 
our particular, unique problems. 

I used to joke that I wanted a button or bracelet to wear that said, 
“Th is lady has ‘chubbulism’ or ‘plumperinia’ or ‘fatitus.’” Having a label 
would have made my compulsive eating issues easier to bear, because 
more people would have realized that I, like anorexics and bulimics, 
have a diffi  cult problem.

By strict defi nition, compulsive eaters are bulimics. “Bulimia” 
means “insatiable hunger.” Compulsive eaters certainly have that; they 
just can’t fi gure out what they are hungry for. And compulsive eating 
is a one-step process—just bingeing. But to most people, bulimics are 
those who fi rst eat compulsively and then vomit (or take laxatives or 
exercise like mad) to purge themselves.

So let’s look at the binge-purgers and the anorexics for a moment. 
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Ninety-fi ve percent of bulimics and anorexics are female. Golly gee, I 
wonder why? Th ere is fascinating research concerning the physiologi-
cal diff erences between the male and female brain, as well as research 
on measurable cultural conditioning that our society imposes on little 
boys and little girls. Some sociological studies done in an eff ort to trace 
the causes of female anorexia and bulimia indicate there is more pres-
sure on females than on males to fi t into that tightly molded body size 
that’s suitable to wear in our society.6

Th e onset of anorexia or binge-purging generally occurs when 
girls are junior-high through college age, when self-concept is still 
developing. I worry that, as a society and as fat-fi ghting mothers, both 
collectively and individually, we send silent, screaming messages to 
our daughters about how awful it is to be fat. When our daughters see 
us eating our meager portions of cottage cheese or hear us lamenting 
about the appearance of our bodies, it reinforces the social pressure 
they may feel to obsess about their size. If for no other reason than 
to be healthy role models for our impressionable girls, we should be 
adopting an eating and exercise plan that is reasonable.

I am in no way trying to minimize the grave torment of being a 
binge-purger or an anorexic; but I am jealous that binge-purgers and 
anorexics seem to get more sympathy for their mental suff ering than 
do the far-larger population of obese compulsive eaters. And I have a 
theory on why that may be the case: society loves to take care of little 
kittens, babies, and vulnerable-looking people; fat ladies don’t look lit-
tle or vulnerable. In truth, a fat lady may be aching for understanding 
and a hug, but ironically, she doesn’t want anyone to touch her and 
feel her fat. So who does she reach out to when she desperately needs a 
friend? Mrs. Fudge, Mr. Brownie, and Ms. Lasagna.

Being fat hurts. 
Being fat is lonely. 

Being fat is isolating and insulating.
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Much has been written about the guilt binge-purgers have about 
their terrible secret. I am ashamed to admit this, but had I been 
exposed to the idea of purging when I weighed 255 pounds, I might 
have made a trade-off . I might have gladly accepted their brand of guilt 
for the luxury of secrecy. Fat people feel immense guilt too, but they 
wear their shame on their rumps, for all the world to see and judge.

When you see a fat lady coming down your street, the fi rst thing 
you notice about her is probably not her kind eyes or her winning 
personality. When I was extremely heavy—and sad, sad, sad—I recall 
being chastised by a loud, rude female stranger. She must have prided 
herself on her remarkable grasp of the obvious and felt some sadistic 
need to announce to me in a grocery aisle that I should lose weight. 
And what could I retort? I couldn’t say, “Oh, no, it must be your imag-
ination. I’m not overweight.” Even a murderer could deny his or her 
hideous crimes and maybe get by with it. However, you don’t have a 
baked Alaska’s chance in hell of passing your ass off  as thin if it is fat.

Being fat is undeniable.

Maybe you never judge a fat person’s worth until you get to know 
her. However, unless your new fat acquaintance has done some heavy-
duty soul searching (or she comes from another planet), she may 
well assume you are going to judge her by our society’s strict, super-
fi cial standards. If your terrifi c new fat friend is like most fatties, her 
self-concept has already been scarred by the way she believes she is 
being judged by others.

When I look back at the way I was treated when I weighed 255 and 
the way I have been treated since, I would swear that people treat me 
as if I am smarter now. But that may not be the case at all. Maybe it’s 
because I exude more confi dence and take myself more seriously now, 
so other people do too.

If we carry a few pounds over the socially acceptable limits but we 
carry ourselves with dignity, and communicate and behave in a way 
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that demonstrates that we believe we are okay, others will probably 
accept our self-evaluation as an accurate assessment. In other words, 
if healthy, round women would display their talents to the world in a 
nonthreatening, honest, assertive manner, I bet it wouldn’t take so long 
for society to accept them. We are our own worst enemies.

Together, we can wipe out plump prejudice 
within a generation’s time.

Th ough prejudice is lessening in many sectors of the noisy crowd 
yelling at us, we still need to be mindful not to succumb to any of the 
blatant or subliminal skinny messages frequently spewed by fashion 
and media folks—messages that could make us lose our focus on our 
standards for ourselves.

Fashion Industry Voices

Look in clothing stores: some of the better stores only carry sizes 00 
to size 8. Double zero, for heaven’s sake! Could you even see somebody 
who wears a 00?

Happily, many retailers are now carrying fashionable, good-quality 
clothes in larger sizes. Th ere are even fashionable, stand-alone stores 
for ample women. Th e industry fi nally fi gured out that pudgy peo-
ple did not purchase polyester pantsuits because they liked them; they 
bought them because that’s all they could fi nd in their sizes.

Th ank goodness manufacturers of large pantyhose no longer 
assume that if a woman is wide, she is also seven feet tall. When I was 
tipping the scale in the 200s, I wore the waistband of my pantyhose 
under my armpits.

I also remember buying a size 24½ dress pattern that had the 
sketch of probably a size 4 woman on the front of the package. Th e 
manufacturer should have been sued for false advertising. Th e fi n-
ished garment was big enough, all right, but it looked like a potato 
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sack because the pattern was not designed for a woman of larger pro-
portions.

But now there are smarter clothes, including comfortable, even 
pretty underwear in large sizes and in all price ranges (though I still 
haven’t fi gured out why DDD bras need to be heavily padded). I’m 
afraid, however, that these better fashion options have not appeared 
because society has accepted larger women; it’s more likely that shrewd 
marketing people realized large ladies have money to spend too.

Th ankfully, I think the days are over when a salesperson might 
condescendingly say, “I’m sorry, dear, but we don’t carry anything in 
your size”; or lead larger ladies to an off -the-beaten-track rack or a 
back-of-the-store, dimly lit fat-lady department.

Media Voices

On television, size 14+ women are still not anywhere close to being 
statistically represented, either as moms pouring lemonade for their 
adoring children in ads or in enough power positions in television 
dramas.

Chunky Candy Crowley (I can hardly believe she was brave enough 
to keep that sweet name!) was one of the pioneers who sort of cracked 
the ceiling for chubbier—and now older—women in television news. 
I love her!

Wouldn’t it be refreshing to have the fatness of an Academy Award–
winning fat actress be a nonissue? In television dramas or sitcoms, 
I want to see a woman’s fatness as irrelevant, not her very existence 
as being irrelevant. When fat women aren’t invisible to the media, 
they are too oft en portrayed as miserable and dieting, as the brunt of 
self-infl icted jokes, or bitching about being treated poorly personally 
or professionally due to their ampleness. Some legal dramas occasion-
ally allow a pudgy lady lawyer to go about her barristering without 
mention of her girth. I guess that’s a start. And shows like Mike & 
Molly raise the bar when they cool it on the fat dialog and just let the 
dear, well-written characters (who happen to be fat) be engaging.

It seems to me that gay people and people of color have progressed 
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more than fat people in being accepted. To describe someone as “a 
lesbian woman” or “a black woman” is fi nally becoming just an obser-
vation, not a judgment. Maybe I am overly sensitive, but I still think 
when a woman is described as “a fat woman” there is a negative judg-
ment bundled in that observation.

On an aft ernoon talk show, I heard a very large lady spokesper-
son for the National Association to Advance Fat Acceptance (NAAFA) 
explain the group’s philosophy of hanging it up on dieting and just 
being happy as very fat people. Th is audience seemed to communicate 
through their questions and comments that they couldn’t believe mor-
bidly obese people could possibly be happy. I’m afraid I also fi nd this 
happiness argument hard to swallow because of the daily challenges of 
defying society’s unwritten body-size laws, plus dealing with the phys-
ical discomforts and health risks. What saddened me was that I sensed 
the audience felt that these overweight people didn’t have the right to 
be happy, because they had committed the unforgivable societal sin of 
being unapologetically fat.

How oft en do you see diets in women’s magazines? In some peri-
odicals, they appear in practically every issue except December’s. How 
oft en do you see diets in men’s magazines? I don’t read men’s maga-
zines as a rule, but I have never seen a diet when I have peeked. In 
women’s magazines, the two most widely read items are diets and cal-
orie-laden recipes. Isn’t that a funny irony? Look at a page in Woman’s 
Day or Family Circle sometime. I once saw two facing pages that had 
these four items on them: (1) a skinny lady modeling a bathing suit, (2) 
an Eagle Brand pie ad (excuse me while I drool), (3) the continuation 
of an article about a seven-day diet, and (4) the continuation of a story 
about the thoughts going through the mind of some celebrity, which 
some of us seem to fi nd more interesting than understanding what is 
going on in our own minds.

I do appreciate what a lot of over-fi ft y women have done to show the 
world that we are not over the hill by then. But I lament the fact that many 
chunky and thin women need validation from famous women to feel 
young, attractive, and robust aft er fi ft y—or even eighty or ninety. Can’t 
we decide for ourselves what we are and how we feel from the inside? Are 
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we such sheep that we have to be told how we feel by mature beauties 
such as Raquel Welch, Tina Turner, or the latest version of Jane Fonda? 

Our poster girl for weight woes, Oprah, has struggled with her 
weight despite all her fame, fortune, and spiritual awareness.  

With or without her “ups and downs,” she is a role model who 
encourages millions of both fat and skinny girls and women to 

strive for authenticity over just striving for a tiny tush.  

I doubt if we will soon be given permission to accept ourselves with 
a little tummy bulge (except dear, ninety-two-year-old Betty White) 
unless some glamorpuss actress slips by the tummy bulge censors and 
gets on fi lm. If she can make it to the theaters or go viral on YouTube, 
we’re home free. We’ll never have to suck in our gut again!

Yes, thankfully, the fashion industry and the media in general are 
beginning to send messages that one size of body cannot—and should 
not—have to fi t all women. But don’t we still sometimes internalize the 
real or imagined subtle messages from designers, advertisers, maga-
zines, movies, and television? Don’t some of us still hear those silent 
screaming messages saying, “You are unacceptable”?

I’m wishing that the impact of the aging, baby-boom generation 
will make wrinkles fashionable. Can you imagine younger women 
buying “wrinkle cream” to hasten wrinkles so they can be as cool as we 
more gorgeous, mature, round, crinkled gals?

The Intrinsic Infl uences: How to Handle the 
Voices that Come from Within Yourself About 
Women’s Roles in Society
It isn’t just the external voices that may be causing you trouble in glid-
ing along your tightrope and juggling your balls. You may also feel 
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pressured by internal voices telling you that you should be a Wonder 
Woman both at home and in the workplace, or feel guilty that you 
aren’t. Current books such as Lean In, authored by Sheryl Sandberg, 
the COO of Facebook, indicate that highly successful and powerful 
women are still wrestling with those same internal voices and confl icts 
I was griping about in the 1960s and ’70s.7

I think the defi nition of a “successful” woman 
needs to be redefi ned.

Fat or thin, we women are capable of tremendous feats of emo-
tional, mental, and spiritual strength. Most of us have had sorrows and 
worries; we have lived through many crises. Look back at them now, 
and see that you made it. You either grew from them or got bitter—the 
choice was yours. My observation has been that most women grow 
from dealing with problems. But why is it, then, that when some of 
these strong, wonderful creatures are confronted with a plate of gooey 
gooey yum yums, they turn into gelatinous wimps?

Could it be that we have bitten off  more than we can chew? Could 
it be we don’t realize that we cannot keep adding balls to our juggling 
act without putting down some other balls? Don’t we realize we have 
to stay fl exible to reevaluate and reprioritize our goals when new balls 
come our way? 

Remember: you aren’t a magician, you are a juggler. Don’t you 
agree that resilience is a key characteristic of a terrifi c tightrope-walk-
ing juggler?

Wisdomcommons.org defi nes resilience as:

Th e ability to work with adversity in such a way that one 
comes through it unharmed or even better for the experience. 
Resilience means refusing to give up. It is the quality of character 
that allows a person to rebound from misfortune, hardships, and 
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traumas. When we have a clear sense of identity and purpose, 
we are more resilient, because we can hold fast to our vision of a 
better future.8

Today’s woman oft en has too many balls to juggle whether or not 
she is fi nancially solvent or debt ridden, married or single, working 
inside or working outside the home. She may eat on the run, drink 
too many lattes, and then take sleeping potions to quit stressing about 
losing her insecure job, paying for bare essentials or for foolish luxu-
ries, and appeasing her saintly or overindulged kids. Th ose of us who 
fought for women’s rights in the 1960s and ’70s sure didn’t intend for 
this to happen to the next generation of women. I think just knowing 
the diff erence between needs and wants got lost in the transition.

Stress has probably been around forever. I wonder how the cave 
ladies handled stress. I do know that many of today’s women handle it 
in the most palatable, quickest way they can—they eat it.

Are you overwhelmed and stressed? Is it diffi  cult to know where to 
start organizing and prioritizing all your responsibilities? I used to feel 
I needed to start a waiting list of all the things I had to worry about. 
Each worry needed to be prioritized and wait its turn, until I had time 
to fret about it.

Most women can’t aff ord to get away from their responsibilities 
and worries for a week at a spa. Perhaps you try to take cheaper, shorter 
mental/emotional vacations for the price of a bag of Oreos. A “line” of 
Oreos is legal and cheaper than demonic cocaine.

Oft en, life is all about a series of details that need your attention 
and about supporting people who depend on you. Th ere aren’t enough 
hours in the day for you to do justice to everything and everyone, let 
alone think about yourself.

Many of us busy bees defi ne ourselves as emotional eaters. If that 
self-assessment is correct, don’t you think those nagging inner voices 
might create stress and guilt that send us on crazy, self-medicating eat-
ing jags?

Some women who work outside the home—by virtue of their very 
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existence—make some full-time homemakers feel guilty for staying 
home. Some full-time homemakers—by virtue of their very exis-
tence—make some full-time employed women feel guilty for not stay-
ing home. Whether you are a full-time homemaker or are employed 
or self-employed outside the home, you may be placing demands 
and guilt trips on yourself that our mothers were oblivious to. In my 
mother’s and grandmother’s eras, a woman’s worth was measured by 
whether she got married, what her husband did and how much money 
he made, and whether she had children. Within those constraints, her 
worth was additionally aff ected by all kinds of subtle details, such as 
how motionless her Stepford children sat in church; how clean her 
house was; how white her laundry was (and, of course, how early she 
got it on the line on Monday morning); or how good a cook she was, 
and how much food she could lay out on the dining room table for 
unexpected company.

In chatting with members of groups to whom I speak, I’ve noticed 
that many younger women are almost as guilt-ridden about not being 
superwomen as those of us stuck in those buff er generations between, 
oh, say, fi ft y and one hundred years old. What tickles me is the num-
ber of retirement-age women I see who seem to be dumping their 
guilt, leaving dirty dishes in the sink, and going out to play golf or 
join a Zumba class. Many of these beautiful, silver-haired pioneers are 
also leaving their couch-potato husbands at home in head-scratching 
bewilderment.

I have yet, however, to encounter a cluster of women where all 
members are perfectly content with their roles and responsibilities in 
the home, even though they agree that most men are beginning to 
understand what women have been complaining about for years now. 
Th e consensus I have sensed is that women still think the division of 
labor needs some restructuring.

My guess is that many a man would have a meltdown the fi rst week 
he tried to give 100 percent at work plus be the one responsible for all 
the daily tasks, errands, appointments, lessons, and meetings it takes 
to run a household and to raise children.
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Th e 2011 American Time Use Survey conducted by 
the US Department of Labor indicates that on average, 

men spend 1 hour 22 minutes per day doing household activities, 
compared to 2 hours 11 minutes of household chores 

performed daily by women.9

To me, household responsibilities and childcare should have noth-
ing to do with “women’s work” or “men’s work”; these duties have to do 
with a fair division of labor. But rare is the man who feels responsible 
if a household has run out of catsup or toilet paper. Rare is the man 
who feels guilty if the house is a mess. Rare is the man who feels guilty 
for the time he spends in moderate overtime to pursue educational or 
career goals instead of spending that time with his family. And rare 
is the man who feels guilty about resting fi ve minutes before he starts 
making the dinner he rarely makes.

Th ere is a diff erence between “helping out” when asked and seeing 
what needs to be done and then doing it. As much as having someone 
share the responsibilities is nice, wouldn’t it be nicer to have a mate 
who would share the responsibility and guilt for not getting it all done?

A huge 2011 Oxford University study found that men 
are unlikely to be doing an equal share of 

the vacuuming, dusting, and washing up before the year 2050.10

I suppose we should remember that women were the ones who 
wanted to change the “system.” Men had been acting the same way for 
many generations of marriage. Th en, starting in the 1960s, “the little 
woman” got upset, and the inequity-in-the-home issue became a wom-
en’s movement issue. Some men still haven’t fi gured it out—but I don’t 
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blame guys for their resistance. I’d love to have a good old-fashioned wife.
Th ink about your household. Aren’t you the pivotal person in your 

house—the one everyone else depends upon to fi nd their missing 
shoes, or to feed the famished dog and guppies? And how do you feel 
about the role you play in your household? Don’t you sometimes feel 
you are a little used and abused? Yet at the same time, don’t you like 
the power and control of having the people you love depend on you? 

Aft er a while, all this responsibility—whether you choose it or 
whether it is simply expected—can take an emotional and physical 
toll. Could it be you are spreading yourself so thin that you are making 
yourself fat?

Why are there fewer emotional-eating men than women? Well, I’m 
sure you may have guessed by now that I have a few theories about this 
too. We not-so-wee women were probably raised to be nice, passive lit-
tle girls. Boys were conditioned to be active little boys. As adults, men 
are much more likely than women to rid some of their frustrations, 
anger, or hostility by doing something constructively active or physi-
cal, such as participating in an arduous individual or team sport, or a 
hobby. At the very least, they tend to sit and watch a ball game or the 
news on television and yell at the players or politicians, thus purging 
themselves of some of their frustration, stress, and hostility.

Th en there are those nice, passive little girls who are now nice, pas-
sive, overweight women. We don’t do anything rough and tumble or 
get very vocal and yell at anything or anyone; we still tend to assuage 
some of our hostilities and anger in passive ways. Isn’t it logical from 
our more passive conditioning that we would choose methods to 
numb the pain, fear, anger, loneliness, guilt, and pressures of life in a 
more passive manner? And how would we go about doing this? 

Some women take tranquilizers or fat-inducing antidepressants, 
some drink, and some just eat and eat and eat. Overeating is an 
appropriately passive, fattening, delicious defense mechanism and a 
mini vacation from the world. For some women, food is partly (or 
completely) a demon chaser, not the demon itself. For other women, 
food is a dependable friend and lover. Food doesn’t get judgmental or 
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jealous. A chocolate brownie doesn’t care if one day it is your favorite 
and the next day you start messing around with Doritos.

Do you ever think that by eating you are rewarding yourself for all 
the nice things you do that go unrewarded by others? Do you ever eat 
to fi ll an emptiness or a need you can’t defi ne? Have you ever found 
yourself digging in the refrigerator or cupboard, saying to yourself, 
“I’m not really hungry, but I need something to eat”? 

Perhaps that emptiness you are seeking to fi ll with food is really 
a deeper emptiness in your heart or your soul. It may be some yearn-
ing that is screaming for you to recognize its existence, but you keep 
trying to silence that yearning with food. If that is the case, dig, lady, 
dig! What you want is probably buried somewhere in your head or 
your heart; you’re not going to fi nd it in your kitchen. Maybe you just 
need a cold glass of water or a warm hug. Maybe the void that needs to 
be fi lled is deeply psychological or spiritual. Dig! You will surely fi nd 
many variegated shades-of-gray answers to your unique issues.

I dug deep over the years, and I think all the self-knowledge 
acquired from that digging has eradicated my out-of-control eating. 
Do I know everything about myself? Heck no, not yet—maybe never. 
But I do know that I am no longer an emotional eater but just a nice, 
healthy, happy senior lady with such an effi  cient body that I only need 
1,200 to 1,400 (GRR%@#*^!) calories to maintain my sturdy chassis.

Let’s say you do succumb to having a short-term, intimate, intense 
relationship with a pan of brownies to fi ll an emptiness you have yet 
to defi ne. All brownie fat attacks are bad, aren’t they? Th at was a trick 
question. No, they are not all bad! Th ink about it for a few moments. 
At least through the fi rst one, two, or three brownies, the aff air is 
divinely passionate and fulfi lling. It’s almost like giving yourself up or 
like having temporary amnesia. For the fi rst few moments, you can 
block out all your worries. For a few moments, you do feel a post-or-
gasm-like, fl oaty calmness. For a few moments, you are on a vacation 
from yourself.

But, alas, the aff air/amnesia/vacation is soon over. Th en, not only 
do all your worries, stress, anger, exhaustion, depression, fear, empti-
ness, or whatever led to the fat attack in the fi rst place come roaring 
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back into your consciousness, but now they’ve joined forces with guilt 
and self-loathing. Th e beginning of a binge is exciting, but in the end, 
you plunge lower than ever. Furthermore, you may have convinced 
yourself that you are weak-willed and can’t do something as “easy” as 
eat less and exercise more! Maybe you turned eating the fi rst brownie 
into a full-blown binge because you were so mad at yourself for eat-
ing the fi rst brownie. I know there are also men who behave in these 
passive, destructive ways, but I would wager that there are far more 
women who do it.

Besides being raised to be more passive than our brothers, we 
women were also raised to be nurturers. Most of us put nurturing as a 
top priority, and feeding those we love is one of the primary ways we 
have learned to fulfi ll this role. Breasts weren’t put on our chests just for 
decoration! If you get angry with yourself for eating a brownie or two, 
what more effi  cient way is there to simultaneously nurture and punish 
yourself than with more brownies—plus a big bowl or two of tasty, 
tranquilizing, and self-abusing-yet-nurturing Ben & Jerry’s Chocolate 
Th erapy ice cream?

I know that sometimes the cause of my overeating was simple: I 
was oft en too mentally and physically exhausted to process the fact 
that I was pooped. A man may just lie down and watch television or 
take a nap, while we women wonder how he can rest when there is so 
much to be done. I hate to admit it, but on this one isolated point, the 
fellas may be the wiser gender.

I think I have all this introspective understanding about what 
emotions and situations made me eat out of control, but when Sen-
sible Judy was very, very tired, Fun Judy was almost too much for her 
to control. Sensible Judy would catch Fun Judy at the refrigerator door 
and try to reason: “Now, Fun Judy, use your head; you know you’ll be 
sorry if you eat that cold hindquarter of beef tonight.” And Fun Judy, 
slightly stronger than her alter ego aft er a hard day, might snap back, 
“Go away; leave me alone. I don’t care.” Weariness always brought out 
the Scarlett O’Hara in Fun Judy, who was saying to herself, I’ll think 
about that tomorrow.
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When you release yourself from self-control 
by saying “I don’t care,” examine that thought carefully. 

I bet you actually do care—a lot.

Aft er years of this nonsense, it must have been Sensible Judy’s nag-
ging that fi nally got Fun Judy to negotiate when she is tired. Sensible 
Judy tried to get Fun Judy to eat something sensible or to drink a glass 
of milk. (And Fun Judy admits that a healthy snack or a cup of milk 
quelled the visions of sugar cookies dancing in her fun head.) Th en 
Sensible Judy would tell her mischievous soul sister to rest guiltlessly 
for a few moments; or if it was late, to just go to bed. Duh! If Sensible 
Judy was successful in getting Fun Judy to go nighty night, the next 
morning Fun Judy would drag Sensible Judy to a private party, and 
they would revel in the victory of not giving in to that nocturnal “I 
don’t care” declaration.

Th ose parties in my brain gave me another tiny victory to add to my 
growing reservoir of self-confi dence with food, and then I was ready 
to hit the new day with renewed vigor. Over the years, that awareness 
of what exhaustion did to me has saved me many times. No longer am 
I so out of touch with myself that I cannot hear the message from my 
body telling me that I am bone tired.

Once you get your internal act together, 
the external, noisy voices won’t bother you much. 

Make the choice today to not be a “sprinter” ever again. Instead, 
savor the fact that you are on a unique, intrinsic adventure to become 
a resilient tightrope-walking juggler.
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12 
How to Pick and Stick to Your Weight-Loss 
and Weight-Maintenance Plans—Forever!

(Step 4)

Ta-da! It’s time, it’s time, it’s really, really time to start choosing your 
weight-control plans!

At long last, we are at the point where you usually begin—select-
ing weight-loss or weight-maintenance plans. But here, in step 4, you 
are going to do your selecting diff erently than you have in the past. 
Because you value yourself, this time you will set standards and goals 
for the plan or plans you choose. 

Old Standards and Goals to Desert

• Quit losing weight just because someone else wants you to do 
so. It doesn’t work in the long term. Do what you want to do.

• Quit making the speed of your loss a high priority. Don’t set 
your goal to lose so much per week, or to lose so much by such 
and such date or occasion. Don’t use your daughter’s wedding 
as a primary goal; doing so can be both emotionally and phys-
ically dangerous. Only use big-deal occasions as secondary 
goals.
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New Standards and Goals to Embrace

• Don’t think of weight-loss/weight-maintenance plans as just 
diet and exercise plans but as the beginning of your re-edu-
cation process from poor eating and exercising behaviors to 
learning how to glue healthy eating fi rmly into the rest of your 
happy, productive life.

• Accept that you may drop that weight-control ball and fall off  
your tightrope once in a while.

• When you do fall off , let your net of core values, major life 
goals, and self-confi dence catch you and help you bounce back 
onto your tightrope.

• Once you truly believe you are autonomous, you can con-
sider using some of the good outside help, such as exercise 
plans, diet programs, doctors, nutritionists, dietitians, sup-
port groups, commercial businesses, and so forth. You are not 
going to throw yourself on their mercy to fi x you, though. You 
are simply going to use whatever they have to off er that fi ts into 
your plan(s).

• Make weight loss and/or maintenance secondary goals in your 
life, but always keep those weight goals tightly glued to your 
core values and bigger life goals.  

• Make sure any weight-loss strategy you use includes (1) a plan, 
(2) commitment, and (3) accountability. Th ese three essential 
weight-management ingredients, when folded into your three 
essential life-management ingredients ([1] autonomy, [2] 
assertiveness, and [3] eff ective communications), will make 
your life more fun and orderly, and your weight-control ball 
much easier to juggle. To remember them, you could think of 
the initials AAC-PCA or use a sentence like, “I am an autono-
mous, assertive communicator with a plan, and I am commit-
ted and accountable.” (Sorry, I am getting carried away.) 
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Th e remainder of this chapter is devoted to helping you “pick and 
stick” to your plan(s) by asking you to ponder six questions: question 
1 is about the “E word” (exercise), questions 2–5 pertain to weight-loss 
plans, and question 6 is about planning how you will maintain your 
weight loss for the rest of your life.

I wrote much of the following aft er eight years of maintenance, 
when I was a forty-three-year-old girl with a crazy, busy lifestyle. As 
I did with chapter 8, I am leaving my 1986 words mostly intact in the 
rest of this chapter because I couldn’t possibly write it as thoroughly 
from memory now. I had happily forgotten many details of the orga-
nizational plans I had to use, fi rst for weight loss and then for the fi rst 
years of maintenance. Th ere is a far bigger advantage for you, though, 
that I didn’t fi nish this book way back when. I have been living my fi rst 
book draft  and Smart Cookie audio, and have proven time and time 
again that my 1-2-3-4-Step Approach to weight control works. 

Many skinny theorists write a book and then go on their merry way. 
Many dieters who lose a lot of weight write a boo-hoo-poor-me mem-
oir, but I would guess that we would be extremely sad to see how few 
maintained their loss for more than three years, let alone eight years—
or over thirty years! I think my work has scads of validity because of 
my documentation, introspection, retrospection, and tenacity.

As the chapter progresses, I will, of course, butt in with updates and 
smart-aleck remarks the way I did before [using regular type in brackets 
like this]. I hope you will enjoy my jumping back and forth from past 
writings in type like this to current thoughts. I really grappled with how 
to present—in tandem—all my good old and new knowledge, experi-
ences, and observations without confusing or annoying you with the 
switches back and forth. Hopefully I struck a balance between the two.

Although the fi rst few years of maintenance were defi nitely the 
most diffi  cult, it will be worthwhile for you to see tweaks and turn-
arounds in my attitude, beliefs, and behavior as well as the changes in 
health research and diet plan off erings over my many years of mainte-
nance. Just as I have done, you, too, will get to determine how you can 
slowly ease off  being such a tireless self-examiner and rigid planner 
somewhere in your maintenance. 
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Remember: this is an evolutionary process, not a revolutionary 
process. Here goes.

Question 1: What about exercise?

I feel least equipped to help you with this question. I would love to tell 
you that I jump out of bed in the morning so excited about exercis-
ing that, leaping and giggling, I race down the street in my gossamer 
nightgown and tennies. I would love to tell you this was because I have 
traded my compulsiveness with food for a healthy lust for exercise. Oh, 
I wish I could say that; but I can’t. I do not love to exercise. However, 
years ago, I would have told you I hated to exercise; now I can at least 
tell you that I love the benefi ts of exercise. But I’m afraid that’s as enthu-
siastic as I can get. One of my goals is to get to that point where I no 
longer think, “Oh dear, it’s time to exercise,” and I’m hoping to replace 
that with “Oh goodie, it’s time to exercise.” I am getting closer. [Unfor-
tunately, I still don’t love to exercise—but I do it!]

Isn’t there some irony in our desire to fi ll our lives 
with physical, energy-saving devices 

so we have more time to go to the gym or to an exercise class?

I try not to think of exercise as part of my weight-control program; 
it’s just part of my healthy-living program. As such, I don’t think of it 
in terms of calories burned, because it is a paltry amount of calories. 
Instead, I look at it as something I do because it makes me feel bet-
ter. I enjoy a short-term sense of accomplishment every time I come 
home sweaty and yucky. I feel good because I set out to do something, 
and I did it. That mission accomplished adds just another little hunk 
of self-confi dence to my reservoir of self-esteem. For me, exercising is 
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mood enhancing—it makes me “mellow”—and I feel better mentally 
and physically. When I exercise regularly, I’m much less likely to be short 
with my kids or to feel tired. [Over the years, I think my mood-altering 
exercising has spared the lives of a few diffi  cult people. Plus, at seventy, 
I still have lots of energy, stamina, and fl exibility.]

Physiologists could spend hours telling us how exercise releases hor-
mones and does wonderful things for our bones and muscles. They get 
excited about how oxygen gets to parts of our body and brain that it 
hasn’t visited since we were kids on the playground. I’m glad someone 
is studying this boring stuff . I just know it makes me feel good—and it’s 
cheap, legal, and not immoral! One scientifi c theory about exercise that 
does get me excited, though, suggests that increasing our exercise level 
may increase our metabolic rate, which years of goofy dieting may have 
impaired. [Some recent studies are suggesting that exercise is probably 
changing metabolic rates only temporarily and ever so slightly.1]

I won’t suggest how you go about handling your exercise program, 
but I’ll mention what I do. I have a low threshold of exercise boredom, 
so I change my regimen often. I make only short-term—but constant—
commitments to myself about exercise. In the summer, when I have 
more time, I am usually on a half-hour-a-day, six-day-a-week commit-
ment. Usually I bicycle, keeping my heart rate between 130 and 140 
beats per minute. I must say, I almost like this, and it’s something I can 
do with my kids. [Multiple falls have validated my klutziness, so I have 
since given up biking. Now, most of the time, I am dutiful about walk-
ing. To bribe myself, I only allow myself to listen to audiobooks when 
I am walking. And when a book is good, I’m eager to get my Nikes 
on and get going.] If it is raining, I exercise with a videotape [What’s a 
videotape???] or work out with some of those disgustingly sexy people 
on television exercise programs. There are no excuses; six days a week, 
thirty minutes a day of some low-impact aerobic exercise, and I tone a 
muscle or two along the way too.
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My program is diff erent in the winter. I may take swim, dance, or 
aerobics classes at the YMCA or the YWCA, or take various classes or 
a weight machine program at a health club. It’s nice to share this mis-
ery with others, as it keeps up motivation and commitment by adding 
a social component. But in isolation or good company, my primary 
objective is to keep my body moving twelve months a year using a 
minimum amount of time, incorporating exercise into my lifestyle as 
painlessly as possible while getting the maximum amount of pleasure 
from it. [Now I walk at least fi ve days a week for forty-fi ve minutes. 
Oft en, I drive to a new venue before I start walking; I know every nook 
and cranny of my town. I join Curves (a.k.a. Lumps) every few years 
because I still like the camaraderie and pace.]

My “as painlessly as possible” statement might upset some jock 
docs and exercise gurus, but it is my body, and I have to live in here. 
To maintain my health and best utilize my valuable time, this is as far 
as I go. Society can push me no further. I am not waiting for society 
to give me permission to accept that birthing babies, genetics, gravity, 
and time take their toll. I have more important things to do with my life 
than exercise for aesthetic purposes only.

I have decided for now what I will do and what I will not do. I know 
a personal trainer might say my self-styled program is not systemati-
cally designed, and thus, not every muscle in my body is given its due. 
True. But looking at where I came from at 255 pounds—when I could 
work up a sweat knitting or playing bridge—to where I am now, I know 
I have made tremendous progress. At the moment, I am quite pleased 
with myself, but that doesn’t mean I will remain static. I think it’s quite 
likely that I will upgrade my goals in the future.

[You go, girl! I really did have my act together. Forty-three-year-
old Judy was wrong about one thing, though. I haven’t upgraded 
my goals and I am still a slug by nature. However, I would estimate 
that throughout the last thirty years, I have been on a good exercise 
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regimen about 80 percent of the time. Healthy eating has become 
a nearly natural part of my life. Exercise…not so much. When, oh 
when, will exercise become as automatic as taking a shower?

One would think that all the research done in this area of exer-
cise would be conclusive. Lately, exercise experts (who I imagine as 
high-energy sweaty guys with 2 percent body fat) are leaning toward 
theories that exercise doesn’t do as much for losing weight as previ-
ously thought.2 True or not, any survey I have ever seen shows that 
most people who maintain a weight loss have made exercise an inte-
gral part of their lives. An extensive 2010 study of 34,079 women con-
cerning physical activity and weight-gain prevention ascertained that 
women who have kept off  at least 30 extra pounds for fi ve years exer-
cise an hour a day.3 No comment. Yes, I will comment. I do believe 
factual statistics over theories, and I know I should up my forty-fi ve 
minutes a day, fi ve days a week. Uck!

I do like one new theory that says if we just stand up more we will 
burn more calories than sitting.4 My solution: let’s banish chairs. I also 
read that you can burn up to 350 calories a day fi dgeting!5]

Question 2: Should I use a prearranged diet?

Should you use a diet that tells you exactly what and how much to 
eat? Obviously, any diet that calls for you to eat fewer calories than 
it takes to run your engine will make you lose weight. Yet, over and 
over, we see ads for diets promoted as though they have invented “the 
answer.” If you can lose weight on 1,200 calories a day, you can proba-
bly lose it eating 1,200 calories of sugar and lard  or on a well-balanced, 
1,200-calorie-per-day plan.

Preconfi gured diets may be called low-carbohydrate, high-pro-
tein, low-fat, high-fi ber, nutritionally balanced, exchange, or glycemic 
index diets, but someone has counted out the calories. Some of the 
diet plans call for a reasonable amount of calories with a nice balance 
of fruits, vegetables, proteins, dairy products, grains, and fats. Others 
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are cockamamie diets that use a disproportionate amount of any one 
of these food groups, or they have gone the thematic route of making 
a “Sweet-Tooth Diet,” a “Junk-Food-Eater’s Diet,” or a “Drinker’s Diet.”

[I will not give you my take on whether the following are good, 
bad, or neutral; I’ll only give you a tiny sample of diets getting pub-
licity lately: 17-Day Diets, Acai Berry Diets, Baby Food Diets, Blood 
Type Diets, Cabbage Soup Diets, Cleansing Diets, Cookie Diets, Detox 
Diets, Flat Belly Diets, HCG Diets, and Juicing Diets. Some specifi c 
diets that are popular are: the DASH Diet, Dukan Diet, Hold-Your-
Breath-for-Ten-Seconds-Between-Each-Bite Diet (I just made that 
one up), Instinct Diet, Medieval Diet, Paleo Diet, and the Shred Rev-
olutionary Diet.] 

When an otherwise seemingly bright yo-yo dieter
considers a low-low-calorie prearranged diet,

I want to gently, lovingly say to her:
“ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR @^* %$# MIND?!?”

Judy Payne’s 1-Minute Wonder Diet

On my revolutionary, breakthrough diet plan, you can eat all 
the foods you love and as much of them as you want, at any 

minute you want, as long as you follow the directions below.

Diet directions: Eat one-calorie portions  —every minute—
around the clock (24/7) of any foods you desire. Th at will equal 
1,440 calories per 24-hour day. Optional: You may elect to have a 
bonus 10-calorie treat at the stroke of midnight. For the low, low 
price of $199.95, I will rush to you the magic alarm clock that 
goes off  every minute with a cheery message of encouragement. I 
guarantee you will lose weight (and probably your mind) on my 
new, secret wonder diet. 
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There are also goofy diets in which the calories have not been pre-
tabulated. Some of these diets are so bizarre, and the food so repug-
nant or monotonous, that I think their creators are counting on you 
either getting sick or preferring not to eat at all (losing weight either 
way). Examples: All-you-can-eat diets requiring that you eat all citrus 
fruit one day, all yellow vegetables the next, then all carbs, then all fat, 
then maybe all dust bunnies, and then all something else.

Those pesky, mainstream nutritionists get the vapors when they 
hear of such nutritionally bankrupt diets. Nutritionists also seem to 
agree that to get your recommended daily minimum of vitamins, min-
erals, and so on, you shouldn’t go below 800 calories—and 800 calo-
ries leaves you little room for any fun foods. I certainly believe in sensi-
ble eating, but I am not a nut about it. I don’t wake up in a cold sweat 
in the middle of the night if I suddenly realize that I am 3 percent short 
of ribofl avin for the day.

Don’t you think it is ironic that a compulsive eater/dieter (such as 
me in the old days) would worry if she had three or three and a half 
ounces of baked fi sh on her diet du jour, when only the day before 
she had six doughnuts for breakfast, half a pecan pie for lunch, and 
a Mammoth Burger with a pound of french fries for dinner? When we 
are dieting, some of us are all-or-nothing zealots. We become nutrition 
perfectionists—not to mention diet evangelists—but if we make the 
slightest mistake, we use that as an excuse to run amok. 

Nutritionists recommend variety in our diets as the best way to 
ensure that we are getting the nutrients we need. They are still arguing 
over using supplemental vitamins versus getting your recommended 
daily allowance from food. Middle-of-the-road nutritionists and dieti-
cians seem to agree that if you eat a well-balanced diet of 1,200 calo-
ries or more a day, you don’t need supplemental vitamins or minerals.6

I think sensible, prearranged diets may be okay for a while, par-
ticularly for the down-in-the-mouth dieter who is so depressed over 
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her weight that she doesn’t have the self-confi dence to make a choice 
larger than whether to eat a half-gallon of chocolate or a half-gallon 
of vanilla ice cream. And there are many free sources of good prepack-
aged diets. Any county extension offi  ce could give you 20 pounds of 
free literature on good diets and good nutrition. Magazines [and the 
Internet] are full of good (and ridiculous) diets as well. 

From my study of studies, I found that most mainstream doctors and 
nutritionists conclude that we should be wary of diet plans that aren’t 
well balanced and go below around 1,000 calories. [Now, most fat gurus 
recommend not going below 1,200.7] Personally, I won’t go below 1,200. 
My nonexpert opinion is that no fat head should go below about 1,200, 
because she then has to avoid too many of the foods we need to learn to 
eat in moderation. Also, the lower we go below 1,200 calories, the hun-
grier we get. And that may cause a lot more misunderstood mental or 
emotional pain for us than our well-understood physical hunger pangs. 
[Now, at seventy, I won’t go below an approximate average of 1,150 cal-
ories per day over a week’s time to lose a gram or two. So whether I am 
maintaining or in a short-term losing mode, my caloric intake ranges 
between 1,150 and 1,400, with a rare sprinkling of wild and crazy 1,500- 
to 1,800-calorie days. I’m not sure you will believe me, but it’s really not 
that bad; I eat anything I want, just not much of it.]

For me, dieting causes bingeing.

I think what low-low-calorie diets do best is cause bingeing. It 
seems people can start out with a tiny weight problem and diet their 
way to a major weight problem. First they gain a little, then they lose it. 
Then they gain it back—faster the second time. This begins a cycle that 
escalates into a major weight-control problem. Does the dieting itself, 
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combined with the physical or mental deprivation, put our bodies and 
our heads in a state of panic, thus setting us up to become yo-yos—
dieting one month and overeating the next month?

I have been on Earth long enough to know many women 
who have spent many years going from 

one starvation diet to another. 
Seeing some of these women now defi nitely leads me 

to believe that a good way to gain weight might be 
to fi rst go on a starvation diet.

Are you one of those people who could eat anything you wanted 
to eat until you had children or turned forty or reached menopause or 
some other rite of passage in your life? More research seems to point to 
the distinct possibility that nature may have meant for some of us to put 
on a few extra layers of insulation at a certain period in our lives.8  Pre-
destined or not, most people to whom this happens stare at themselves 
in the mirror and wonder why their bodies betrayed them. Then they join 
the ranks of the rest of us who have been abusing our bodies with feast 
and famine since we quit playing with dolls and discovered boys.

Let’s take the example of Alice. Alice is fi fty years old and has slowly 
gained 10 pounds over the past twenty years. That’s approximately 4.3 
calories a day too much. That’s only a half pound a year. I could do 
that on a half-hour coff ee break, but this is new territory for Alice. She 
goes on her maiden diet and loses the 10 pounds. However, Alice gains 
the 10 pounds back—plus 2 more pounds—within a year. Alice starts 
getting confused and scared. She goes on another diet, loses her 12 
pounds, but gains 15 in the next nine months. The time between diets 
gets shorter and shorter, and the weight starts coming back faster and 
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easier. She fi nds herself becoming preoccupied with food and the scale. 
Until she started dieting, she had always taken food and her body for 
granted. It took Alice twenty years to gain an excess 10 pounds, which 
may have been the natural evolution for her body, but it took her only 
a few years to become a yo-yo dieter.

Many über-extreme diets just play cruel games 
with your head, your body, and your pocketbook.

If you are in a real hurry to lose and want to go on an extremely 
low-calorie diet, just be sure to check with your doctor fi rst. That’s a joke, 
girl! You know you won’t check with your doctor about any diet that 
promises you quick results, because you know he or she will tell you not 
to do it. Most physicians  will probably recommend a very balanced and 
boring 1,000- to 1,600-calorie diet. Doctors scream because crash diets, 
such as 330-calorie protein-powder diets, aren’t good for your body. I 
scream because they are also not good for your head and your heart.

We don’t need to learn how to not eat; 
we need to learn how to eat.

I have a fi le drawer full of ridiculous diets, and several boxes of ridic-
ulous diet books. It is incredible what some dieters will swallow, and in 
my fat old days, I swallowed a goodly portion of ridiculousness myself.

A 330-calorie powdered protein diet was sweeping the country a few 
years ago, and I bad-mouthed it in one of my weekly columns in the Des 
Moines Sunday Register.9 I got a bunch of letters from people telling me 
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how much they lost on it and how great they felt. I also received a two-
page letter from the president of this California-based diet company that 
sold the product on the pyramid method of one chub losing weight and 
then that chub making a fat profi t by selling it to another chub. He told 
me what I had already read—that his powder contained all the recom-
mended daily allowances we need. Fine, I’ll let the nutritional experts 
fi ght with him about nutritional RDAs; that was never my major con-
cern. I believe these diets lack our recommended daily allotment of good 
sense. Extremely low-calorie diets are hazardous to the heads and hearts 
of people with serious food- and life-management problems.

Th e temptation to binge on protein powder is remote. 
We don’t need to learn how to live without food 

for a short period of time; 
we need to learn how to live with food for the rest of our lives.

A fad diet may do the trick for a lady like Alice, who gained 10 or 20 
excess pounds over ten or twenty years, and maybe after the diet is over, 
she can go back to her old habits and take another ten or twenty years 
to gain it back. MAYBE. Far more likely, she will resemble another one of 
my imaginary friends, Fadia Despairé. Faddy is thirty-eight years old and 
constantly yo-yos between 120 and 160 pounds. She got married after a 
year of college and has raised two nice kids. She has a so-so marriage, a 
so-so family income, and a so-so job as a secretary in a law fi rm. About 
two years ago, I bumped into veteran-dieter Faddy after she had just 
“successfully” completed one of those super-low-calorie ordeals. Know-
ing my aversion to this sort of regimen, Faddy said to me, with arrogant, 
singsong sassiness in her voice, “I’ve just lost 30 pounds in two months, 
and I can get into my wedding dress for the fi rst time in ten years.”
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Weight losses like Faddy’s do not impress me. In fact, elated people 
like her, who have just dropped a ton, worry me. While she may have 
been thinking how wrong I was, I was thinking, Oh Faddy, you will 
probably want to eat those words soon. Again, you can’t think that, 
simply because you lost the weight, you’re going to stay thin without 
continued diligence. I looked at Faddy, almost sure she was in a tem-
porarily thin shell housing the same old fat responses to life’s trials and 
tribulations that she had before her latest “wonder diet.”

I swear I wouldn’t have been a condescending I-told-you-so’er had 
I bumped into my fi ctitious friend Fadia Despairé a year later. Just like 
hundreds of other optimistic but unrealistic women I know, she prob-
ably would have gained her weight back. I would have been sad for 
her—even if she had been a smart-ass.

I don’t care if people get fat again; 
I care if they get unhappy again. 

Regained fat breeds unhappiness.

There are oodles of unfulfi lled women like Fadia Despairé. Based on 
their collective history, I am going to make some assumptions about 
Faddy’s thoughts and future.

My guess is that poor re-fat Faddy assumes people are saying, Have 
you noticed that Faddy is a blimp again? And she is probably thinking, 
How did I let myself go like this again? So what will Faddy do next? 
She will probably go on another fl ash-in-the-pan diet, assuming this 
will be “the one,” and when she is done, she will never allow herself to 
get fat again. But Faddy never changes her “fat thinkology”; she just 
keeps changing diets.

On and on and on the dieting goes. And Faddy feels worse and worse 
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and worse. She becomes more convinced that she is hopeless, and she 
puts off  living to her potential in other areas of her life until after her next 
diet. She continues to postpone her life. During her dieting sabbaticals, 
Faddy’s eating quickly gets out of control, her energy plummets, and she 
is consumed by the notion that she is a contemptible failure for not being 
able to do something “as simple as eat less and exercise more.”

We can only wish that Faddy would soon take a good look at her 
rotten life-management woes and realize that she is living much of her 
life “on hold.” Hopefully, she will then make one of two decisions: (1) to 
quit wasting her energies worrying about her weight and get on with 
her life; or (2) to start thinking through her core values and major life 
goals, and then build a life-management plan that will incorporate 
good eating behavior permanently into her lifestyle.

Obviously, one of my major goals in writing this book is to help peo-
ple like Faddy take control of their lives. My purpose is not driven simply 
by my sympathetic opinions about personal despair. I am also concerned 
because there are millions of overweight women in America who are 
wasting their time feeling guilty and angry about their weight when they 
could be using their energies and talents to contribute to the improve-
ment of the emotional, economic, and political climate of the world our 
children are going to inherit. The world is full of Fadia Despairés who 
could do so many wonderful things for humanity, but they are so pre-
occupied with their weight that they miss out on living their lives and 
giving their gifts. What a tragic waste of human potential.

Question 3: Should I join a free or cheap local diet 
support group or club; what are the pros and cons?

The important perk you can get from local diet groups or clubs such 
as TOPS (Take Off  Pounds Sensibly), OA (Overeaters Anonymous), 
WW (Weight Watchers), or hospital wellness programs is “in the fl esh” 
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support from others with similar symptoms. I think this is one of the 
nicest things about human beings, but many people who join groups 
do so just to get weighed periodically; therefore, they fail to receive 
the benefi ts of group interaction. 

Judy’s Soapbox 

I have been on six continents in the last few 
years, and it has troubled me to see that 
the United States seems to no longer be the 

envy of the world that it once was. I think our 
personal and collective addiction to immedi-
ate gratifi cation is a big part of the problem. 

It’s good that other countries are improving educationally, socially, 
politically, and economically, but it’s not so good that we Amer-
icans have been resting on our laurels far too long. I fear we are 
building a fi nancial and honorless house of cards by spending 
money we don’t have —individually and collectively—and by the 
way we overindulge our children materially and emotionally.

From homes to schools, from Main Street to Wall Street to Wash-
ington, DC, I think this US trend of denial, hubris, and demand 
for immediate rewards at the expense of long-term dividends may 
have encouraged our lust for fast, easy mounds of food.

Do I have any Solomon-like solutions for fi xing our downhill 
slide? Well, no, but I think the solutions will only be found if we 
personally and as a nation adopt a tough-love approach to fi nding 
better options in almost every aspect of our pansy-ass society. 

There, I got that off my zaftiggy bosom!  
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There are support groups for almost any problem imaginable. The 
intent of some groups is to help members work toward remedies for their 
particular problem. Other groups, like those for terminally ill people, simply 
off er comfort, love, understanding, and strength from sharing. Dieters could 
receive both comfort and help seeking their own remedies if they would 
come to the group with the notion of being givers as well as takers.

I suppose I am a diet-group bigot. I love Weight Watchers. [Over the 
years, Weight Watchers has kept up with research about nutrition and 
exercise and has confi gured foods and counting methods in diff erent and 
more interesting ways, but it is still dedicated to sensible, research-based 
weight loss and maintenance.] The program itself is not a diet; it is simply the 
USDA’s recommendations of what every American should eat daily, with a 
few calories left over for getting a good start at making wise food choices. 

I like the Weight Watchers food program because it has structure and 
yet there is plenty of leeway for choice-making within that structure. You 
learn to make those choices in a controlled environment by going to a 
meeting every week, handing over some money you could have spent 
on a pound of Godiva chocolate, and being with other people who share 
the same problems. Once you reach your goal, you can use your lifetime 
membership privilege of attending monthly. Shrewd lifetime members 
realize that they have a long-term problem with eating, and that they can 
remain long-term successful by attending, sharing, and using the short-term 
accountability of someone weighing them. By attending regularly, “lifers” 
do not allow themselves “denial” when their eating behavior starts falling 
back into old habits. For some maintainers, just the fi rm commitment to 
themselves that they will go to a Weight Watchers meeting to weigh once 
a month may be enough.

Weight Watchers can get you started on increasing your self-awareness 
if you listen to the lectures and participate in the discussions and it is always 
there for reinforcement for maintainers. Just drop into a local meeting and 
pay, weigh, and stay. 
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I quit and rejoined Weight Watchers many times, and then finally 
became a lifetime member, and then a lecturer. Sadly, as a Weight Watchers 
lecturer, I often felt that people thought, Okay, honey, here is my money; 
now you talk me thin. Many of them were likely thinking, I am hopeless; I 
can’t do this on my own. Adopt me, praise me, scold me, and take care 
of me. Feed me.  

Instead of using the dynamics of the group to make each member more 
autonomous, people too often want to abdicate to the program or lecturer 
(or both) the very responsibility for themselves that they must claim, hang 
on to, and nurture. You could go to a WW, TOPS, or OA meeting every night, 
but you are still responsible for your behavior. If you have a good weight-
loss experience while you are attending meetings, you shouldn’t give the 
program the credit for your weight loss and then blame yourself when you 
gain it back. You are responsible for both.

Join all the groups you like; be a diet group groupie. But remember, you 
are not turning yourself over to their care; you are only using what they 
can teach you about how to know and treat yourself. Don’t join a group 
with short-term goals disguised as long-term goals. Don’t join just to lose 
weight for a big occasion or a smaller swimsuit size. Having a classy chassis 
for your class reunion or to display at the beach may be a plausible mini 
goal, but please make sure you are only using mini goals as short-term 
milestones in your long-term plan for yourself. Watch out for the letdown 
of resolve after your mini goals are achieved. People often plan to “take a 
few days off ” after meeting a short-term goal, and somehow never get that 
old motivation back. 

No one wakes up the day after the class reunion and says, “Well, 
gee, that was fun being thin, but now I want to go back to being fat 
again.” That will be the end result, however, if the only “tools” we plan 
to use to remain successful are naïve overconfi dence and wishful think-
ing. Too often, we hear a freshly shrunken dieter say, “I will never regain 
that weight because I worked so hard to lose it.” Let me say it again: 
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most of those dieters will gain it all back, plus add more to grow on. 
So, I defi nitely think joining a group can help you achieve your 

goals. Being an active member of a good group will enrich your life—
as long as you attend with the idea of being a fat sponge, ready to 
soak up useful ideas from the other group members as well as follow 
the cathartic advice you may be surprised to hear gushing out of the 
depths of yourself.

In my philosophy of life, it’s not possible to be happy 
unless I share what I consider to be my strengths, 

and my compassion and love.

Question 4: Should I use a commercial diet 
business that provides much of the food; what 
are the pros and cons?
[I must say that at least a couple of the big commercial diet businesses 
provide nutritionally sound and higher calorie off erings than some big 
for-profi t diet companies did in the past. To their credit, they encour-
age only a 1- to 2-pound loss per week. Th ey also off er some counsel-
ing online or via phone and include access to online “communities,” 
where dieters can share their experiences with one another. Th at is not 
to say that there still aren’t plenty of crappy diet companies out there.]

I am not going to name any of the for-profi t diet organizations, 
good or bad, because they might come after me for bad-mouthing 
them specifi cally. 

One major advantage of diet businesses that deliver their good or 
icky meals to your door is convenience. This delivery also dictates what 
and how much you eat.
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Being locked in solitary confi nement and having meals 
delivered to your door would be convenient, 

but losing the freedom to make choices is a big price to pay.

A major diet motivator received from both good and bad diet 
companies that supply your victuals is the hefty cost. The priciness is 
enough to convince some dieters they will succeed “this time” because 
they don’t intend to waste all that money. 

It’s up to the fat consumer to decide 
if she wants to feed the kitty of these fat-cat organizations.

Here is where my concern about using these commercial diets begins. 
What price are you actually paying for this loss of poundage? Are you paying 
to just temporarily hand over control of your eating life to someone else?

Let’s just say you buy a commercial diet plan and you make it to 
your goal weight. What is going to happen when the symptom (fat) 
is in remission and you go back on automatic pilot, trying to control 
your own food intake again? You will still have the same old problems 
(daily stresses), roles (wife, mother, employee), and responses (eating, 
bingeing, self-sabotage) you had before you temporarily abdicated your 
autonomy to a diet business.

Another thing that bothers me about some (not all) commercial fat 
“taker-off ers” is that they would like you to believe there is something 
scientifi cally unique or magical about their diets. Consumers of their less-
than-gourmet food are supposed to be dazzled with such phraseology as 
“revolutionary scientifi c breakthrough,” “locking up fat cells,” “counting 
only nutrients,” “calories don’t matter,” and “chemical reactions in food.” 
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I haven’t found anything in current research or in over two centuries of 
nutritional study to indicate that any of this is factual in the context in 
which it is presented. 

These companies don’t seem eager to publish any follow-up data on 
the recidivism rates of their customers either. Do a little recidivism research 
of your own simply by thinking about some of the people you know who 
have lost weight by going the commercial diet-business route. How many 
of them have kept that weight off  for three or more years?

My Experiences with Lunar Food and 
“Mommy Dearest” Commercial Diet Companies

When I was writing for 
the Des Moines Sunday 

Register, I signed up with two 
of the most popular commer-
cial diet businesses and went 
on each diet for two weeks 
(not at the same time).Th e 
fi rst commercial diet pro-
gram provided prepackaged 
“space-age technology” food 
and the cost was out of this 
world. Th e food allowed on 
this program was between 
460 and 600 calories a day. 
Was I hungry on this diet? Oh 
my! One morning, I dribbled 
a few drops of my rationed, 
tasteless, Tang-like “jet juice” 

on my kitchen countertop. 
Because I was so hungry, I put 
my vacuum-cleaner lips to the 
Formica and slurped up the 
tiny, neon-orange puddle.

Th e other program I tried 
had local offi  ces and daily 
weigh-ins and included pack-
ets of “magic pills” and a diet 
plan of ugly food that totaled 
800–1,100 calories per day. A 
cheerful critical/nurturing par-
ent type lady weighed me each 
morning. She would either 
fi guratively give me a pat on 
the head for being a good little 
girl or wag of the fi nger for a 
food transgression.

[Today, heavy reliance on celebrity endorsements seems to be a big 
marketing strategy for commercial diet companies. Poor Kirstie Alley 
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lost and gained back and lost. We’ve watched the weight and life struggles 
of diet business spokesladies Marie Osmond, Duchess Sarah Ferguson, 
Wynonna Judd, Janet Jackson, Carrie Fisher, Mariah Carey, Valerie Ber-
tinelli, Carnie Wilson, Rebel Wilson, Jessica Simpson, and of course, the 
Kardashians. One source reports that the average salary paid to celebri-
ties for endorsements of major weight-loss programs is between $500,000 
and $3 million. Th at payout averages about $33,000 per pound lost.10

By all means, sign up for a rigid, commercial, prepackaged food 
program if you want to postpone your acquisition of autonomy and 
retard your ability to practice responsible portion control. Th e com-
mercial diet businesses that do everything but chew the food for you 
will gladly send you your food allotment. Th ey can promote their 
diets with phrases like “eat the foods you love” or “eat anything you 
want,” and “we guarantee that our miracle diet will work.” Well, duh 
and double duh. Of course it will work if the portions are controlled!

In a Negative Moment, I Wrote Th is Snarky Comment 
About Commercial Diet Plans

In a Benevolent Moment, I Wrote Th is Comment 
about Commercial Diet Plans

If you decide to try a commercial diet plan that supplies your daily 
bread, be sure you don’t pick one that is nutritionally stupid or is 
ridiculously low in calories. Too oft en, crazy diets do something 
to us food-crazy folk when we get off  that dumb diet. Fortunately, 
some currently famous commercial diets seem pretty sensible to 
me. Perhaps if you use a commercial business knowing from the 
get-go that you are taking a vacation from being totally responsible 
for yourself, and you follow up this program immediately with a 
sensible long-term plan of your own making, maybe you’ll be okay.
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Some of these celebrity ladies seem to be doing all right on main-
tenance—so far. Others? Not so much. On the sensible Weight Watch-
ers maintenance plan, former spokesperson, Jennifer Hudson appears 
to be holding her own. I wish good luck to all these ladies; but they 
sure make me nervous. Th eir high profi les will probably cause them 
to amplify their feelings of personal failure on top of a worry that they 
may have damaged their public persona if they falter. 

Caveat: If you want to go this route, please consider using the same 
standards I recommend for customized diets in question 5.]

Question 5: Should I create or customize my own 
weight-loss plan to fi t my lifestyle?

Let’s say you have tried the groupie or commercial diet-business stuff  
(or perhaps both), and you are fed up with spending your money and 
losing your self-confi dence trying to stick to preplanned regimens. You 
are fi nally ready to do it your way. That’s the spirit! Autonomy lives.

We’ve already done a lot of the big work in preparation for you tak-
ing control of your clearly focused life. You know you need a way to 
keep your priorities in order and to quit being preoccupied with food. 
You know you need to practice good eating habits and lose weight 
while juggling all your other balls—and have a good time doing it. Like 
it or not, you know it requires some planning. Most of the remainder 
of this chapter is about providing tools for and suggestions on how to 
make that planning as easy and as pleasant as possible. You may even 
get so involved that you learn to enjoy the process.

I’ll give you some of my ideas for customizing weight-loss pro-
grams to be immediately and seamlessly followed by weight-mainte-
nance programs. Let me begin here with another analogy: Have you 
ever gone shopping for a dress and the fi rst dress you take off  the rack 
is perfect? The price is within your budget; it is a style that is really you. 
Moreover, it fi ts beautifully. So you buy the dress and you wear it often, 
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because it is comfortable and appropriate for most occasions in your 
life.

How often does that happen? Probably not too often. Sometimes 
you fi nd a dress that is almost right, and you can make some minor 
alterations to make it fi t you perfectly. If you are a creative seamstress, 
you can design a perfect dress from scratch and enjoy wearing it even 
more than a dress you would buy off  the rack, because you take pride 
in wearing your own creation.

Diets can be altered or created in the same way too. Maybe you are 
a person who can grab a diet directly off  the rack—a diet that is com-
fortable with or without alterations. On the other hand, you may want 
or need to modify it, or create your own diet plan, in order to achieve 
the best fi t.

Standards for Customized and Self-Created 
Plans

You have standards for any dress you will wear, and you should also 
have standards for the type of weight-loss program you are willing to 
subject yourself to.

Are you thinking, Will this woman never end with her standards 
and her goals and her plans? No, I won’t; I’ve only just begun. Here is 
another analogy: a compulsive eater without a plan is like a helium 
balloon without a string. It seems that the automatic control system in 
our brain either was left out of some of us or malfunctions frequently. 
Planning is the closest thing we have to a control system. Since our 
brains don’t tell us automatically, Stop! Don’t eat any more! it helps to 
have it in written form.

[Th e September 9, 2012, Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics reported on a one-year study of 123 chubby ladies, ages 
fi ft y to seventy-four. Th e study indicated these gals lost weight most 
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eff ectively if they did three things: faithfully wrote down everything 
they ate, didn’t skip meals, and didn’t eat out too oft en—especially for 
lunch.11 You can read well-documented studies like this until the cows 
come home, and they (the studies, not the cows) are all going to tell 
you logical, boring stuff  that you don’t particularly want to do. I know 
keeping a food plan or food journal sounds like a hassle, but honestly, 
with practice, it probably won’t take more than a total of two minutes 
per day. Th ink of it as a chore similar to brushing your teeth; you just 
do it as part of your daily routine.]

This sentence contains a big serving of food for thought on how life 
management and weight management are inextricably intertwined: 
many of us are so overwhelmed in so many areas of our lives that we 
need to get organized for the sake of our emotional well-being as well 
as for weight control.

Many compulsive eaters crave organization, 
and when our organization falls apart, 

so do our weight-control plans.

[I can’t say exactly how or when I quit being a compulsive eater. 
I do know that years of requiring myself to be organized in all fac-
ets of my life made being organized a habit. Th at constant practice at 
planning played a big fat part in alleviating my bad habit of behavior: 
compulsive eating.]

Many unsuccessful dieters say, “I don’t have time to plan.” But 
come on now! We all went to a lot of trouble to get fat. When we were 
determined to have a dish of ice cream while watching late-night talk 
shows, we didn’t talk ourselves out of it because a dirty dish and spoon 
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would have to be washed. If someone in your family had to be on a 
special diet, I’m sure you would do your best to make sure he or she 
got whatever was needed, and you wouldn’t grumble about the extra 
work. Why not do the same for yourself?

You wouldn’t feed garbage to anyone else you love. 
Why would you feed garbage to yourself?

When you decide you are worth the trouble, here are some guide-
lines I think you should consider before selecting, customizing, or 
designing a diet plan:

Standard Number 1: Your diet plans should be sensible. You will 
have to decide what “sensible” is for you. One sensible guideline I 
followed was to avoid using any diet plan that promises a loss of 
more than 1 or 2 pounds a week after the fi rst week or so of initial 
fl uid dumping. Stop thinking about how fast you can lose weight. 
If you don’t already have an almost instinctive knowledge of good 
nutrition, you will gain it by following a sensible regimen for a few 
years. Remember, you are not a short-distance runner; you are a 
great, tightrope-walking juggler. You aren’t simply out to make a 
tinier body; you’re out to make a healthier body.

To spice things up, you can switch 
from one sensible plan and method of accountability to another, 

any time you like.
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Standard Number 2: Your plans should be educating you for 
successful maintenance. Your plans should have a structure that 
will allow you to practice choosing controlled portions of foods, 
which, up until now, you probably have been having trouble with. 
Decision-making and creative problem-solving are mature kinds 
of fun. If you are fearful at fi rst about allowing yourself too much 
leeway in decision-making, one way to practice is to simply choose 
a highly structured, sensible diet for a week or two, and then choose 
to go on another highly structured, sensible diet for another week 
or two. Think of using highly structured alternate plans as your 
kindergarten lesson in autonomy.

You need to practice making more and more choices 
to learn how to stick to the choices you make.

A positive side eff ect of making choices is minimized monotony. 
There are scads of structured, sensible diets everywhere. You can go 
on cheap ones or expensive ones; you can seek the help of profession-
als such as dietitians and nutritionists; you can use your good sense 
to guide you to select one of the ubiquitous one- to twenty-one-day 
diets. There are all kinds of diets to choose from for your fi rst baby-step 
exercise in decision-making.
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Analyze your failures as you eat your way down 
this path of growing self-awareness.

As your confi dence and your knowledge of good nutrition grow 
alongside your desire to become more and more autonomous in this 
portion of your life, you may want to go on to an exchange diet; count 
calories; or maybe make up plans ahead of time, for a day or a week, 
eating many—or all—of the foods you like. Maybe you want to plan 
to diet during the week and then start practicing maintenance on the 
weekends, or on days that you know will be full of social activities.

This is an educational approach to dieting that incorporates learn-
ing the eating skills you are lacking while accepting the fact that you 
may always need some structure. And the better we get at planning 
and implementing that structure, the less time it takes and the lighter 
the burden we feel. We can then get about the business of living with a 
minimum of hassle.

Water weight is just one thing we tend to count 
because it is countable, 
not because it counts.
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My Planning Philosophy

[Th e remainder of this chapter includes my rationale and sample cus-
tomized plans that evolved when I was in my thirties and forties. Th is 
remarkable period of physical shrinkage and philosophical growth 
encompasses the time when I lost the initial 110 pounds and the fi rst 
several trial-and-error years of maintaining that loss. Luckily, I no 
longer have to be this diligent, but the following is my best planning 
advice for anyone who wants to lose weight, and for those who are 
maintenance virgins. I will go into much more detail about what I do 
now in the fi nal chapter.]

Let me make it clear that I am not a fanatically organized person; 
you should see some of my kitchen cupboards. I plan only when I feel 
my time in planning will be well spent, as I prefer to “waste time” doing 
fun things. Why eat up precious time by going to the grocery store 
every day or by preparing four diff erent meals for my family?

I never assume I cannot get fat again, because I know I will do 
exactly that if I do not have a plan for keeping my weight-control ball 
as an integral part of my juggling act. A plan helps me to not only keep 
all the balls in the air but to glide more gracefully and confi dently down 
my tightrope of life.

In all my many years of teaching, I have never walked into a class-
room without a lesson plan. That is certainly not to say that I adhere 
to the lesson plan religiously; there are too many variables and oppor-
tunities for worthwhile deviations. Occasionally, in a fi t of excitement, 
I try something truly innovative. Sometimes it’s great, and sometimes 
it falls fl at as a pancake. Sometimes I modify both my lesson plans and 
my weight-control plans as unexpected circumstances arise, but both 
lesson plans and weight-control plans at least give me direction. They 
give me an outline to follow—a sense of order I embrace. I need to 
feel organized and in control of my situation. Without lesson plans or 
weight-control plans, life is just too hit-and-miss for me. When I focus 
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my time and energy to reach a classroom goal or a life-management 
goal, I am far more eff ective.

Without a plan, a commitment, 
and some method of accountability, 

it is too easy to get back into the old groove 
of denial, excuse-making, and game-playing.

Self-honesty can become a habit, but I think it wise for us foodies 
to follow Ronald Reagan’s advice to “trust, but verify.”12 Basically, I try 
to live as normally and as honorably as I can. I think about my problem 
with weight no more than I have to, and I devise plans that require the 
least amount of work.

Sometimes my plans, commitments, and accountability measures 
melt together. For instance, I may commit myself to staying on a par-
ticular weight-management plan for a certain amount of time, decid-
ing that the only accountability question I have to ask myself is: Did I 
stay on it, and did I stay on it for the time I said I would? Or I may 
commit to weighing myself regularly, say once a week. With this little 
plan, I have not defi nitely stated what I’m going to eat, but knowing I 
have to weigh myself in a week helps me stick with some sort of com-
mitment. Both of these methods are awfully loose and risky, though. 
A week of winging it usually has to be followed with a week that has 
more structure.

I like to think I am a person of eating integrity, but sometimes I 
fall short. After a week of smugly believing I am an honorable eater, I 
tend to begin playing dishonorable weigh-in games with the stupid, 
unfair scale. 
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When things get rough, I may commit myself to popping in to a 
Weight Watchers group for a while. You may think that sounds as if I 
am falling into “take me, help me, I’m hopeless” thinking, but I don’t 
feel that way at all. I choose to use WW as a tool to help me live up 
to my goal of remaining autonomous. And I like sharing my problems 
with other people who have similar problems; I like helping them and 
having them help me. To me, it’s like going home to revisit my roots.

For the most part, however, I’m fi ne using my own programs of 
weight control—programs that I have learned from living in this body, 
and using this head and heart.
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The better I plan, the better I shed fat.

My Biggest and Favorite Weight-Loss Plan Keeps All Facets of My 
Life Organized

The next few pages will explain the most structured, comprehensive 
plan I have developed for myself. If you have a phobia about planning, 
the next sentence will push you over the edge. Get this: I plan for a 
whole week at a time. On this plan, I don’t count calories, but you could 
use any point or exchange or counting system you like. I use the origi-
nal Weight Watchers system (three grains, fi ve fruits and veggies, two 
dairy, three fat, etc.) that is permanently embedded in my brain. Don’t 
be a coward and skip this section. I’m going to go into great detail on 
this one, because I think it is good for addressing some of the organiza-
tional issues that have made you a perennial diet failure. This plan has 
some big, fat advantages.

If you like detail, you will love this section. 
If you hate detail, you probably need this section.

The fi rst time you do this plan, it may take you one or two hours, 
but in the long run, you will save much more than two hours. You will 
create a control sheet that will contain a good food plan for yourself, 
and a weekly master menu and activity schedule for your entire family.
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Feeling powerless, overwhelmed, stressed, 
exhausted, disorganized, 

and out of control of our lives 
can devastate our control over food.

The purpose of the control sheet is to help you to both enjoy your 
life and to juggle all your balls more skillfully, not just your weight-con-
trol ball; the control sheet puts you in control of your life. In this one- to 
two-hour planning session, you will make all your eating choices for 
the week. Then all you do the rest of the week is follow it and make 
moderate changes as emergencies arise. If, in a week, you would eat 
three meals a day, that is twenty-one deci-
sions of “What should I eat?” that you elimi-
nate by planning in advance. If you eat three 
meals in addition to a morning, afternoon, 
and evening snack, that’s forty-two decisions 
reduced to one planning period.

It’s a trade-off . You make one commitment—to follow that 
sheet—and you get to take a week’s vacation from making any quick 
decisions. Remember, one of the reasons I use this plan is that my con-
trol has been slipping, and this plan is like a booster shot of control. 
I don’t have to let my wicked, imaginative mind wander and ponder 
twenty-one or twenty-eight or thirty-fi ve or forty-two times in a week: 
Uh, what should I eat? What would I like to eat? I wonder what’s in 
the refrigerator… Sometimes, when we let our creative minds roam 
aimlessly, we get lost.

In addition to the booster shot of control, there are a few other ben-
efi ts of this plan: (1) you’ll save gobs of dough; (2) you’ll go to the gro-
cery store once, maybe twice, a week; (3) you’ll spend much less time in 
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meal preparation; and (4) (here’s the kicker) your whole family will eat 
better. 

For this plan, I use two recipe boxes [now I have two recipe fi les on 
my computer]: one that contains our regular family favorites and one 
that contains my favorite diet recipes. In conjunction with my recipes, I 
take advantage of grocery ads and coupons that come out in newspa-
pers and magazines [and online].

I carry a little spiral notebook in my purse to keep track of grocery 
lists and the hundreds of details I have to manage every day. [Now-
adays, smartphones are as mobile and compact as a little notebook. 
With your handy-dandy phone, you can download lots of good orga-
nizers and food diaries, not to mention access excellent online recipe 
and coupon sites. I am embarrassed yet proud to say that I still use my 
highly mobile little notebook to write down what I eat, but I plan to 
take that digital plunge soon.] 

Most importantly, I use a control sheet similar to the one I include 
here, which I keep modifying.

The layout of your control sheet should be dictated by your partic-
ular lifestyle. Use my control sheet as a guide in planning yours, adjust-
ing it for a few weeks until it fi ts your needs. Then make multiple copies. 
I wish I could give you a copy of one of my old, completed, messy con-
trol sheets, but I think I “loaned” a big stack of them to someone (you 
know how that goes). [You can get your fi rst skeleton control sheet at: 
http://www.judypayne.com/blank-control-sheet/.] 

[Another warning to detail haters: you could make a minutia salad 
out of the remainder of question 5.]

Here is how I would suggest you get started. I usually have the 
control sheet begin on a Monday. (Isn’t there an unwritten dieters’ law 
somewhere that proclaims that diets should commence on Monday 
mornings?) Under each day of the week, in the top row, I draw a big X 
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to make four triangles. I have found these little pigeonholes handy for 
keeping track of the sundry details in my life. 

Over the years, messing around with diff erent purposes for these 
little triangles has helped illuminate the path for me on my pilgrim-
age to self-understanding. In one triangle, though, I always write how 
much water I drink; because if I don’t remind myself to drink water, I 
never drink it. In another triangle, I write in the amount and type of 
exercise I did that day. One triangle could be used for a daily weigh-in, 
as desired. (I weigh daily only on some of my maintenance plans but 
never on weight-loss plans; it’s too discouraging.) When in one of my 
calorie-counting modes, I have used one triangle to keep track of total 
calories for the day. If I am on a horticulture kick, I may even use one 
of my triangles to mark the days I watered my houseplants. I have also 
used a triangle to keep track of my “feeling” codes, like H for hungry, 
S for sad, A for angry, F for frustrated, B for bored, and so on. So, try 
the triangles, and customize them to report those things that are most 
important to your daily plan. If you don’t have enough little spaces, 
make more space on the back of the sheet. Ultimately, your control 
sheet should be like no one else’s, because no one else’s life is just like 
yours.

[If you and your iPad (or other electronic servants) are insepara-
ble, you may want to design and store your control sheet there. What-
ever your chosen format—hard copy or electronic—you can use my 
basic sheet to get you started with designing a control sheet that works 
for you.]

Next, I label the left edge of the sheet using seven more sets of 
squares: breakfast, lunch, snack, my dinner, family dinner, snack, and 
happenings. 

But before I write in one morsel of food in the fi rst six rows, I go 
down to the bottom of the sheet, to the row labeled “happenings,” and 
write in everything I know about that is happening for the next week, 
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such as carpooling, bridge night, kids’ music lessons, meetings, parties, 
and guests coming to visit. Some of these happenings have an eff ect 
on how I will plan the menu.

A review of the grocery specials comes next: Ah, sweet corn is a 
good buy this week; my family likes sweet corn, and I can have sweet 
corn. I’ll write that on my grocery list, in my little spiral notebook. 
Goody, goody gumdrops, nectarines are a real steal this week! The 
price of ham is shaved too, and Mom and Dad are coming for dinner 
on Sunday. Oh, great! Fresh walleye is on sale too. You get the idea.

Before proceeding with the week’s menu, I check the cupboards 
to see what I am lacking. Then I make a grocery list of these items—a 
general list that I would be making whether or not I was using a con-
trol-sheet plan.

I start fi lling in the control sheet with all the evening meals. Mon-
day, for example, I may be in the mood to try a new recipe or one of the 
family’s favorites, so I pull the recipe card from the appropriate box or 
grab a favorite cookbook. I may write the recipe name and page num-
ber on my control sheet at the same time that I check the recipe book 
to see what ingredients I should add to my grocery list. This way I’m 
getting several tasks done at once.

I make out the family’s dinner menus and my own from the same 
base. For instance, if I fi x chicken for them, I fi x chicken for me. I may eat 
exactly the same dishes they eat, or I may modify my meals a smidgen 
or two. As I make these evening-meal decisions, I always keep in mind 
what else is going on that day from the “happenings” list—to give me 
an idea of how much time I am going to have for food preparation.

From there, I work my way up to lunch and then to breakfast. I don’t 
worry much about what the family will eat for these meals, because the 
only time we are home together for lunch is on the weekend. So I sim-
ply have to have breakfast and lunch options for them on my grocery 
list. I do, however, plan out what I will be taking to school for lunch and 
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what I am going to prepare for the perhaps foxier weekend lunches.
It’s fun playing games with myself when fi lling out my control 

sheet. (I played so many psych games to get fat, why not play them 
to get—and stay—thin as well?) I often schedule the meals I like best 
for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday. That way I can look at those foods (on 
the far right of my control sheet) all week long. I can look forward to 
having beef stroganoff  on Friday night, to eating out with friends on 
Saturday night, and to having that ham with my parents on Sunday.

When I have completed my control sheet, I can easily look at each 
day in its entirety to see if it is sensibly balanced. If it isn’t, I make some 
modifi cations. I don’t bother with writing down exactly what fruits and 
vegetables, or what amount of each I am going to eat—at least not 
right down to the last berry or bean. (I always keep a bountiful supply 
of fruits and vegetables in the house for everyone.)

 At last, with my control sheet and completed grocery list at the 
ready, I’m off  to the grocery store to forage for the week’s rations. 

After I have returned home and fi lled the larder, I look at my control 
sheet again to see when I have the most time to cook. Since that’s usu-
ally on the weekends, I try to semi-prepare as many meals as possible 
for the upcoming week. It’s a lot more pleasant to come home after 
school and prepare dinner when the vegetables are all cleaned, and 
parts of the meals are oven- or microwave-ready. The kids and I have 
spent many a good time precooking and cooking together. When I can 
see from the control sheet that we have an exceedingly hectic week 
ahead, I rely on more prepared foods for my family, and I use some fro-
zen diet entrees for myself.

I carry these sheets in my purse all week, and by the end of the 
week, my control sheet is a mess of scribbles. Many of those scribbles 
are changes or even minor diversions I have made. I make sure I write 
down everything that wasn’t on my plan. Often, my personal commit-
ment to write down everything I eat keeps me from eating something I 
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shouldn’t. Sometimes it doesn’t, but I still write it down so I have to look 
at it.

Have you memorized the new weight-loss strategy I keep nag-
ging you about—the one with the PCA abbreviation (plan, commit-
ment, and accountability)? Well, the control sheet is my most detailed 
plan. My commitment is to stay on it for one week or two weeks, and 
to write down everything I eat during that time, whether the food 
was preplanned or not. And my accountability is to weigh at the end 
of the week and write that number down on the control sheet—so I 
know how much I lost or gained, or whether I stayed the same on that 
weekly plan. Then I fi le these messy control sheets to refer to for ideas 
at another time.

How do I celebrate the end of a particular PCA week? I do this by 
deciding on the next PCA week. This is my reality, whether I am in a los-
ing mode or in a winging-it mode. And of course, I screw up occasion-
ally, but I don’t let my screwups linger beyond a week. I can no longer 
go into long-term denial and eat like a crazy woman. (Sensible Judy 
won’t let Fun Judy do that anymore.)

Any diet or exercise program 
will only get you to the starting line of maintenance, 

not to the fi nish line of your problem. 
If you have a problem with food before 

beginning a weight-loss plan, 
you will most likely have the same problem aft er the diet. 

Th ere is no fi nish line for us.

I believe that one of the major reasons most dieters fail to keep their 
weight off  after a successful diet is that they quit planning, quit making 
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commitments, and quit using short-term accountability methods.
Are you ready? Here comes another analogy: 
To me, failing to plan for what will happen after the diet is over is 

just about as sensible as telling a newborn baby, “Coochie coo and 
goodbye, kid. You popped out of the womb and now you are on your 
own. Take good care of yourself.” We newborn maintainers have just 
left the security of a cramped but safe and warm diet program, where 
we had a totally structured existence similar to a fetus’s controlled envi-
ronment. It is not reasonable to think that simply because we lost the 
weight and were reborn thin, we automatically know how to maintain 
that weight loss without providing for ourselves some sort of ongoing 
education and self-discipline—and a plan.

In other words, I believe we need structure until we are so emotion-
ally mature and our habits of behavior are so healthy that it is second 
nature for us to eat in a way that keeps our weight stable. I’m not there 
yet, but that’s the direction I am going.

Losing weight wisely is basic training for weight maintenance.

[Th ere’s a fi tting Zen Buddhist proverb that relates to my main-
tenance philosophy: “Before enlightenment, chop wood, carry water. 
Aft er enlightenment, chop wood, carry water.” Th ough I doubt any of 
us will ever get to that nirvana with food, life is remarkably easy for 
me now. Aft er years of structure and grudgingly eaten healthy salads, 
I told myself one day that I could have anything I wanted for lunch. 
And when I did, I was shocked to discover that what I wanted was a 
healthy salad!

Once you get to a weight that pleases you, you will simply be con-
trolling your weight problem at a more pleasant fi ghting weight. And 
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you will be able to plop a few more calories into your weight-manage-
ment plans.] 

Aft er you lose weight, 
you will have most of the same life and weight-control problems 

you had before you lost weight. 
Only time and practice will slowly erode them.

Question 6: Once I lose the weight, how do I keep 
it off ? 

[Years of retrospection and introspection have convinced me that I 
would never, ever have been able to stick to any good maintenance plan 
if I hadn’t done the work I have tediously and repetitively recorded for 
you in this and the previous chapters.]

Since that day on the stairs, I have never lost sight of my long-term 
goals or my sense of direction. Oh, I have dropped a lot of balls over 
my years of maintenance, and I have lost my balance and fallen off  my 
tightrope on occasion. But that net of core values, major life goals, self-
trust, and self-respect that I knit for myself always catches me now. And 
I have never rested on my net and wallowed in self-pity long enough to 
gain more than a few pounds before I gather up my balls and gallantly 
leap back onto my tightrope. Whenever it has been diffi  cult for me to 
get back on the tightrope, I have called for a sturdy ladder from some-
one I trust in the crowd. I’ve called a dear friend with a similar problem, 
or I’ve gone to a Weight Watchers meeting and forced myself to imme-
diately deal with my dissolving resolve. One way or another, I get back 
on my tightrope, and I get on with my balancing-and-juggling act—
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stronger and smarter for the experience. [Without all of that falling 
and getting back up, I believe I would never have learned my way to 
the comfort level where I now live: a place of authenticity and peace 
with food.] 

When I fi rst started to maintain, I weighed myself every day on my 
authoritarian-looking tall scale. Being committed to weighing daily 
forced me to keep the problem in the forefront of my maintenance 
plan. It is a scary way to control weight because of the fl uctuations, but 
those variations—if you watch the scale, the calendar, and your con-
trol sheet—can tell you a lot about your body. As I look back, I see that I 
was a slave to that scale. But maybe it was okay to start that way. Now I 
am far more relaxed and autonomous because I am gradually making 
peace with myself as I get to know myself better. Before I reached this 
stage of self-understanding, a 2-pound gain could put me in the pits. A 
year or two into maintenance, I decided that living for the scale’s vali-
dation of my worth was not what I wanted.

Question: What do education and scales have in common?
Answer: We tend to count what is easily countable 

(like test scores or weight), 
not necessarily what counts. 

[Confession: I did love the sound of that thump on the bar of my 
old-fashioned, stand-up scale when I had it set too high upon mount-
ing the beast. But now I love to see the descending decimals as they 
appear between my big toes on a digital, fl oor-model scale.]
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My MAPS—Maintenance (Advanced) Plan Strategies 

I won’t call this section on maintenance plans boring, but parts of it 
are as dry as RyKrisp. Once again, I am including lots of detail because 
when I do seminars and workshops, women ask for this sort of detailed 
help. I’ll explain the rationale, variations, and fi nite particles of my 
maintenance plans that include the most eff ective commitments and 
accountability methods I have made up for myself. [Zzzzzzzzz...]

I came up with my MAPS early in maintenance, and it’s so simple. 
It only has two steps: (1) determine your caloric baseline range, and 
(2) stick to it for the rest of your life if you want to maintain. (It may 
surprise you to see that losing weight is part of my maintenance plan. 
I rarely stay the same weight from week to week, but shooting for sta-
bility is always the goal.)

Step 1. Determine a caloric baseline range.
a. Weigh at regular intervals. You may prefer weighing once 

a week or every 6,543.21 minutes or once a month. I will 
base what I am going to tell you here in step 1 on the 
assumption that you will weigh once a week.

b. Count and write down the daily calories you eat between 
weigh-ins.

c. Weigh again.

d. Average your daily calories between weigh-ins. Depend-
ing on whether the rotten scale told you that you gained, 
lost, or stayed the same, adjust your calories per day (cpd) 
until you have a caloric baseline range you want to work 
with. Let’s say you ate 1,200 cpd and you lost 1.5 pounds in 
one week. [I hate you!] In a perfect world, that means you 
should be able to add 5,250 calories next week to maintain.  
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How did I come up with that number? You know that 
3,500 calories should equal a pound, and 1,750 calories 
should equal half a pound, so your additional calories per 
week should equal 5,250. Divide the delightful extra 5,250 
calories for the week by seven days, and that means you 
should be able to add 750 calories per day to the 1,200 
calories. So the next week you get to eat 1,950 calories per 
day. 

e. Weigh at the next regular interval. Theoretically, you 
should maintain. But since it is not a perfect world, let’s say 
you gained 1 pound for reasons unknown to you.

f. That means that next week you will eat 3,500 calories less, or 
500 cpd less, for a total of 1,450 calories per day next week. 

g. Keep on keeping on with the weighing, calorie averaging, 
and adjusting week by week until you have a pretty accu-
rate range. You should have it close to accurate in three 
to fi ve weeks. (I like using a 300-calorie range of 1,400 to 
1,700.) [Now, I have a disgustingly accurate 200-calorie 
range of 1,200 to 1,400 calories per day.] 

h. Continue the same procedure. The caloric baseline range 
should be fairly stable, but you can shift it up and down a 
little if it becomes obvious that you are a bit off ; or if your 
body’s caloric requirements are changing depending on 
age, exercise levels, and who knows what else.

i. Determining your caloric baseline range for maintenance 
makes it possible for you to try all sorts of maintenance 
variations as long as they’re built on this range.
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Step 2. Stick to using a 
caloric baseline for the 
rest of your life only if 
you want to maintain 
your weight.

I don’t think this step needs 
any more explanation.

Maintenance Plan 
Variations 

[Th ese variations worked 
great when I was a slip of 
a girl at age forty-three and 
could maintain on a 1,400- 
to 1,700-calorie diet. Th ey 
also helped me defi ne and 
refi ne the maintenance 
strategies I still use today.]

In one variation I 
whipped up, I only weighed 
myself once a month. To 
prepare for this monthly 
Weigh Day, I might add up 
all my daily caloric totals 
for a month and divide by 
the number of days in the 
month, and that would 
give me a daily average 
for the month. 

Judy’s 
“Don’t Diet” Diet
More and more, we keep hearing 
from studies and the press, “Don’t 
diet; Diets don’t work. Simply eat 
right.” I absolutely agree if the word 
“diet” is meant as something we go on 
and then off .

“Diet” should simply mean what we 
eat, and “eating right” to me means 
eating a healthy balance of nutritious 
food.

You can call what I do “eating right” 
or you can call it a diet. Heck, you can 
call it whatever you’d like! It is what 
I have to do to maintain weight and 
keep balance in my life.

An active woman of my height and 
weight could be “eating right” at 2,200 
calories a day (see endnote 3 in chap-
ter 8).

Since I can only eat an average of 
1,200 to 1,400 calories a day to main-
tain, (GRR%@#*^!), if I ate 2,200 cal-
ories per day, mathematically I would 
gain 93 pounds in a year.

Would I get stretch marks on my 
wrinkles or wrinkles on my stretch 
marks?
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Let’s say I added up all the calories I consumed in June, divided by 
30 days in June and found that 1,650 calories was my daily average for 
June. If I had weighed 143 on the last day of May, and I then weighed 
145 on the last day of June, it would appear to all intelligent beings 
that theoretically, I took in approximately 7,000 too many calories in 
June. (Remember, in the world of science, E still equals mc2 and 3,500 
calories still equal one pound.) Well, I fi nd this disgusting, and I allow 
myself a moment of muttering.

Then I must decide what my goal for July will be. If I decide that my 
goal is to maintain at 145 in July, then I need to take 7,000 calories out 
of my plan for July. (Those 7,000 calories equal the 2 damn pounds I 
gained in May.) There are thirty-one days in July. I divide that thirty-one 
into 7,000, which tells me I should eat 226 calories fewer per day than 
I ate in June. Subtracting those 226 calories from the 1,650 I ate per 
day in June gives me an estimated daily goal for July of 1,428 (rounded 
to 1,430) calories. If I decide that, in July, I want to whack off  those 2 
pounds I gained in June, I have to take off  an additional 7,000 calories 
in the month (grumble, curse, cry and then subtract 226 more calories 
from 1,428). That would mean I could eat only about 1,202 (rounded 
to 1,200) calories a day in July. Instead, I might look at the calendar 
for July and see that we are going on vacation. There is no way I want 
to work on losing 2 pounds in Jellystone Park, so I’ll opt for mainte-
nance in July at 1,430 calories. Or I might choose to eat around 1,200 
on generic days and have more calories on action-packed days. Or I 
might decide to keep my calories at 1,430 and add to my exercise time.

I have to keep in mind that I am not in a race. Even if I do get back to 
143 pounds, I still have to have structure—and not too many more cal-
ories, either. There are also other factors to consider. Where am I in my 
menstrual cycle? I may have actually lost 2 pounds of fat this month 
and am simply retaining buckets of fl uid.
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These in-course caloric corrections are still far from perfect, but I 
can deal with only what I can see and what I know. Keeping track of 
my food and weigh-ins provides marvelous records to look back on 
over many months. The process itself and the records it provides help 
me get to know myself better and better; 2 pounds is nothing to panic 
about. If I make myself accountable by writing down what I eat and 
weighing myself once a month, I rarely have more than 2 pounds of 
excess to deal with. Occasionally, I unexpectedly peel off  a couple of 
extra pounds, and I surely don’t get upset about that!

So far, this 300-calorie range is as close as I can estimate. There 
were months I could eat 1,500 calories a day and gain 2 pounds. There 
were months I could eat 1,500 calories a day and lose 4 pounds. There 
was one month I averaged almost 1,700 calories and lost 3 pounds, 
and the next month I averaged 1,450 calories and gained a pound. Isn’t 
that interesting? Your statistics should be interesting to you too. There 
are so many variables involved, particularly in regard to exercise levels.

Th e most important reason to go to the trouble 
of keeping these records 

is that the process itself keeps you organized 
and in control of your entire life.

I don’t want you to think I measure each and every carrot stick I eat, 
or that I sleep while clutching a calorie chart. I do have many calorie 
books, and usually I am so interested in the process that I am eager 
to look up any new food that crosses my path. I have, however, been 
doing this for so long that my mind is like a database of the amount of 
calories in most foods I eat regularly. (I will explain some handy calo-
rie-counting shortcuts shortly.)
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Let’s say I started a new month with the goal of eating 1,500 calo-
ries a day, and this is Day One—a Monday, of course. It is my goal to 
stay at 1,500, but I have tallied up 1,700 calories by the end of Day One. 
So on Day Two I will shoot for 1,300. If a piece of pecan pie falls from the 
sky and lands on my tongue, my total for Tuesday ends up at 1,900. But 
I am committed to writing that down; I can’t pretend I have dementia. 
I also can’t forget that the day before was not any great shakes either. 
I must get my average going in the right direction, because when the 
end of the month draws nigh, I want to enjoy popping on a scale that 
validates my responsible behavior. I am, however, committed to get-
ting on that scale even if I feel like a buff alo. And if Fun Judy tries to 
talk Sensible Judy out of getting on that home scale, then Sensible Judy 
may need to subdue Fun Judy and drag her to the scale at a Weight 
Watchers meeting.

Now, within this plan of writing down what I eat and weighing only 
once a month, I have many options. Again, it is the same concept of 
making choices within a structure, but I have grown to the point where 
I have less structure and more choices. When I blow it, I have to go back 
to more structure and fewer choices—and I fi nd no pleasure in that 
idea.

On my weigh-once-a-month plan, I know approximately how 
many calories I am going to eat per day. I still have a weekly Plan Day 
on Monday, because I can do weekly variations on that 1,500-calo-
ries-a-day theme. I may decide that I want to eat ice cream nightly for 
a week within my 1,500-calorie limit, or I may go on my “5-5-5 Plan” for 
a week or more. (I like this one—a plan where I eat approximately 500 
calories at each meal.) Or sometimes I go on a plan that mandates a 
small, wholesome breakfast; a larger lunch; and a light dinner. I have 
found that if I eat a healthy breakfast and lunch (and some fi ller-in-
ners), I may still be a little hungry during the day but I won’t have any 
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problem with the munchies during the evening. This is particularly 
helpful to me during the school year, for even if I am a little bit hungry 
all day, I am in my classroom, and thank heaven, there’s no refrigerator 
in there!

Sometimes I eat 1,300 calories a day Monday through Thursday 
and 1,750 calories Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, to average out my 
1,500-calories-a-day week. And sometimes I’ll eat 10,500 calories on 
Monday and then fast the rest of the week to average 1,500 a day. 
(JUST KIDDING!) 

But you get the idea; I use all kinds of variations. If you don’t like 
any of mine, make up your own plans. Just don’t ask me questions like 
“What should I eat?” You are a big girl; you are perfectly able to make 
some good, well-balanced plans and vary them when you get bored.

Many diet books are half fi lled with good daily diet menus. 
Th is book contains no diet menus 

but is instead chock full of food for thought, 
to get you to stick to good diet menus.

Of course, I want to be able to live on automatic pilot someday. I try 
an occasional week of freelance eating, with no plan. The only require-
ment I make is that I weigh at the end of the week. If the fi rst week goes 
well, I sometimes give myself another freewheeling week. But usually, 
by the end of the second week, I fi nd myself getting a little sloppy in 
my thinking, or starting to rationalize. For example, I may say, “Oh, I 
think I’ll just have a doughnut at that 11:00 AM meeting today and skip 
lunch.” Soon, I fi nd I’m eating a little more junk and a little less nutritious 
food, and beginning to get mad at myself. I’m starting to feel yucky, so 
I promise myself that I will skip more meals. I am feeling hungrier yet 
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still eating more and more junk. By this time, I’m not sure if I am eating 
to fi ll the hunger, to punish my bad behavior, or because I feel sorry for 
myself because just a little junk food is such a big deal to me. (Normal 
People seem to take it so casually.) I know when I get sloppy during a 
week or two of fl y-by-the-seat-of-my-pants eating, the next week has 
to be more structured.

I sometimes wonder if my brain is conditioned to believe that 
my stomach should feel like it contains 

cottage cheese and grapefruit. 
When my stomach feels like it has brownies and ice cream in it, 

my brain tells me I am a bad person. 
Could years of guilt and conditioning do that?

My Fear of Hunger

I am learning to live with hunger when it arises, rather than fearing the 
thought of hunger and trying to avoid that fearful situation.

Mark Twain is often quoted as having said, “Do the thing you fear 
most and the death of fear is certain.” I am sure my many years of starv-
ing myself had something to do with my fear of hunger. Now I make a 
concerted eff ort to listen to my body. When it tells me it could use some 
food, it is telling me it is hungry; it is not telling me I am in a crisis sit-
uation. Most thin people don’t seem to have a sense of urgency about 
food or a fear of the lack of it. They are used to knowing that hunger is 
no big deal, and they know they will eat soon or when it is convenient. 
They don’t panic. I envy that blasé attitude, and I am working toward 
it. [I’m mighty close to being there too.]
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A person could go on a hunger strike for up to sixty days before 
she would perish. 

I am not going to lapse into a coma if I miss lunch.

About Breakfast

I promised no recipes or menus in this book, but I will bend my own rule 
slightly to tell you about my breakfasts, because I think what I do or do 
not eat for breakfast sets me up for an easy or diffi  cult day.

No matter what plan I am on, I always eat a breakfast that includes 
protein, fi ber, and a bit of fat, but little or no sugar. One teaspoon of 
butter and one tablespoon of peanut butter or an egg on whole wheat 
bread, plus an orange, and a cup of 1 or 2 percent milk, have more stay-
ing power than a half-dozen doughnuts. Too many carbs in the morn-
ing leave me feeling cranky, lousy, drowsy, and yearning to devour 
nothing but empty carbs for the remainder of the day.

If you had told me ten years ago that I would ever eat cottage 
cheese on whole wheat raisin bread with a tad bit of butter and dollop 
of diet jam for breakfast—and like it—I would have said, “Take me out 
and shoot me; I’d rather be dead.” Eating a good breakfast is one thing 
that has become automatic and delightful for me.

Give Your Brain a Vacation

Now hold on to your hats for this one! Sometimes I like going on a pre-
arranged diet for a week. I enjoy the variety of not having to make all 
the decisions myself, and of following someone else’s menus and rec-
ipes that look good to me. If I like the looks of some preplanned pro-
gram that is set up for 1,200 calories per day and I feel I can aff ord 1,400 
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calories a day that week, I have no trouble fi guring out how to spend 
my extra two hundred calories.

Some Planning and Counting Shortcuts

[If you enjoy using your smartphone, iPad, Kindle, or computer, you 
can look up just about anything you want to know, and it is much faster 
than looking for recipes and nutritional info in a book. Also, there are 
all sorts of calorie calculators, menu planners, food journals, and so 
forth online (e.g., loseit.com). Some applications give you access to 
huge databases of foods plus let you add your own recipes, add the 
calories in them, and then store that info for your future use. Slick!

However, if you are not yet comfy doing your meal planning and 
dietary bookkeeping using technology, buy a couple good, basic, cal-
orie-counting books. I like the CalorieKing books because many of 
them reference brand-name grocery items and nutritional info sup-
plied by restaurant chains.

Never give up an “eating outing” with your family or friends. If the 
restaurants you frequent can’t give you a nutritional fact sheet on the 
spot, you can look up what you ate later on. If you are super organized 
and know ahead of time which restaurant you’ll be visiting, you can pre-
plan your meal from restaurant menus found in your books or online.]

At home, when I make new recipes, I add up the calories per ingre-
dient and then divide by the number of servings. Then I write the calo-
ries per serving in the cookbook or on the recipe card. When I prepare 
that recipe again, I just dish up for myself whatever that serving size 
is. For example, I know that one cup of my own sumptuous recipe for 
sweet and sour pork is 360 calories. This procedure saves me a lot of 
time and allows me to make the same dinner for the whole family. Now 
I know many of these recipes and calorie counts by heart.

As I try new recipes, I usually “shave” fat calories to a minimum. 
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When you look critically at that 850-calorie half cup of oil you are pour-
ing into your children’s dinner—and arteries—or at a replaceable cup 
of sugar in a recipe, you will start getting stingy with the “unnecessar-
ies” on your family’s behalf too.

Shortcuts will help, but no matter how easy planning and dietary 
accounting become for you—and they do become easier and easier—
both are still more trouble than spontaneously popping uncounted 
M&M’s into your mouth and forgetting about them. Where do those 
forgotten M&M’s go? Your thighs? I’m afraid your thighs are there to 
remind you that your life isn’t being managed as well as you wish it 
were, and they will continue to remind you long after you have forgot-
ten that you ate those M&M’s. The choice is yours.

Have you ever heard of a successful business that doesn’t use 
good planning and accounting procedures? 

If you keep close tabs on your personal weight-control business, 
you greatly reduce the possibility of 

going emotionally or physically bankrupt.

[Essentially, I asked you to never lose sight of the fact that juggling 
your weight-control ball should be a growth experience. You need to 
experiment and fail, and then experiment and prevail. Only you can 
do it for you, but if you use the rationale and processes for planning 
that I have given you in this chapter, you increase your chances for 
long-term weight control.

I would advise you to not stick to any one plan, and to be sure 
that any plans you choose are fl exible yet still give you structure and 
direction. Remember your PCA: along with any good plan, you need 
a simple commitment to yourself and some form of accountability. If 
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you are on a structured program, you may only want to hold your-
self accountable for your behavior, and ignore the scale for a while. 
Th at’s fi ne. When you are more concerned about your behavior than 
tape-measuring the size of your behind, it can mean you are getting 
into higher-level weight-control thinking and increasing your chances 
for success.]

Don’t play deceitful games with yourself; 
be a person of integrity. 

Honor yourself. 
You are doing this because you choose to, 

and you choose to do it because you are worth the trouble.
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PART V 
Get Gluing!

Don’t wait until everything is just right. It will never be perfect. 
Th ere will always be challenges, obstacles, 

and less-than-perfect conditions. 
So what. Get started now. 

With each step you take, you will grow stronger and stronger, 
more and more skilled, 

more and more self-confi dent, 
and more and more successful.1

—Mark Victor Hansen, cocreator of the Chicken Soup for the Soul 
series
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13 
Parting Thoughts 

(A Few More Squirts of DietGlue)

When you think about your relationship with food, you really have 
only two options:

Option 1: You can eat anything you want to eat, whenever you 
want to eat, and as much as you want to eat. Th e probable out-
come of option 1? You will likely feel miserable about yourself 
physically, mentally, and spiritually. 

Option 2: You can “eat right” (how you “eat right” must be deter-
mined by you), and perhaps even be a little hungry part of the 
time. Th e probable outcome of option 2? You will have a very 
good chance of being happy and healthy.
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Stop, Look, and Listen 
I’m having trouble making myself stop writing tidbits of advice and 
letting you fi nish reading the darn book. Let me almost conclude the 
book with my “stop, look, and listen” mantra. Stop swallowing simple 
answers that only work for the short term, and stop thinking you are 
a weak-willed weenie who can’t do something “as simple as eating less 
and exercising more.” You are a complex, unique, vulnerable, lovely 
creation who is having diffi  culty with complex, unique problems that 
make it challenging for you to eat less and exercise more. Your solu-
tions are far from “simple.”

Next, look within yourself and peel back some of those fat layers of 
self-deception. Look through the little cupboard drawers in your mind 
and check to make sure that you really want to lose weight for you. 
Look to see if it might be rational for you to spend more time working 
on other goals in your life fi rst—goals that will take you toward being 
the person you want to be. Th en look at the possibility of accepting 
those few extra pounds that keep reappearing, and perhaps decide to 
just maintain your present weight as you get on with life goals that are 
more important. If you are sure you must include a weight-loss ball in 
your juggling-and-balancing act, then take total responsibility. Make 
no more excuses, and go on no more short-distance races to a scale. 

Finally, if you are certain you must lose weight and, of course, keep 
it off , then listen. Listen to sound advice from experts who can help 
you juggle that ball with minimum trouble and maximum results. But 
most importantly, listen to yourself!
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I know I said I would not take up any space in this book with rec-
ipes, but the two that follow are packed with vital nutrients and are 
calorie free. 
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What I Know Now
Here are a few more “guilt-free” morsels of wisdom:

• I know that, for me, the process is the solution.
• I know that feeling authentic is a part of feeling healthy.
• I know I am no longer afraid of food or hunger.
• I know we tend to count and measure what is countable and 

measurable, not necessarily what actually counts or is even 
valid.

• I know I am no longer governed by the tyranny of the scale.
• I know my caloric baseline range, and I know that many other 

women with weight issues need to know theirs.
Th ere are many women out there who are not being heard or served 

or—worst of all—understood, even by themselves. Th ese women, like 
me, may have been out-of-control eaters, but over the years, they have 
worked on self-awareness and losing weight, and their problems with 
food have changed. While this is a good thing, they still label them-
selves as fl awed women who need somehow to be “fi xed” in order for 
them to feel in control. For me, at least, that is no longer the case.

By keeping track of my calories for years, I have proven to myself 
that I am now quite a sane eater, but I just can’t eat much! I am, as our 
grandmas may have called us, “an easy keeper,” or what fancy-pants 
fatologists call “weight-loss resistant.”

Because of the dearth of weight-loss literature about our very 
low-calorie baselines, many women still believe the plethora of diet 
advice telling us over and over that we must still be an emotional mess, 
or that we just need to eat fewer than 1,800–2,200 calories. (I WISH!)

Did years of dieting, fasting, and bingeing make me this way? 
Probably. But at least I know for sure that I now maintain on about 
1,200–1,400 calories a day. (GRR%@#*^!)

Women like me have a logical reason to be hungry and, thus, think 
about food a lot. But knowing my caloric baseline is such a relief. Th e 
truth does set us free here—in a way. It’s kind of like having a diagnosis 
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and a proven remedy for a condition that is not our fault; it’s just that 
our stingy bodies are sucking the dickens out of every calorie we feed 
them.

What I Do Now
So, I eat my damn 1,200 to 1,400 calories a day (GRR%@#*^!) to main-
tain. And if I want to lob off  a couple of pounds, I lob off  50 calories a 
day to average 1,150. In the last few years, it seems I lose a fi ft h to a half 
pound per week on that regimen. I know that’s hideously slow, but I 
guess my sturdy Norwegian body was built to survive potato famines, 
and to herd sheep up and down the cliff s around the fj ords. If it takes 
two weeks or six weeks to lose a pound, it doesn’t matter a whole heck 
of a lot in the long run. 
Th at’s why I sometimes 
refuse to use the scale to 
beat myself up. Instead, 
I just measure my suc-
cess by my behavior, 
which is documented 
in my little notebook 
daily and in my spread-
sheet every six weeks, 
when I fi nally weigh.

In 2014, I entered my eighth year of keeping track of my calories 
and weight with my trusty, old-fashioned notebooks and my spread-
sheet. From August 6, 2006, to the present, using forty-some little 
spiral notebooks, I have documented every morsel I have put in my 
mouth. Am I perfectly accurate all the time? Mercy no. Do I eyeball 
and guesstimate some of the time? Yes. And of course, there are errors, 
but I’m sure my stats average out pretty close to accurate. 

For the fi rst four years of this regimen, I banished the bathroom 
scale from my life and just measured my intake. I call this whole 
process—with the notebooks, the measuring, and no scale—my 
“No-Weigh Diet.” Writing down my daily calories was my only plan, 
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commitment, and form of accountability, and it worked! I am proud 
of myself for sticking to my self-promise to document as honestly as 
possible. And I always have the indelible old Weight Watchers food 
guidelines embedded in my left  brain as I assess my caloric intake.

In June 2010, I let the scale back into my life at six-week intervals, 
primarily because I wanted to use my body as a test case to do a little 
experiment for you and for myself as I tried to lose a few pounds. Th e 
PCA (plan, commitment, and accountability) structure was to stay as 
close to 1,150 calories as possible (the plan); to write down, as always, 
every morsel I consumed (commitment); and to weigh myself every 
six weeks (accountability). But I did add one variable.

Th e variable was some little fat-pooping helpers. (Yup, you heard 
me right.) First, I did six weeks at 1,150 with no drugs. Th en I took 
alli for six weeks, averaged my caloric intake, and weighed in. Next, I 
took Xenical for another six weeks, averaged my calories for that six-
week period, and weighed in again. I added all this data to my dynamic 
spreadsheet. Oh, the things I do for you and science! I will have to do 
this again a time or two to see if the results average out the same, but I 
can tell you that I lost about a fi ft h to a fourth of a pound a week with-
out any little helper pills. I lost almost a half pound per week at 1,150 
calories on alli, and two tenths of a pound more per week over the 
entire six-week period using the $4-per-pill Xenical. Contrary to what 
some users have reported, I had no gastric unpleasantness or surprises 
with either drug. 

At this juncture, I would say that alli is my drug of choice only 
because it is so much less expensive, and my weight loss was almost 
identical when I used the spendier, prescribed Xenical. I don’t like tak-
ing drugs, but I don’t mind taking these because they don’t mess with 
my head (just the other end of me). To double my miserable weight 
loss from a quarter to a half pound per week, I would eat clean dirt. 

Whenever I have gotten to the weight I want to be, which is now 
around 150, I get to go from eating close to 1,150 calories to a range 
of 1,200–1,400 calories—whoopee! I think I will keep the scale thing 
going every six weeks for a while; it feels like a good plan for me right 
now. I don’t know about you, but because I am so in tune with my 
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body, I know almost to the pound what the scale is going to say. No 
body-image distortion in this kid!

Whether I’m in losing or maintaining mode, I measure and tally 
when I’m at home. (I’d like to take my food scale to restaurants, but I 
do put some limits on my assertiveness.) I love my measuring cups and 
spoons, and my beloved fl atbed digital food scale that I can fl ip back 
and forth between ounces and grams. Th at food scale, those measur-
ing cups, and those spoons are things I can control. Some may think all 
this writing and measuring to be a time-consuming hassle, but I actu-
ally like measuring, weighing, and counting. I look forward to writ-
ing down something I’ve eaten and getting my subtotal, and thinking 
about what else I can “aff ord” to eat that day.

My self-commitment to measuring and writing down 
every morsel has had a sizeable eff ect 
on my quest to live an authentic life. 

I think practicing that character trait of integrity with myself 
rubs off  on all my relationships—beyond food.

How I Feel Now
I can still remember being that lonely, sad, chubby fi ve-year-old Judy 
and then that hungry eight-year-old fat Judy, who drank beef bouillon 
and munched carrots for a snack. I remember trying to be the socially 
overachieving fat teen, and then being a fat wife who self-medicated 
with food, living a life in confl ict with my own goals and values. I was 
into my thirties before I realized that I was waiting to begin my life 
when I got thin. I don’t want one more woman to waste a minute post-
poning living to her fullest potential.

Th ere is a good side to having a lifelong weight problem, though. I 
don’t know what I would be like if I had grown up trading heavily on 
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my appearance; or not having so much of my thinking time being eaten 
up by thoughts of food, my fat body, and the anger I felt toward myself. 
My internal and external quest for answers to my weight issues forced 
me to stop lying to myself and be genuine in all my relationships—even 
my relationship with food. Maybe it is my age too, but I can honestly 
say that I am happy. I can’t say I love my body, but I love Judy.

I know that my lifelong adventure of self-awareness 

has made me more tolerant of others 

whose paths in life I don’t fully understand.

I feel good from the inside out. I laugh easily and I cry easily. And 
I have no unfi nished business with anyone—even myself. I feel in tune 
with my feelings and my God, recognizing that much of that harmony 
has to be due to all the digging I have done to learn to live with a weight 
problem. I am not just at peace with food; I am at peace with me.

One Final Thought
Sometimes you thought food was your best friend, right? But that rela-
tionship has been less than satisfying. Could Judy Payne be your best 
diet friend? Oh, I hope my book and I have made a positive impact on 
your life. I hope many of the ideas, questions, and resources presented 
here will stay with you, and that you will use them as a foundation to 
build upon.

It’s funny. I have been working on this book for so long, thinking 
about you, talking to you in my head, and feeling close to you without 
ever meeting you, but I can’t be your best friend. Th e best diet friend 
you can ever have is you.

Eff ective life and weight management will never be a piece of cake, 
but they are worth the eff ort because how you feel about controlling 
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your life and your weight aff ects how you feel 
about your family, your friends, your work, 
and your world.

Now please, get gluing! Go eat, love, laugh, 
and use what you have learned in these pages 
to help you live your life more abundantly.

Love,  
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